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ABSTRACT 
The implementation of unsaturated soil mechanics into engineering practice is dependent, to a 
large degree, upon an abiIity to predict nodinear, unsaturated soil property functions. Such 
unsaturated soil property fimctions as the soil-water characteristic curve, the shrinkage curve, 
the permeability curve, and the shear strength curve have been shown to vary depending on 
water content leveIs, These unsaturated soil property functions have been defined for the 
classicd soil mechanics areas of seepage and shear strength. Much information has been 
accumulated on the volume change behavior of unsaturated soils; however, to-date the role of 
unsaturated soil, volume change functions has not been defined; nor have the prediction 
procedures been formulated. 
The primary objective of this thesis is to provide methods of determining the constitutive 
relationships for an unsaturated soil. Experimental laboratory techniques, theoretical and 
statistical methods wilI be examined to provide the basis for the constitutive surfaces. Soil 
property firnctions wit1 also be represented mathematically to facilitate a continuous and 
smooth representation of soil behavior. The resulting constitutive d c e s  will provide the 
practicing engineer with mathematical relationships that form the basis for modeling seepage 
and volume change (or any coupled combination) in unsaturated or saturated soit. 
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CHAPTER I .O Unsaturated Soil Property 
Functions for the Practice of Unsaturated Soil 
Mechanics 
I .  I introduction 
The implementation of unsaturated soiI mechanics into engineering practice comes at a time 
when the geotechnical engineer is accepting a new paradigm for soil mechanics. Computers 
and numerical modeling play a dominant role in responding to practical applications and 
sensitivity studies for addressing the 'What if - ?' concerns in geotechnical engineering 
probIems. For many problems invohing unsaturated soils, it is necessary to determine 
unsaturated soil property functions for solving numerical models. These hctions can be 
approximated fiom either a knowledge of the soil-water characteristic curve or the grain size 
distn'bution of the soils involved, This implementation procedure deviates somewhat fiom 
historicai cIassica1 soil mechanics procedures but will provide an acceptable procedure for 
engineering practice. 
The application of soil mechanics in engineering practice has evolved since the framework was 
laid out by Tenaghi (1923). Engineers have been familiar with mechanical soil property 
constants and soil property functions such as the @-size distn'bution and the compression 
curve for several decades. More recently, the soil-water characteristic curve has emerged as a 
key fiinction in predicting important physical relationships for unsaturated soiIs. Large 
amounts of experimentd data have been gathered to substantiate the many possible variations 
for these relationships. Examples of reference type soils used in saturated soiI mechanics 
includeLondon Clay, Boston Blue Clay and Ottawa sand. The properties of such soils often 
form a basis for comparison among experimental resdts. 
h general, however, development and implementation of soil mechanics to routine engineering 
practice has been limited to problems where the soils are saturated. Theoretical developments 
and laboratory testing procedures for the application of soil mechanics to unsaturated soils have 
emerged during the past 30 years. Implementation of this new technology into engineering 
practice has been restricted by two critical factors. In the first case, advanced numerical 
computing techniques ace required to solve complex, highly nonlinear equations. h the second 
case, a procedure for describing the constitutive surfaces of unsaturated soils is not available. 
Both of these shortcomings are interrelated and the development of both technologies must be 
concurrent. W e  considerable progress has been made with respect to numerical solutions and 
computing, the application of unsaturated sod technology has been stalled by an inability to 
mathematically describe the constitutive surfaces for unsaturated soils. 
The numerical modeling of the movement of water and contaminants through soils is an area of 
application of the research presented in this thesis. It is now common in geotechnicd 
engineering practice to mode1 seepage in soils. F i t e  etement and fmite difference software 
solutions are avaiIable to soIve the mathematics behind the seepage and contaminant transport 
partial differentid equations. An example of this is seepage through a stope consisting of two 
soil types (Figure 14). The problem may be evaluated to correctly determine infiltration and 
flow rates as well as the location of the phreatic surface. The accuracy of the solution of this 
problem is dependent on the correct representation of the soil-water characteristic curve and the 
permeability curve of both soil mate*. 
Figure 1-1 Typicai example af traosient seepage involving infiltration 
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The volume change behavior of soils may also be modeled using the methods outlined in this 
thesis. Volume change of clay soils has often been modeled as a process separate from seepage 
in soils when, in fact, the processes represent a coupled solution of seepage (continuity) and 
volume change (equilibrium). An example of this is the consolidation and subsequent 
desaturation of mine tailings at the Jeb Pit located near McClean Lake in northern 
Saskatchewan. Mine tailings are spigoted out as a slurry and allowed to consolidate under their 
own self weight. The effective stress in the soil will therefore increase. As the deposition of 
tailings slows, the tailings may undergo drying as a result of evaporative fluxes and the soil 
suction stress state will increase. This stress path may be seen in Figure 1-2, This process is 
diEcult to model without a mathematical representation of the constitutive surface of a soil. 
This thesis provides methods for the development of such constitutive surfaces. 
Water content 
Matric suction 
(u, - uw) 
Net normal stress 
h e m  - US 
Figore 1-2 h m p k  of stress page fdlowed by mine tniliags 
This thesis provides a new integrated procedure for descriiing the necessary soil property 
functions and constitutive surfaces for solving volume change problems in unsaturated soil 
mechanics. 
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1.2 Overview 
Terzaghi's (1923) theory did not specify a method for analyzing unsaturated soils. The need for 
unsaturated soil mechanics has grown steadily in recent years. Practicing engineers have 
determined that saturated soiI mechanics has not been adequate to solve many problems for 
soils above the water table. Soil properties, such as permeability, compression index, Young's 
Modulus, etc., which were previously assumed to be constant in saturated soil mechanics, have 
been found to vary substantially depending upon the degree of saturation of the soil. It has 
become necessary to define a number of soil property timctions to impiement the practice of 
unsaturated soil mechanics. These fimctions are shown below. 
Table 1-1 Soil property fuactions rquirtd for various geotcchnical problems 
Funclion Soil Property Dependent Application 
Variable 
Soil-water characteristic Gravimetric water Soil suction Unsaturated seepage 
CUNB content. w 
Permeability Hydraulic 
conductivity, k 
Water storage mZw 
Shrinkage Void ratio 
Swell Void ratio 
Shear strength Shear strength 
Therrnoconductivity Therrnoconductivity 
Specific heat Specific heat 
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The successfid application of unsaturated soil mechanics to current engineering practice is 
dependent upon the relatively easy methods of representing and determining the unsaturated 
soil property ftmctiom described above. 
The largest obstacle in applying unsaturated soil mechanics to engineering practice has been 
the complexity and expense of obtaining unsaturated soil property functions. A typical seepage 
problem involving only two soil types may cost $2000 to $5000 in Iaboratory fees to obtain the 
two soil-water characteristic curves and permeability functions. This thesis focusas on two 
methods for simplifying the determination of unsaturated soil property functions. 
Firstly, methods of fitting mathematical equations to unsaturated soil property functions are 
developed to provide a means of quantifLing unsaturated soil properties. This will allow 
practicing engineers to manage large amounts of unsaturated soils data with relative ease. 
Secondly, theoretical methods for the estimation of soil property functions fiom limited data 
(also called pedo-transfer functions) are developed for the estimation of unsaturated soil 
property functions from simpte data such as the grain-size distribution or Atterberg limits. 
These pedo-transfer functions allow for a lowsost method of implementing unsaturated soil 
mechanics in engineering practice. The Iimitation of these pedo-trausfer fimction comes with 
the risk invoIved in the accuracy of the individud pedo-transfer hction. 
Five soil property fwctions for application to unsaturated soils are analyzed in this thesis. 
These bct ions  are shown in Table 1-2. 
Table 1-2 Soil-property functions examined in this thesis 
Function Soil Pmperty Dependent Application 
Variable 
Grain-size distribution Percent passing PaRicle diameter Laboratory analysis 
SoiCwater charaderistic Gmvimetric water Soil suction Unsaturated seepage 
curve content. w modeling 
Water storage 2 m w  Soil suction Unsaturated seepage 
modeling 
Shrinkage Void ratio Gravimetric water Volume 
content, w changeldeformation 
modeling 
Compression Void ratio Net normal stress Volume 
(consolidation) curve changeldeformation 
modeling 
The grain-size distribution soil property function is considered hrst because of the close 
relation to the soil-water characteristic curve. The compression soil property function will be 
examined since it is required for the calculation of unsaturated soil constitutive surfaces. 
Equations have been previously presented for the fitting of soil property functions. The most 
common equations have been used to represent the soil-water characteristic curve are Brooks 
and Corey,(1964); van Genuchteq(I98 1); and Fredlund and Xing, (1993). Theoretical methods 
for the estimation of soif property functions from limited data (also called pedo-transfer 
functions) have also been presented in the research literature (Rawls, 1983; Arya and Pan's, 
1981). The most commonly presented pedo-transfer fimctions are for the estimation of the soil- 
water characteristic curve and the coeEcient of permeability relationship. Some of these 
equations and pedo-transfer functions have proven successfd for specific application. 
However, a generalized approach for application to unsaturated soil mechanics is required. 
Considerable research has focused on the application of computer models for analyzed 
problems in soil mechanics. Seepage, contaminant transport, stress and volume change are 
some of the areas that have received attention. F i t e  eIement models have permitted more 
realistic simulations to be carried out for difficult problems. In general, these finite element 
models make use of the latest numerical methods to assist in numericd convergence for highly 
non-hear problems such as those encountered in unsaturated soils. At the same time, the 
modeis depend on the reasonableness of the soil property hctions used as input. 
This thesis shows that it is timeiy to adopt a philosophy in soil mechanics that uses soil 
property functions (i.e., in particdar, unsatrrrated soil property functions), to represent complex 
saturatdunsaturated soils conditions. A common difliculty associated with this type of 
approach has been the lack of mathematid fimctions that represent soil properties as smooth 
fimctions. For exampIe, matbematical fimctiom are required to provide a continuous 
description of the soil property bct ions for the finite element method. The soil property 
functions must provide superior representation of the soil properties such that non-linear 
formulations and non-linear solutions for complex problems in unsaturated soils can be 
optimized. 
The convergence of finite element solutions can be improved by using soil property hct ions 
that are both smooth and physically realistic. Typical soil property fimctions, such as the 
compression fimction, are often represented by a straight Iine function on an arithmetic or semi- 
Logarithm plot. Attempts to increase the accuracy of the compression curve have Ied to the 
splicing together of two straight line portions, DBcuity in applying this representation to a 
numericat model can be encountered. For example, the dBculties related to the distinct break 
in dope at the intersection of the two straight line portions may be encountered. A smooth 
mathematical representation of the soil property h c t i o n  should provide a superior form for 
numerical modeling. 
Spline bct ions  have frequently been used to provide a continuous representation of soil 
property fbnctions. While the spline provides a continuous representation, it may not be 
physically realistic, particularly for regions ktween the designated data points. The problem 
becomes M e r  accentuated when a derivative of the spline function must be taken (e.g., 
computing the water storage modulus). 
Laboratory testing provides the data for the assessment of soil property functions. However, 
only a Iimited number of data points can rdsticalIy be measured in the laboratory and it is 
necessary to obtain a mathematical representation of the entire soil property function. The 
mathematical representation provides both an interpoIation technique together with the 
parameters that must be quantified. In other words, the use of information technology systems, 
dong with the concept of continuous sod property fimctions, form the philosophicaI basis to 
enhance the numerical modeling of satnrated/tmsatrrrated soiI systems. 
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7.3 Research Application Summary 
The mathematical methods presented in this thesis are valuable to the engineering community 
in that they form the basis for modeling soil problems. Engineering practice now accepts the 
validity of finite element or finite difference methods and such calculations are not 
commonplace. What has received significantly less attention is the formulation of appropriate 
mathematicd relations to represent the soil properties used as input to these numerical models. 
This thesis attempts to develop mathematical methods for the estimation and representation of 
soil property tinctions used as input to numerical modeling programs. In particular, emphasis 
is placed on the soiI property functions for unsaturated soils. 
The processes common to geotechnical engineering practice today are: seepage, consolidation, 
heat flow, evapotranspiration, stress/deformation, contaminant transport, and slope stability. 
There exists for each of these problems finite ekment or finite difference software solutions. 
The validity of the output of these programs is to a large extent, dependant on the validity of 
the soil properties input to the model. There is often much money invested in the model but 
very little money invested to ensure that the soil properties used are representative of those in 
the field across the spectrum of field state conditions. 
The soil properties required for each type of typicd engineering problem may be seen in Table 
1-3. Table 1-3 summarizes the soil property functions which are needed to perform a 
saturated/unsaturated analysis of the problem. 
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The finite element and finite difference methods are mathematical techniques. The ideal input 
to these programs is therefore mathematical functions that accurately and realistically represent 
soil properties. Mathematical representation of the grain-size distribution, the soil-water 
characteristic curve, the compression curve, and the shrinkage c w e  as well as the 
mathematical representation of the constitutive surfaces are examined in this thesis, 
Many of these soil properties are not measured properly because of the costs associated with 
the laboratory procedures. This thesis will also examine methods to estimate soil property 
functions fiom simple laboratory data. The estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve and 
the shrinkage curve are examined in this thesis. 
7.4 Objective and Scope 
This thesis presents a new technique and general procedure for developing the soil property 
functions required to solve problems in unsaturated soils. The emphasis is directed at the 
estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve together with volume change hctions (and 
water content functions) for unsaturated soil. In order to achieve the broad objectives outiined 
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above, it is necessary to develop a numerical procedure to represent the grain-size distribution 
curve. Mathematical representation of the grain-size distribution curve is a fundamental step 
within the general procedure as the basis for the description of the associated soil property 
bc t ions  for unsaturated soils. 
A number of soil property functions are being studied. New mathematical representation has 
been developed for the following functions. 
1 .  Unimadal equation for the fit of the grain-size distribution, 
3. Bimodal equation for the fit of the grain-size distribution, 
3. Bimodal equation for the fit of the soil-water characteristic curve, 
4. Three-parameter equation for the fit of the compression curve, 
5. Four-parameter equation for the fit of the compression curve, 
6. Equation for the fit of the shrinkage curve. 
The objectives of the thesis are to develop procedures for the estimation of several pedo- 
transfer functions for unsaturated soils. The specific pedo-transfer functions studied are: 
Unimodal estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve fiom the grain size distribution 
function, 
Bimodal estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve fiom the grain size distribution 
fimction, 
Estimation procedure for the shrinkage curve 
Estimation function for the volume change constitutive surface based on the compression 
curve, the shrinkage c w e  and the soil-water characteristic curve, 
Estimation function for the water content constitutive surface based on the compression 
curve, the shrinkage curve and the soil-water characteristic curve. 
The scope of this thesis involves the development of comprehensive mathematicat procedures 
for representing unsaturated soil property fuactions. The procedure to represent soil property 
functions is primarily restricted to the behavior of unsaturated soils during drying, along with 
the accompanying volume changes. Limited attention will be given to the wetting curves 
associated with volume change. There are other unsaturated soil property fiuzctions that could 
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be W e r  studied such as permeability, thermal properties and contaminant transport functions. 
However, these are considered to be outside the scope of this thesis. This thesis is directed at 
the study of volume change and water content change, as well as the necessary fimctions 
leading up to the unsaturated soil property functions. 
1.5 Outline of the Thesis 
This thesis develops a series of soil property fimctions, starting with the grain size distribution 
and leading up to the volume change fimctions for an unsaturated soil. There is a natural 
progression to the order in which the soil property fimctioas are proposed. 
Chapter 1 summarizes the contributions of this thesis to research of saturated and unsaturated 
soil mechanics. The objective and the scope of the research program is presented. A summary 
of the concepts of soil-property firactions is also provided along with a statement defining the 
philosophical approach being advocated for modeling saturatedhnsaturated soil systems. 
Chapter 2 provides a background summary of the current development in unsaturated soil 
mechanics. Future direction of research and the application of the technology presented in this 
thesis will also be presented. Chapter 3 introduces and analyzes several new equations for the 
representation of the grain-size distribution. CaicuIations based on the grain size distribution 
data are also presented for illustration and verification purposes. A new method for the 
estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve fiom grain size distribution data is presented in 
Chapter 4. A wide range of grain size data sets are analyzed and the predicted soil-water 
characteristic curves are compared to measured values for verification. Chapter 5 presents a 
theoretical representation of the compression curve fiom experimental data measured in an 
oedometer, as well as data measured in an isotropic triaxial test. These fimctions are for a 
saturated soiI and forms the reference or basic soil characteristic for volume change. Chapter 6 
introduces an equation capabIe of fitting the shrinkage curve. In this chapter, a method of 
estimating the shrinkage curve is proposed and verified using data from the research literature. 
Chapter 7 summarizes the application of individual soil-property functions to the development 
of three-dimensional constitutive d a c e  for votume change and water content change in 
unsaturated soils. 
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CHAPTER 2.0 Overview of the Integrated 
Procedure for Describing Soil Property Functions 
2.7 tntroduction 
Application of the general procedure presented in this thesis wiI1 provide contributions for two 
areas of saturated/unsaturated soils technology. Fiy, the fitting equations presented form the 
foundation for a standardized representation of soil property functions. Standardized 
representation of soil property functions is conducive to the development of constitutive 
reIations for unsaturated soils. Furthermore, a standardized approach allows principles of 
information technology to be applied for the convenient management of large amounts of soils 
data. 
The second area of application for the research presented in this thesis relates to the area of 
numerical modeling. The equations and methods presented herein form the basis for describing 
input parameters for describing soil behavior in E t e  element modeling. Benefits Eom the 
mathematical representation will give increased accuracy in the description of soil properties as 
well as alleviation of difficult convergence problems frequently encountered while solving 
problems in unsaturated soils. A generai mathematical procedure to model many soil property 
functions is presented in this thesis. This procedure allows for the complete mathematical 
description of the constitutive behavior for saturated or unsaturated soils. 
2.2 Significance of the Soil- Water Characteristic Curve 
The soil-water characteristic curve (SWCC) has become the central relationship in describing 
the behavior of unsaturated soils (Fredlund, 1993). It has been shown that the soil-water 
characteristic curve may be used as the basis for the estimation of many other unsaturated soil 
property fimctions (Fredlund, 1997). Proper mathematical representation of this curve a 
therefore important. Equations for the representation of the soiI-water characteristic curve as 
well as a theoretical method for the estimation of the same curve are presented in this thesis. 
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Numerous equations have been proposed to model the soil-water characteristic curve (Sillers, 
1997). The equations vary in a number of different ways. The historical development of the 
equations show that each researcher has attempted to enhance the work of previous researchers 
in an attempt to improve and account for different characteristics of the curve (Barbour, 1999). 
Each improvement has provides a representation of the soil-water relationship that more closely 
resembles the natural curve. The soil-water characteristic curve is typically plotted as the 
volumetric water content versus soil suction in the soil. The relationship is typically S-shaped 
on a semi-log scale and yields different curves based on the type of soil described. The curve 
has become the standard relationship used for determining the water storage function, in 
saturated/unsaturated finite element seepage problems, The curve is also used in the estimation 
of a permeability fimction for unsaturated soils. 
The soil-water characteristic curve can be used as a foundation for calculating other related soil 
property functions such as permeability, shear strength and volume change. It forms a partiat 
basis for describing the engineering behavior of an unsaturated soil and provides a means of 
relating the fitadmental soil properties to one another. The soil-water characteristic curve 
becomes particularly important when modeling more than one aspect of soil behavior in a 
single analysis. Furthermore, important information for the pore size distribution and the 
amount of water contained in the pores at a given suction is provided. The soil-water 
characteristic curve has three stages that descri i  the process of desaturation of a soil as shown 
in Figure 1 (i.e., for increasing suction). These are outlined below starting with saturation 
conditions in the soil. 
70 - - Capillary - - - -- - - - - 
t- Zone of residual saturation + I-. . - -.--. L \ 
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Figure 2-1 Soil-water characte~tic urve illustrating the components (Sillers, 1997) 
The Capillary Saturation Zone where the pore-water is in tension but the soil remains 
saturated- This stage ends at the air entry value, yb, where the applied suction overcomes 
the capillary water forces in the largest pore in the soil. 
The Desahrration Zone is where water is dispIaced by air within the pores. Liquid water 
drains from the pores and is displaced by air. This stage ends at the residual water content, 
Or, where the pore-water becomes discontinuous and the coefficient of permeability is 
greatIy reduced. 
The Residual Saturation Zone where the water is tightly adsorbed onto the soil particles and 
flow occurs in the form of vapor. This stage is terminated at oven dryness. When the soil is 
heated to 10SO C, the soiI is defined to have zero water content and the soiI suction is 
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approximately 1 x lo6 kPa (FkdIund and Rahardjo, 1994). This point forms a benchmark 
for all soils and any water not driven off at this point is considered chemically bonded to 
the soil. It does not appear to be important with respect to the engineering behavior of the 
soil. 
Laboratory studies have shown that there is a relationship between the soil-water characteristic 
curve and unsaturated soil properties (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993b). The soil-water 
characteristic curve is a measured soil property that is used to derive other soil functions and 
provides a common reference to the stress-state. [n other words, it ensures that each soil 
property is referenced to the same stress-state. 
There is a high degree of variability in the type of soil-water characteristic curves that can be 
measured. However, all curves appear to have a number of distinguishing features. The 
distinguishing characteristics that have been defined are the air-entry value of the c w e ,  
residual water content, and residual suction of the c w e ,  as well as the common point of zero 
water content corresponding to a soil suction of 1,000,000 kPa. These features can be seen in 
Figure 2-2. A detailed description of the construction technique used to define these 
characteristics can be found in Vanapalli, Sillers, and Fredlund (1998). 
Soil Suction (kPa) 
Figure 2-2 Definition of variables associated with the soil-water characteristic curve. 
Equations for the Soil- Water Characteristic Curve 
Several equations have been presented as models for defining soil-water characteristic curves 
(Sillers, 1997). Five of the most common methods are the Brooks and Corey equation (1964), 
the Gardner equation (1974), the van Genuchten and Burdine equation (1953), the van 
Genuchten and Mudem equation (1976), the van Genuchten equation (1980), and the Fredlund 
and Xing (1 994) equation. A summary of these equations are presented in the foIlowing 
paragraphs. 
The following soil-water characteristic equations are presented in terms of gravimetric rather 
than volumetric water content. Representation of the soil-water characteristic curve in terms of 
gravimetric water content disallows experimental errors associated with volume change of the 
soil during drying. 
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2.3.1 The Brooks and Corey Equation 
A power-law relationship was proposed by Brooks and Corey (1964). This mode1 represented 
the tint attempt to use an equation to describe the soil-water characteristic curve. The equation 
is as follows. 
Equation 2-1 
where: 
a, = bubbling pressure (kPa), 
n, = pore size index, 
ws = saturated gravimetric water content, 
wr = residual gravimetric water content, and 
y~ = soil suction &Pa). 
2.3.2 The Gardner Equation 
Gardner (1964) presented a continuous equation for the first coefficient of permeability 
function. The form of the equation has subsequently been the basis for the soil-water 
characteristic curve as well as many other equations proposed in subsequent literature. 
Gardner's equation for the soil-water characteristic curve is given as follows. 
Equation 2-2 
where: 
a, = soil parameter that is primarily a h c t i o n  of the air entry value of the soil in 
kpa, 
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% = soil parameter that is primarily a firaction of the rate of water extraction fiorn 
the soil, once the air entry value has been exceeded, 
WS = saturated gravimstric water content, 
w, = residuaI gravirnetric water content, and 
y = soil suction (kPa). 
2.3.3 The van Genuchten Equation 
van Genuchten (1980) presented a three parameter equation with the flexibility to fit a wide 
range of soils. The parameters of the equation were typically found using a least-squares 
algorithm. 
Equation 2-3 
= soil parameter that is primady a function of the air entry value of the soil in 
@a, 
= soil parameter that is primarily a function of the rate of water extraction fiom 
the soil, once the air entry vaiue has been exceeded, 
= soil parameter that is related to the residual water content of the soil. Typical 
range (0.9-1.1), 
= saturated gravimetric water content, 
= residual gravimetric water content, and 
= soil suction p a ) .  
2.3.4 The van Genuchten and MualemIBurdine Equations 
Two separate simplifications to the van Genuchten equation have been proposed Relations 
between the m and n parameters of the van Genuchten equation were p r e s c r i i  to reduce the 
number of fitting parameters from three to two. The simp~cations proposed by Mualem 







Equation 2 4  
= soil parameter that is primarily a function of the air entry value of the soil in 
kpa, 
= soil parameter that is primarily a h c t i o n  of the rate of water extraction fiom 
the soil, once the air entry value has been exceeded. 
= saturated gravimetric water content, 
= residual gravirnetric water content, and 
= soil suction (kPa). 
The Burdine (1953) equation is as follows: 
Equation 2-5 
where: 
= soil parameter that is primarily a function of the air entry value of the soil in 
@a, 
nb = soil parameter that controis the slope at the inflection point in the soil-water 
characteristic curve with a typical range of 1 to 2, 
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WS = saturated gravimetric water content, 
w,b = residual gravimetric water content, and 
y/  = soil suction (kPa). 
2.3.5 Fredlund and Xing Equation 
Fredlund and Xing (1993) presented a three-parameter equation with the flexibiiity to fit a wide 
range of soils. The equation also provides increased accuracy in the high suction range. The 
parameters of the equation were typically found using a least-squares algorithm. 
Equation 2-6 
where: 
WS = saturated gravimetric water content, 
af = fitting parameter related to the air entry value for the soil, 
nf = fitting parameter related to the maximum slope of the curve, 
mf = fitting parameter related to the curvature of the slope, and 
h, = typically represents the soil suction related to residual water content &Pa), 
ry = soil suction &Pa). 
The equations presented above have aiI  been used to model the soil-water characteristic curve- 
While the Brooks & Corey ( 1964) equation was the first popularized equation used to represent 
the soil-water characteristic curve, it's primary drawback was the lack of continuous 
representation. The representation of water content at suctions Iess than the bubbling pressure 
or air-entry value (AEV) is typically ignored, Gardner (1964) then proposed a continuous 
equation originally used to represent soil-water permeability as a fitaction of soil suction. The 
equation was later used extensively to represent the soil-water characteristic cwve. van 
Genuchten (1980) presented a three-parameter equation which couid be used to mathematically 
represent the soil-water characteristic curve. Simplifications to the van Genuchten (1980) 
equation were later proposed by Mualem (1976) and Burdine (1953) to reduce the number of 
parameters. Fredlund & Xing (1 993) presented a four-parameter equation capable of providing 
an improved fit of the soil-water characteristic curve at higher suctions. The representation of 
the soil-water characteristic curve by the Fredlund & Xing (1993) equation allowed the soil- 
water state to be represented fiom completely dry to saturated conditions. 
2.4 Use of Saturated Soil Properties and the Soil-water 
Characteristic Curve 
Theory governing the behavior of unsaturated soils bas been availabIe for several yean and has 
shown that the soiI-water characteristic curve (SWCC) is the central relationship describing 
how a soil behaves as it desaturates. Research has shown that empirical reIationships can be 
used to describe unsaturated property hc t ions  related to the soil-water characteristic curve. 
These empirical relationships can then be used to predict the permeability, shear strength, 
thermal, and difkion properties as a soil desaturates. The process for predicting the behavior 
of an unsaturated soil is then greatly simplified. 
Classical soil mechanics has emphasized specific types of soils (e-g., saturated sands, silts, and 
clays and dry sands). Many textbooks cover the theories related to these types of soils in a 
completely dry or a completely saturated condition. Recently, it has been shown that attention 
must be given to so& that do not fall into these common categories. Many of these soils can be 
classified as unsaturated soils. Engineering related to unsaturated soils has typically remained 
empirical due to the complexity of their behavior. 
An unsaturated soil consists of more than two phases and therefore the natud laws governing 
its behavior are changed. Central to the behavior of an unsaturated soil is the relationship 
between the relative amounts of water and air as the soil desatutates. This relationship is 
described by the soil-water characteristic curve. Laboratory studies have shown that there is a 
reIatiodip between the soil-water characteristic curve and unsaturated soil properties 
(FredIund and Rahardjo, 1993b). Properties such as hydraulic conductivity, shear strength, 
water storage, unfrozen water content, specific heat, thermal conductivity, and diffusion can all 
be related to the soil-water characteristic curve. 
2.5 Examples of Unsaturated Soil Property Functions 
A theoretical h e w o r k  for unsaturated soil mechanics has been firmly established over the past 
coupIe of decades. The codtutive equations for volume change, shear strength and flow for 
unsaturated soil have become generally accepted in geotechnical engineering (Fredhmd and 
RaMjo,  1993a). The measurement of soil parameters for the unsaturated soil constitutive 
models, however, remains a demanding Iaboratory process. 
The following sections present typical soiI property functions. These functions have been used 
by geotechnical engineers in the solution of a wide variety of problems. Accurate 
representation of these functions greatIy enhances their application in engineering practice. A 
tisting of maturated soiI property functions may be seen in the following table. 
Table 2-1 Typical soil property functions 
Variable 
Soil-water characteristic Gravimetric water Sail suction Unsaturated seepage 
curve content, w 
Permeability Hydraulic 
conductivity, k 
Water storage m2W 
Shrinkage Void ratio 
Swell Void ratio 
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Thermoconductivity Thennoconductivity Soil suction Evapotranspiration 
modeling 
Specific heat Specific heat Soil suction Evapotranspiration 
modeling 
Unfrozen water content Unfroten voiumetric Degrees below Evapotranspiration 
water content freezing modeling 
Diffusion Diffusion Soil suction Contaminant transport 
modeling 
Adsorption Adsorption Soil suction Contaminant transport 
modeling 
2.5.1 Coefficient of Permeability Functions 
The difference between the coefficients of permeability of a clay and a gravel can be greater 
than LO orders of magnitude. Obtaining an accurate assessment of this parameter often becomes 
a major obstacle in analyzing the amount of seepage through a soil. Knowing the coefficient of 
permeability (or hydraulic conductivity) of a soil is vital for field management of resources and 
maintenance of environmental quality. 
Much effort has been expended to develop computer models capable of analyzing seepage 
through soils. The problem is further complicated by the fact that seepage through an 
unsaturated soil varies according to the degree of saturation of the soil. Many measurements 
must be made at various degrees of saturation to provide confidence in the hydrauIic properties. 
It is, therefore, of value to utilize simplified theoretical methods for the prediction of the 
hydraulic conductivity of soils. 
Models that can be used to predict the coefficient of permeability of soils can be divided into 
three categories. The model either predict: (1) the saturated coefficient of permeability of a soil 
(Ahuja, 1989; Russo, 1980; Brakensiek, 1992; RawIs, 1993; Sperry, 1994), or, (2) the curve 
describing the variation in the coefficient of permeability as a soil desaturates (Fredlund, 1994), 
or, (3) both the saturated coefficient of permeability and the curve showing the variation of the 
coefficient of permeability as a soiI desaturates (i.e., Durner, 1994). 
Once the saturated coefficient of permeability of a soiI is known, it can be assumed to be a 
relatively unique fimction of the water content (Ftedlund, Xing, and Huang, 1994). The 
fimction appears to be essentially uuique as long as the volume change of the soil structure is 
negligible or reversible. A hc t ion  that relates the soil-water characteristic curve and the 
coefficient of permeability was presented by Campbell (1974). These models allow the 
complete coefficient of permeability fimction to be estimated fiom a saturated coefficient of 
permeability and a soil-water characteristic curve. 
2.5.2 Water Storage Functions 
The water storage kc t ion  provides the change in volumetric water content versus soil suction. 
This hc t ion  is usell  in modeling seepage through an unsaturated soil as it indicates the rate 
of change in the water storage of a soil at a given soil suction. 
In mathematical terms, the water storage curve is the derivative or slope of the soil-water 
characteristic curve equation when the soil-water characteristic curve is represented in tenns of 
volumetric water content. The soil-water characteristic curve is typically measured in terms of 
gravimetric water content and must therefore be converted to volumetric water content. The 
soil-water characteristic curve represented in tenns of gravimetric water content may be scaled 
directly to volumetric water if the effects of volume change are assumed to be negligible. The 
Fredlund & Xing (1994) equation (represented in terms of volumetric water content) and its 
derivative are as follows: 
Equation 2-7 
The derivative of  quat ti on 2-7 provides a water storage hc t ion  as follows: 
Equation 2-8 
where: x = soil suction. 
The water storage function provided above is used in solving transient unsaturated seepage and 
flux boundary models such as the Soilcover model (USG, 1997). 
2.5.3 Volume Change Functions 
Most changes in the stress-state of a soil produce a volume change. The amount of volume 
change and the time interval over which this volume change occurs is significant for a number 
of problems. Heave, s w a g e  and consolidation problems rely on a description of the volume 
change of a soil. 
The aim of this thesis is to provide a procedure to describe volume change functions. This 
global objective requires mathematical descriptions for the shrinkage curve function, the soil- 
water characteristic curve, and the compression curve. 
2.5.3.1 Shrinkage Curve Function 
The shrinkage curve has historically been used as a means to obtain the shrinkage limit as a 
classification property. More recentIy, the shrinkage curve has been used to represent the 
relationship between volume change and water content change. The shrinkage curve for soils 
can be measured and used as the basis for finite element simulations where both volume change 
and water content change need to be predicted. 
Typical research emphasis involves the appIication of the shrinkage curve to a particdar 
problem. Other research invoIves proper techniques involved in the measurement of the 
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shrinkage curve. Further theoretical development for describing the shrinkage curve and its 
relationship to other unsaturated soil hctions using a mathematical relationship are presented 
in this thesis. Calculations to extend the soil-water characteristic curve to compute the voIume 
change firnction are also presented. 
2.5.3.2 Compression Cuwe Function 
The compression curve is a central soil property function to a wide variety of soil problems. 
Classic formulations for the solution to settlement, heave, and consolidation analysis depend on 
the laboratory measurement of the compression curve. The accuracy with which the 
compression soil-property hct ion is represented will determine the accuracy of the h a 1  
solution. Typical straight-line approximations of the compression curve cause a break in the 
compression curve when moving between the recompression and virgin compression branches. 
These 'breaks' are physically unrealistic and can lead to nurnericai instability in finite element 
' programs. A continuous equation to provide a smooth transition between soil states and 
improve convergence in numerical models is presented in this thesis. 
The primary contribution of this thesis will be the development of procedures to integrate the 
soil property functions to describe volume change with respect to the two independent stress 
states for matric suction and total stress. 
2.6 General Procedure for the Integration of Unsaturated 
Soil Property Functions 
Several approaches can be taken towards the determination of unsaturated soil property 
fimctions (Fig. 3). The term, unsaturated soil property functions, refers to such relationships 
as: 1 .) coefficient of permeability versus soil suction, 2.) water storage variable v e m  soiI 
suction, and 3.) shear strength versus soil suction and (4) the volume change fimction. 
Laboratory tests can be used as a direct measure of the required unsaturated soil property. For 
example, a (modified) direct shear test can be used to measure the relationship between matric 
suction and shear strength (FredIund et aI., 1997). These tests are costly and time consuming 
and the necessary equipment may not be avdable. Therefore, it may be necessary to revert to 
an indirect Laboratory test invoIving the measurement of the soil-water characteristic curve for 
the sod. 
The soil-water characteristic curve can be used in conjunction with the saturated shear strength 
properties of the soil, to predict the relationship between shear strength and rnatric suction. 
Some accuracy will likely be lost in revetting to this approach; however, the trade-off between 
accuracy and cost may be acceptable for many engineering projects. 
The approach outlined above is an example for a procedure to predict soil behavior on the basis 
of integrating soil properties that can be readily measured. The procedure provided in this 
thesis begins with the grain-size analysis of the soil. A classification test such as a grain size 
analysis is used to estimate the soil-water characteristic curve which in turn is used to 
determine the unsaturated soil property firnction. A theoretical curve could be fitted through the 
data h m  a grain size analysis. The theoretical grain size curve can then be used to predict the 
soil-water characteristic curve. 
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2.6.1 Soil property function representation 
There are several methods of representation of soil property fimctions. The pros and cons of 
each of these different representation methods will be outlined in the folIowing points. 
1. Digital points: 
The simpIest representation of a soil property function is given by a series of points along the 
function. Representing a curve with a series of points is simple and commonly used. In fact, it 
has been used for decades by geotechnical engineers in hand drawn plots for presentation of 
consolidation test results. However, this simple approach does not to provide any iudication of 
the type of hc t ion  which generated the points. Furthermore, the series of points do not 
provide continuous representation of function. Typically, linear interpolation is used to 
determine values between generated points. 
2. Fit, closed-form equation: 
Fitting an equation to a set of laboratory or experimental points provides acceptable method of 
interpretation that is both smooth and continuous. Fitting is typically performed by a nonlinear, 
least squares algorithm. Equation parameters are adjusted to accommodate the variabiIity in 
soils. Finite element programs such as PDFlexm d o w  direct input of equations. 
3. Complex equation: 
Certain soil property functions may be represented by complex equations, These equations 
typically involve integration. An example of this is the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation for 
the estimation of hydraulic conductivity. Closed form soIutions are not available for these 
complex equations. Their evaluation at certain points involves algorithms that must perform 
the integration. 
4. Algorithm (Pedo-Transfer Function): 
Estimation ofthe soil-water characteristic curve has received s i m c a n t  attention in the field of 
soil science. Bunze (1987) was the bt to descnie such estimation techniques as 'pedo-transfer 
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functions'. Bunze (1 987) used the term to describe algorithms which estimate soil property 
functions fiom limited or simple data. The term 'pedo-transfer hctions' is broad enough to 
include estimations of other soil property functions such as permeability or shear strength. 
Pedo-transfer functions may provide output in digital or equation form. 
2.7 General Categories Defining the History of the Soil 
There are three primary categories of soil behavior that must be independently analyzed. The 
categories are as follows: 
1 .) slurried or soils that are initially remolded at a high water content, 
2.) compacted soils, and 
3.) undisturbed soils. 
Data can generaIIy be found in the research Literature for each of the above categories. Usually 
the easiest data to d y z e  is that obtained from initially slmied soils. This highly remolded 
condition may not bear much resemblance to natural soils but the data often proves to be of 
great value in the establishment of constitutive f o m  for fundamentaI behavior of the soil. This 
data can be considered of value to determine the form for unsaturated soil property functions 
for tailings impoundment and hydrauIicaIy pIaced soil. 
Compacted soils have an induced stress history and the testing of these soils in the Iaboratory 
produces results that can diier considerably from those of initially slurried specimens. 
The third class involves the test results obtained h m  undisturbed samples tested in the 
laboratory. Once again, the test resuIts may have distinctive features fiom those of the above 
categories. 
The proposed soil property functions should be applicable for ail types of soil stress histories. It 
is genetally preferable to start with the results fiom initidy slurried specimens but eventually, 
it is necessary to be able to simulate the results of undisturbed and compacted specimens. The 
above three categories of soil history will be given consideration for each of the soil property 
functions studied in the present work. 
2.8 Summary 
Research to-date in the area of saturated and unsaturated soils has provided the mathematicai 
basis for representation of certain sod property functions, namely, the soiI-water characteristic 
curve and the grain-size distribution. Mathematical representation of volume change functions 
such as the compression curve and shrinkage c w e  was found to be inadequate for the finite 
element modeling of volume change. This thesis enhances current mathematical representation 
of the grain-size distribution, shows how these new grain-size equations may be used to 
estimate the soiI-water characteristic curve, and provides mathematicd representation of the 
compression and shrinkage soil property functions. The mathematical foundation provided by 
these fimctions then allows for mathematical representation of the two constitutive surface for 
an unsaturated soil. These mathernatica1 constitutive surfgces may then be used to model 
coupled seepage and volume change problems in saturated or unsaturated soils. 
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CHAPTER 3.0 An Equation to 
Size Distribution 
Represent Grain- 
The grain-size distribution is a simple, yet idonnative test routinely performed in soil 
mechanics. Valuable information regarding the amount of each particle size can be determined 
in the laboratory with a series of sieves. The finer particle sizes are usually determined through 
the use of a hydrometer analysis; thereby extending the particle size range down to the clay 
size hction. Recent research has made use of the grain-size distribution as the basis for the 
estimation of other soil properties such as the soil-water characteristic curve (Gupta and 
Larson, 1979; Arya and Paris, 1981; Haverkamp and Parlange, 1986). It is of value to be able 
to mathematically represent the grain-size distribution curve as a continuous function that will 
allow further analysis to be performed. The specific objective of this chapter is to develop a 
mathematical description for the grain-size distribution of any given soil. This forms the 
foundation step for the general procedure to determine the related soil property functions and 
constitutive reiations. 
Mathematically representing the grain-size distribution provides several benefits to soil 
mechanics. F i i y ,  the soil can be classified using the best-fit parameters. Secondly, the 
mathematical equation can be used as  the basis for W e r  soil analysis and description. An 
example is the estimation of the soiI-water characteristic curve itom the grain-size distribution. 
Thirdly, a mathematical equation can provide a method of representing the entire curve 
between measured data points. 
ASTM D422-54T provides a basic testing and reporting method whereby the red& of a sieve 
and hydrometer analysis are plotted on a semilog graph. An interpretation method for the series 
of plotted points is specified in the procedure. Manual interpretation methods such as sketching 
in a complete curve, have often been used to provide a complete grain-size distribution curve. 
Gardner (1956) proposed a two-parameter log-normal distribution to provide a description of 
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grain-size distribution data, While the above methods are feasible, both methods have 
limitations that will be discussed later in this chapter. 
Two new models to fit grain-size data are proposed in this chapter. These models consist of a 
unimodal and a bimodal mathematical function- The two new equations provide greater 
flexibility for fitting a wide variety of soils. 
3.2 Definition of variables 
The grain-size distribution for a soil is defined as the relationship between percent passing (by 
mass) and the particle size. It has also been called the mass-based aggregate size distribution or 
the ASD. The particle size represents the size of particles that can pass a particdar sieve mesh. 
The percent passing represents the mass percentage of particles passing a particular sieve size. 
A number of variables are used to describe the physical attributes of the soil. The main 
variabIes are as follows: % clay, % silt, % sand, % coarse, dlo, dZo, djol dso, CU, and C,. These 
variables are defined as follows: 
d = particle diameter, mm, 
% clay = percentage of clay-sized particles present in the soil (USCS definition is d > 
0.005 mm), 
% silt = percentage of silt-sized particles present in the soil (USCS definition is 0.005 < d 
< 0.075 mm), 
% sand= percentage of sand-sized particles present in the soil (USCS definition is 0.075 < d 
< 4.75 mm), 
dra =diameter at which 10% of the soil particles pass, 
dZo = diameter at which 20% of the soil particles pass, 
d30 = diameter at which 30% of the soil particles pass, 
dso = diameter at which 50% of the soil particles pass, 
d60 = diameter at which 60% of the soil particles pass, 
C, = Coefficient of uniformity, Wdlo,  and 
C, = Coeflicient of curva~ure, d32l(d,o x &)- 
The magnitude of the values for the above variables may vary slightly depending on the 
method used to represent the grain-size distribution. The reason for the variation is that the 
parameters must be interpolated from the grain-size distribution curve. 
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F i r e  3-1 Experimental points on grain4ze distribution lor a wen-graded residual waste rock from the 
University of Saskatchewan (11579) 
Experimental data for a typical grain-size distniution curve are illustrated in Figure 3-1. A 
sieve analysis and a hydrometer analysis is used to measure points on the grain-size distribution 
curve in accordance with ASTM D422-54T. The h e s t  sieve size used is the #200 sieve which 
allows particles h e r  than 0.075 mm to pass- Particles finer than 0.075 mm are classified as silt 
and clay size particles and a hydrometer anaiysis (ASTM D422) is used to determine points on 
the grain-size distriiution finer than the #200 sieve. The results provide an indication of the 
amount of silt and clay size particles in the soil. 
3.3 Background 
Heywood (1947) referred to sieving as the "Cinderella" of the sizing processes: "it does most of 
the hard work yet is greatly neglected with regards to research" (Harr, 1977). Sieving has 
become one of the most common and easy to perform tests in soil mechanics; yet its value has 
often been ignored. Statistical representation methods are easily applied to the results of the 
sieve test (Harr, 1977). Because of the correlation between specXc surface and partide size. 
the percentage distribution of the various sizes of individual particles within a soil has served as 
an important soil characteristic (Bauer, 1972). it remains to this day as one of the most common 
methods of physical analysis. Harr (1977) described the sieve test as follows: 
A representative sample of the material is placed at the top of a nest of sieves 
of successively smaller openings and the system is shaken so thar particles able 
to do so may pass through the openings large enough to permit their passage. 
Determinations are made of the weight fractions (tmally as a percentage of 
the total weight) which have passed one sieve and are retained upon the next 
smaller ske. 
The ASTM sieve sizes used in the test can be found in Lambe (195 1). Various errors that may 
be encountered in h e  sieve test are discussed by Herdan (1960). 
Numerous methods for particle-size analysis in the laboratory and field have been developed 
over the years. These include the elutriation method, the test-tube-shaking method, the Wiegner 
sedimentation cylinder, the photoelectric method, the pipette method, and the hydrometer 
method. Of these methods, only the latter two have found general accqtance (Kohnke, 1968). 
ASTM D422-54T (1 958) presented a standard for testing of the grain-size distribution. The 
method summarized the work of research already performed. Standard sieve sizes, reporting 
methods, and methods for performing a hydrometer andysis were presented. The sieve analysis 
allowed points on the @-size dim'bution to be determined for particle sizes greater than the 
#200 sieve or 0.074 mm. The hydrometer analysis was presented by ASTM to standardize a 
method for determining the @-size distriiution for paaicles smaller than the #200 sieve. The 
hydrometer analysis allowed for separation of particle sizes based on Stoke's law. ASTM did 
not present a method for interpreting the points on the grain-size distribution curve. 
Interpretation of the @-size distribution was typically carried out manually. 
Gardner (1956) used a two-parameter, log-normal distribution to fit grain-size distribution data. 
Kernpil and Chepil(1965) further confirmed the work of Gardner (Ioc cit.). The two-parameter 
fit of the grain-size distribution was performed using a geomepic mean parameter, xg, and a 
geometric standard deviation, a,. The method of fitting log-normal equations to the grain-size 
distribution was not recommended for general use. However, the reason given for not using the 
log-normal method was the lack of computing power necessary to fit the equation to data, 
Hagen et d (1987) presented a computerized, iterative procedure that required only two sieves 
to determine the parameters for a standard, two-parameter log-normal distribution. 
Unfortunately, the log-normal distribution often failed to provide a close fit of the grain-size 
distribution at the extremes of the curve (Gardner, 1956; Hagen et al, 1987). Wagner (1993) 
Iater improved upon the log-normal equation by presenting three and four parameter log- 
normal equations. 
Campbell (1985) presented a classification diagram based on the assumption that the particle- 
size distribution is approximately log-normal. This assumption led to the particle-size 
distribution being approximated with a Gaussian distribution function. With this assumption, 
any combination of sand, silt, and clay can be represented by a geometric (or log) mean particle 
diameter and a geometric standard deviation. Values were summarized in a modified USDA 
textural classification chart by Shirizi (1984). 
The k t  limitation associated with using a log-normal type of equation is the assumption that 
the grain-size distribution is symmetric. In reality, the grain-size distribution is often non- 
symmetric and can be better fit by a different type of equation. Secondly, a method for fitting 
soils that are bimodal or gapgraded is often of value and the four-parameter l o g - n o d  
equations have not k e n  found to be satisfactory for fitting gapgraded grain-size distributions, 
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Figure 3-2 Typical grain-size distribution data collected from literature 
Typical grain-size distribution curves for seven1 soils are shown in Figure 3-2. The data 
illustrates that the variance between different soils can be significant. 
There are three general categories of grain-size distributions. These three types of distributions 
are known as well-graded soils, uniform soils, and gapgraded soils. Figure 3-3 illustrates each 
type of grain-size distribution. This chapter focuses on these three categories of grain-size 
distributions and provides equations to fit the experimental data for each category. The well- 
graded soils and the d o r m  soils are examined and a unimodal method of fitting an equation is 
developed and then a mathematical method of representing a gapgraded soil is subsequently 
presented. 
Seve analysis 
(US. Standard sieve) 
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Figure 3-3 Three primary types of grain-size distribution curves (Holm & Kovaa, 1981) 
3.4 Unimodal Equation for the Grain-size Distribution 
The selection of an appropriate, mathematical equation involves a review of a variety of 
equations that could be used to fit soils dak It has been observed that the soil-water 
characteristic c w e  possesses a shape similar to that of the grain-size distribution. Tbis is to be 
expected since the soil-water characteristic curve describes the void distribution in a soil while 
the grain size curve provides information on the distribution of the solid phase of the soil. 
Since the soIids pIus the voids add up to the total soil voIume, it is to be expected that the 
distribution of the solids phase (i.e., @-size distribution) would tend to bear an inverse 
dationship to the distribution of voids (i-e., soil-water characteristic curve), and vice versa. 
A summary of several of the equations used to fit the soil-water characteristic curve is shown in 
Table 3-1. Examples of equations that have been presented are those by Brooks and Corey, 
L 944; Gardner, 1974; van Genucbten, 1980; Burdine, 1953; Mualem, 1976; Fredlund and Xing, 
Tabk 3-1 Equations that have been used to represent t b  soil-water characttristic curve. 
Authors of Equalion Definition of variables 
equations 
FredIund & 1 w, = Saturated gravimeaic water content, 
ar= Fiuing parameter closeIy related to the air 
entry value for the soil, 
nr = Fining parameter relared to the tnaxhum 
slope of the curve, 
mf = Fitting parameter related to the curvature of 
- h, = Constant parameter used to adjust Iower 
portion of curve, 
w = soil suction 
Van w, = Saturated pvimemc water content 
w, = R e s i d d  gravimemc water content of the 
Genucbten w,, = w, + (w, - w, SO& 
hS = Fitting parameter. 
(1980) 15 = Fining parameter, 
m,, = Fitting parameter. 
Van r 1 w, = Saturated gravimemc m e r  content. 
I w, = Residual gravimeaic water content of the 
Genuchtem & w, = w, +(w, - w, SO& 
a,, = Fitting parameter, 
Mualem & = Fitting parameter. 
Van w, = Saturated pvimemc water content. 
1 w* = Residual gravimetric water content of the 
Genuchten & w, = w,  + (w, - w,+, soil, 
% = Fitting parameter, 
Burdine nb = Fitting parameter. 
Gardaer r - 7  w, = Saturated gravimetric water conrenb 
W" = w* + (y - w* w i  = Residual &avimeuic water content of the (1958) soil. 
% = Fining parameter, 
= Fitting parameter. 
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Brooks and 9 & = Bubbling pmsme Wa), 
n,=Poresittindex, 
COW (1 964) t, = Residual volumetric water content, 
\y = Suction Wa). 
Brooks and Corey (1 964) and Gardner (1974) presented b e e  parameter equations while van 
Genuchten (1953) and Fredlund and Xing (1994) presented four parameter equations. It would 
appear that a similar form of equation to those shown in Table I could be used to represent the 
grain-size distribution. 
An accurate representation of the clay fraction of the grain-size distribution was considered 
necessary in order to complete the mathematical hct ion.  Since the Fredlund and Xing (1994) 
equation allows independent control over the lower end of the curve (i-e., the fine panicle size 
range), it was selected as the basis for the development of a grab-size distribution equation. 
The reversed scale of the grain-size distribution as well as characteristics unique to the grain- 
size distribution, required that the original Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation to be modified to 
the form shown betow: 
Equation 3-1 
where: + = parameter related to the initial breaking point of the curve, 
n, = parameter related to the steepest slope of the curve, 
m, = parameter related to the shape of the curve, 
hr, = parameter related to the amount of fines in a soil, 
d = diameter of any particle size under consideration, and 
dm = diameter of the minimum allowable size particle. 
Equation 3-1 is r e f e d  to as the unimodal equation and was presented in Fredlund (1997). 
The unimodal equation can be used to fit a wide variety of soils as shown in Figure 3-4, Figure 
3-5, and Figure 3-6. A quasi-Newton least squares regression algorithm was used to adjust 
three of the five parameters to fit the equation to each soil. The algorithm works by 
progressively minimizing the squared differences between the equation and experimental data. 
ne best-fit particle size distribution fimction can be plotted over of the grain-size distribution 
data, typically on a logarithmic scale. 
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Figure 3-4 Uniform silt h m  the Pilot Butte area of Saskatchewan (opthum compression) from Y.F. Ho 
(1988) fit with unimodal equation (a) fit curve, ~'=o998 (b) arithmetic probability density function (c) 
lognrithmie probability density fmction (10030) 
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Figure 3-5 Rubicon Sandy h a m  from Topp,C. C. (1969) Gt with unimodal equation (a) fit curve, ~ ' 4 . 9 8 5  
(b) arithmetic probability density function (c) logarithmic probability density function (63) 
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Figure 3-6 Sandy Silt of medium plasticity from University of Saskatchewan fit with unimodol quation (a) 
fit curve, ~'=0399 (b) arithmetic probability density function (c) logarithmic probability density Cunction 
The unimodal equation provided significant improvements in the fit of grain-size data over 
previous mathematical representations (i.e. normal distribution). The variation of R' versus 
percent clay may be seen in Figure 3-7. The R' value was plotted verms percent clay because 
the representation of fmes by the new equation was considered important. This is to be 
expected due to the increase in the number of parameters used to represent the @-size 
distribution. The complexity of the proposed unimodaI equation due to the added parameters is 
considered to be insignificant due to the amount of avaiIable curve-fitting software currently 
available. 
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Figure 3-7 Variation of the R' error as a function of clay content represented in a soil increases. 
The particle size distribution provides information on the amount and dominant sizes of 
particles present in a soil. However, another form can also be used to visualize the distribution 
of particle sizes by differentiating the particle size distribution curve. The differentiation 
produces a particle-size probability density hct ion (PDQ. The differentiated form of the 
unimodal grain-size equation can be seen in Equation 3-2. The parameters presented in the 
particle-size PDF are the same as defined in Equation 3-1. 
Equation 3-2 
The particle size distributions presented in this chapter are cdcdated using Equation 3-2. The 
highest point on the PDF plot is the mode or the most fiequent particle sue. Since Equation 3-2 
is a PDF, the natural Iaws of probability hold such that the area under the differentiated curve 
must equal I as shown below. 
Equation 3-3 
where: x = particle-size diameter. 
Equation 3-2 can also be used to calcdate probabaties. Equation 3-4 shows how to calculate 
the probability that a soiI particle diameter will fdI in a certain range. In Equation 3 4 ,  
Equation 3-2 is arithmetically integrated between the specified particle diameter sizes. The 
probability is determined by the following reIationship. 
Equation 3 4  
It is convenient to represent the PDF function in a different manner when ptotted on a 
logarithmic scale. The arithmetic PDF function will often appear distorted when plotted on a 
logarithmic scaie. The peak of Equation 3-4 will not represent the most fiequent particle size 
because of the logarithmic distribution of the particle-size scale. To overcome this limitation, 
the PDF fimction is often represented as presented in Equation 3-5. Taking the log of particle 
size and differentiating the grain-size equation produces a PDF which appears more physically 
realistic. The peak of Equation 3-5 will represent the most fiequent particle size. 
Equation 3-5 
where: ~ ( d )  = iogarithmic probability density hction. 
It must be noted that the probability of the logarithmic PDF must be caiculated according to 
Equation 3-6. 
Equation 3-6 
The probability density function for various grain-size curves as calculated from Equation 3-5 
may be seen in Figure 3-4, Figure 3-5, and Figure 3-6. 
3.5 Parametric Study of the Proposed Grain-size 
Distribution Equation 
A parametric study of the proposed unimodal equation shows behavior similar to that of the 
original Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation. The a, parameter is related to the initial break of 
the equation and its effect on the grain-size distribution curve can be seen in Figure 3-8 where 
a, is varied and the other equation parameters are held constant. The a, parameter provides an 
indication of the largest particle sizes. 
Mtway D. Fiwdlund 
Figure 3-8 Effect of varying the a, parameter while b=4.0, u@.S, hrv=lOOO, and dm=O.OO1 
Figure 3-9 shows how the parameter n, influences the slope of the grain-size distribution. The 
point of maximum slope of the grain-size distribution indicates the dominant particle size (i.e., 
on a logarithm scale) present in the soiI as seen in Figure 3-5. The parameter m, controls the 
break onto the finer particle size of the sample. The effect of the m, parameter can be seen in 
Figure 3-10. The parameter, h, affects the shape of this h e  particle size of the curve. 
However, the amount of variation produced on the curve is quite minimal as shown in Figure 
3-1 1. In some cases the h, can be modified to improve the fit of the ovedl equation. With the 
best fit analysis shown, hw was adjusted manually to facilitate the best fiL It was found that a 
value of 0.00 1 for h, provided a reasonable fit in most cases. 
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Figure 3-9 Effect of varying the n, panmttcr while a@O, m,=0.5, hr,=1000, and d,4.01 
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F i p r t  3-11 Effect ofvarying the hw p n r t e r  wMe +=LO, 4&O, ~ 4 . 5 ,  and d.=O.001 
The unimodal equation (Equation 3- 1) provides a goad representation of the experimental data 
presented in Figure 3-2. This mathematical equation appears to have versatility in handling a 
wide variety of soil types. 
3.6 Bimodal Equation for the Grain-size Distribution 
Curve 
T&ere is a limitation in using the uoimadal equation (i.e., Equation 3-1) when the soils are gap- 
graded as shown in Figure 3-12 (n this case, it is necessary to consider the use of a bimodal, kst-fk 
Soils kquenly have particle size distrhutions that are not consistent with a unimodd 
distribution and as a result, attempts to fit the unimodal equation to certain data sets can often 
lead to unsatisfactory results. 
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Fire 3-12 Eumple of fit of gap-gmdcd Saprolitic Soil from the University of Saskatchewan with 
uoimodal equation, R24978, and the bimodal quation, ~%999 (1 1491) 
The characteristic shape of a bimodal or gap graded soil is the double "hump" seen in the 
experimental data. These anornolies indicate that the particles are concentrated around two 
separate particle size ranges. From a mathematical standpoint, a gap-graded soil can be viewed 
as a combination of two or more separate soils (Durner, 1994). This allows for the "stacking" 
of more than one unimodal equation. 
Equation 3-7 
where: k = the number of "subsystems" that for the total particle-size distribution, 
wi = the weighting factors for the subcurves, subject to 0 < w, < 1 and Cwi = 1. 
For a bimodal curve, k would be equal to 2 and the number of parameters to be determined 
would be 4 x k + (k- 1). The unirnodal equation is used as the basis for the bimodal equation. 
The h a 1  equation for a bimodal curve is shown below in its extended form. 
Equation 3-8 
where: abi = parameter related to the initial breaking point of the curve, 
nbi = parameter related to the steepest slope of the curve, 
rnb = parameter related to the shape of the curve, 
jbi = parameter related to the second breaking point of the curve, 
b, = parameter related to the second steep slope of the curve, 
Ibi = parameter related to the second shape of the curve, 
bi = parameter related to the amount of fines in a soil, 
d = diameter of any particle size under consideration, and 
d, = diameter of the minimum alIowabIe size particle. 
The bimodal data sets can be closely fit using the bimodal best-fit. However, the bimodal fit 
provided only an adequate fit of unimudaI data sets. In other words, unimodal data sets were 
h e r  fit using the unimodd equation. . Figure 3-17 represents the R' value of the bimodal fit 
as the amount of fines in a soil increases. The results of fitting the bimodal curve to several 
di&mt soils can be seen in Figure 3-13 to Figure 3-16 
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3.7 Application of the Mathematical Function for the 
Grain-size Distribution 
The grain size distribution has been used extensively for the classification of soils. The 
application of the mathematical equations in this chapter can be applied to geotechnical 
engineering practice. The use of equations to fit the grain-size distribution provides several 
advantages. Firstly, the sieve or hydrometer analysis data does not provide a continuous grain- 
size distribution for a soil. The equations presented in this chapter provide a method for 
estimating a continuous hction. Secondly, quantification of soils based on their grain size 
distribution is possible when equations are fit to datasets of soils information. Thirdly, 
equations provide a consistent method for determining physicd indices such as percent clay, 
percent sand, percent silt, and particle diameter variables such as dl*, d20, d3& dso, and d6& 
h has also been found that the grain size distriiution is central to most methods of estimating 
the soil-water characteristic curve (Gupta and Larson, 1979; Arya and Paris, 2981; Haverkamp 
and ParIange, 1986, Ranjitkar, 1989). An accurate representation of the soil particle sizes is 
essential when the grain-size distribution curve is used as the basis for the estimation of the 
soil-water characteristic curve. The equations presented in this chapter appear to provide an 
excellent basis for the estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve (Fredlund et. al, 1997). 
3.7.1 Parameters of the grain-size distribution equations 
The unimodal fit of the @-size distribution has been fit to many experimentally measured 
grain-size data sets extracted from research papers. The unimodal fit performed well with the 
exception of soils exhibiting bimodal behavior. The parameters of the unimodal equation vary 
in a manner similar to the parameters in the Fredlund and Xing (1994) soil-water characteristic 
curve equation. 
Histograms showing the frequency distribution of particles when using the equation can be 
seen in Figure 3-1 8, Figure 3-19, and Figure 3-20. One aspect of this study was to determine 
whether equation parameters could be grouped according to soil textural classifications. For 
example, is there a range of the n, parameter typical for silty sands? The results of this research 
indicate that general parameter groups can be identified but specific parameter groupings 
cannot be identified. The influence of equation parameters on each other does not allow for 
specific groupings. It was found that grouping soils is more successful when parameters with 
physical significance are selected. Successful groupings soil properties was achieved by 
grouping soils according to physical parameters such as percent clay, percent silt, and percent 
sand for variables such as d1o, dzo, d30, d50, and &. 
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Fire 3-18 Frequency distribution of tbt natural logwitbm of a, parameter when using the unimodal 
quation 
Figure 3-19 Frequency distribution of the n, parameter when using the unimodal quation 
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Figure 3-20 Frequency distribution of them, parameter when wing the uaimodai equation 
3.7.2 Determining physical parameters from the grain-size 
distribution equation 
One of the benefits of the two grain-size equations presented in this chapter is that conventional 
physical variables can be computed fiom the curves. The most commonly used variabIes are 
percent clay, percent sand, and percent silt. AIso used are diameter variables such dro, dto, d3a, 
dso, and The equations presented are of the form, P&d) where d is particle diameter (mm). 
The percent clay, percent silt, and percent sand may therefore be a read off of the curve by 
substituting in the appropriate diameters. The diameters used depend upon the criteria 
associated with the various classification methods. For exampIe, the USDA c1assification 
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bouudaries are 0.002,0.05, and 2.0 for percent clay, percent silt, and percent sand, respectively. 
The USCS classification uses boundaries of 0.002,0.075, and 4.75 for percent clay, percent 
silt, and percent sand, respectively. The divisions can be determined for any classification 
method by substituting into the equations the appropriate diameters as shown in Figure 3-2 1. 
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Figure 3-21 Determination of the soil fmetions (Lc, % clay, % silt, and % sand) when using the unimodal 
quation 
The diameter variables must be read off of the curve in an inverse manner. The particle sue 
diameter answers to the question,"What particle diameter has 10 percent of the total mass 
smaller than this size?". Taking the inverse of either the unimodal or bimodal equation is 
diicult. A haif-length algorithm was therefore used to read diameters off the grain size curve. 
An initial guess diameter was sdected and the correction distauce was progressiveIy halved 
until the iteration process yielded a minimal error. The results of this process can be seen in 
Figure 3-22. 
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3.7.3 Application to the estimation of the soil-water characteristic 
curve 
Many current estimation methods use the grain size distribution as the basis of prediction for 
the soil-water characteristic curve (Arya and Paris, 198 1; Haverkamp and ParIange, 1986). A 
primary use of the grain-size equations is to provide a basis for the estimation of the soil-water 
characteristic. The soiI-water characteristic curve has found to be sensitive to grain-size 
distriiutioo @+edld ,  1995). Methods of athating the soil-water characteristic curve have 
been limited by the Iack of a continuous +-size distribution fimction. Current modeIs often 
require grain size ixlfonnation to be estimated h m  the grain-size curve. 
The grain-size distribution is theoretically a continuous curve representing the amount of 
various particle sizes present in soil. The sd-water characteristic curve is primarily a 
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representation of the pore-sizes present in the soil. A method for translating the particle-size 
distribution into a pore-size distribution is central to most methods of estimating the soil-water 
characteristic curve. An analysis of the soil can be performed by differentiating the grain size 
equation as shown by Equation 3-2. The differentiated equation will produce a particle-size 
probability density function that can be used as the basis for M e r  analysis of the soil. The 
particle-size distributions, calculated according to Equation 3-1, can vary over several orders of 
magnitude. The particle-size probability density functions for several types of soils were shown 
in Figure 3-4, Figure 3-5, and Figwe 3-6. 
3.8 Conclusions 
Fitting of the grain-size distribution has historically been a manual process or has involved the 
use of lognormal distributions of one, two, or three parameters. Unimodal and bimodal 
equations are presented in this chapter to fit essentially any grain-size distribution dataset. The 
unimodal equation was found to provide a good fit of a variety of soils. The extremes of the 
grain-size distribution were also well-fit by the equation. 
Gap-graded soils can be fit using a bimodal equation. The bimodal equation alIowed 
mathematical representation of any grain-size distriiution where the sample contains two 
distinctly different, but dominant particle size groups. 
Mathematical representation of the grain-size distribution provides numerous benefits. Curves 
can be identified and categorized. Likewise, the grain-size curves can be located in a data base 
using searching techniquies. Grain-size variables (i.e., % clay, dto, &, etc.) can be 
mathematically determined fiom the equation. The unimodal and bimodal equations provide a 
metbod for fitting the three major soil categories of well-graded soils, d o r m  so& and gag  
graded soils. 
The proposed continuous mathematical function for the grain-size curve sets the stage for 
further analysis to estimate the soil-water characteristic curve of a soil. 
Ph.D. Thesis 
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CHAPTER 4.0 Estimation of the Soil-Water 
Characteristic Curve from the Grain-size 
Distribution and Volume-Mass Properties 
4.7 lnfroduction 
This chapter presents a mode1 for the estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve (SWCC) 
based on the grain-size distniution, dry density, void ratio, and specific gravity of a soil. The 
primary information on the grain-size distribution model is the M.Fredlund ( 1  997) fit of the 
grain-size distribution (Figure 4-1). The grain-size distribution curve can be viewed as 
incremental particle sizes from the smallest to the largest assembled to build a soil-water 
characteristic curve. Small increments of uniform-sized particles are transposed to a soil-water 
characteristic curve representing the average particle size. Once the entire grain-size 
distniution curve is incrementally analyzed, the individual soil-water characteristic curves are 
superimposed to give the soil-water characteristic curve for the entire soii. 
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F i  41 Fit of pin-size curve for Uniform Silt from Ho (1988) with M, Frtdlond (1997) grain-size 
equation 
In order to buiId the general soil-water characteristic curve, it must be assumed that the soil- 
water characteristic curve for each uniform particle size is relatively unique. Typical soil-water 
characteristic curves for a mixture of sand, silt, and clay were obtained fiom Iiterature and 
fitted with the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation. This provided approximations for the curve 
fitting parameters for the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation classified according to effective 
grain diameter. Trial and error calibrations of the model were pe~onned for 15 mid-range 
d o r m  soil types. 
The shape of the estimated soil-water characteristic curve is primarily controlled by the grain- 
size distribution and secondarily influenced by the density of the soil. A mathematical equation 
is required to represent the grain-size distribution. The M-Fredlund (1 997) unimodal and 
bimodal fits of the grain-size distribution curve were used as the basis for the estimation of the 
soil-water characteristic curve. The use of the unimodal and bimodal grain-size distribution 
equations provided an accurate representation of the grain-size distribution that couId be used 
in the estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve. 
4.2 Literature Review 
The soil-water relationship has been the focus of attention for several reasons. This 
reIationship can be used to provide the shear strength of a soil, estimating groundwater 
pollution, predicting erosion, and caIculating evaporation and infiltration of the soiUair 
inte&ce. Classical saturated soil mechanics is not adequate for the description of many 
probIems such as those mentioned above. The soil hydraulic properties of an unsaturated soil 
must be known in order to model the processes mentioned above. 
A wealth of basic so& information is available in various data sets. This information typically 
includes porosity, dry density, water content, and a grain-size distribution. Soil transport 
models, however, require a description of the soil-water characteristic curve. Experimental 
descriptions of the soil-water characteristic curve can be costly and time consuming. 
A number of methods exist for the estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve. The 
methods vary in details but can be grouped into four general categories. 
The six different estimation functions tested in this chapter represent the last two of the three 
following genera1 categories. The three broad categories for estimation techniques can be 
described as those which: i) Statistically estimate the water content at various soil suctions or 
those that, ii) estimate parameters of an algebraic retention h c t i o n  (Rawls and Brakensiek, 
1985; Vereecken et all 1989, Scheinost, 1996), or iii) a physio-empirid model approach 
(Fredlund and Wilson, 1997; Arya and Paris, 198 1, Tyler and Wheatcraft, 1989). 
This chapter presents a new approach to the physio-empirical model presented by Arya and 
Paris (I98 1). The physio-empirical model can be improved through knowtedge gathered fkom 
parametric studies performed on soil-water characteristic curves. The combination of the 
physio-empirical model and the parametric study provides for significant increase in the 
accuracy of the estimation technique. 
4.3 Definitions 
The following definitions are usefid to properly identify conceptual models used in the 
estimation process. 
A soil property function is a reiationship between a soil variable and either the so3 suction or 
the stress state of a soil. 
A pedo-transfer b c t i o n  (Bouma, 1989) is a fimction that has as its arguments basic data 
descriimg the soil such as grain-size distribution, dry density, and porosity, and yields as a 
d t  a soil property fimction, 
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A soil-water characteristic curve is either: (i) a monotonic, single-valued hc t ion  that yields 
water content (m3/m) for a given scale of matric potentials expressed as suction (Ha) or (ii) a 
hydrostatic relation consisting of two fimctions of the first type, including a drying and a 
wetting branch (Tietje, 1993). 
4.4 Representation of the gain-size distribution 
The Pedo-Transfer Function, (PTF) presented in this chapter uses the M-Fredlund (1997) 
unimodel and bimodel equations to represent the grain-size distribution. The equations are 
presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. The unirnodal equation is as follows. 
Equation 4-1 
where: = parameter related to the initial breaking point of the curve, 
n, = parameter related to the steepest slope of the curve, 
m, = parameter related to the shape of the curve, 
d, = parameter related to the amount of fines in a soil, 
d = diameter of any paxticle size under consideration, and 
dm = diameter of the minimum allowable size particle. 
The bimodal equation used to fit the grain-size distribution is presented below. 
Equation 4-2 
where: abi = parameter related to the initial breaking point of the curve, 
nb, = parameter reIated to the steepest slope of the curve, 
mbi = parameter related to the shape of the curve, 
jbi = parameter related to the second breaking point of the curve, 
hi = parameter related to the second steep slope of the curve, 
lbi = parameter related to the second shape of the curve, 
dhi = parameter related to the amount of fines in a soil, 
d = diameter of any particle size under consideration, and 
dm = diameter of the minimum aIlowable size particle. 
Most PTFs use grain-size information in some form as the basis for the estimation method. Of 
the three broad categories of estimations listed above, category ii) involved the estimation of 
parameters of a soil-water characteristic curve. Tfie most commonly used soil-water 
characteristic curve functions are described in the following sections. 
4.5 Representation of the soil-wa ter characteristic curve 
Although many different equations have been proposed to represent the soil-water 
characteristic curve (Sillers, 1996), three equations will be utiIized by the PTFs presented in 
this chapter. The three equations are summarized below. 
The Brooks and Corey (I 964) equation (Equation 4-3)was the k t  equation used to represent 
the soil-water characteristic curve. 
Equation 4-3 
where: 
a, = bubbling pressure (kPa), 
n, = pore size index, 
Wr = residual gravimetric water content, 
w = soil suction @Pa). 
The van Genuchten equation (1 980) shown below presented a three-parameter equation flexible 
enough to fit a variety of soils. 
W,, = WW + (w, - wq 1 
~~~ 
Equation 4 4  
where: 
w, = saturated gravimetric water content, 
w, = residual gravimetric water content of the soil, 
a, = fitting parameter, 
n, = fitting parameter, and 
m,, = fitting parameter. 
The Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation was presented as a flexible, continuous equation that 
can represent a water content of zero at a suction of 1,000,000 Ha. 
r 
Equation 4 5  
where: 
WS = saturated gravimetric water content, 
af = fitting parameter corresponding to the soil suction at the inflection point and is closely 
related to the air entry value for the soil, 
nf = fitting parameter related to the maximum slope of the curve, 
rnf = fitting parameter related to the curvature of the slope, and 
4 = constant parameter used to adjust the lower portion of curve. 
4.6 Description of Pedo-Transfer Functions 
The estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve has previously been performed based on 
one ofthe three methods presented below. The new method presented in this chapter is based 
on a physical model method. The new method is compared to previously presented results to 
provide a reference for this study. 
4.6.1 Point Regression Method 
Some of the methods proposed utilizing the point regression method are Husz ( I  W), Renger 
(1971), Gupta and Larson (1979), RawIs et al. (1982), and Puckett et al. (1985). A method 
utilizing this method of estimation was not evaluated in this study. 
4.6.2 Functional Parameter Regression Method 
This method assumes that functiond parameters of the final equation can be correlated to basic 
physical properties of the soil. An example of this method is the correlation between the air 
entry parameter of a soil-water characteristic curve equation and basic soil properties such as 
percent sand or porosity. PacIepsky et al. (1982), Cosby et al. (1984), Rawls and Brakensiek 
(1989), Nicolaeva et al(19861, and Vereecken et a1 (1989) are a few of the researchers that 
used the functional parameter regression method. 
For this study, the Rawls and Brakensiek (1985) and the Vereecken et al. (1989) methods are 
used for comparison to the proposed new method. R d s  and Brakensiek (1985) presented 
regression equations for estimating the pafameters of the Brooks and Corey (1964) equations. 
The regression equations estimated the bubbling pressure, (~b,  the pore size index, h, and the 
residual water content, 8, for the Brooks and Corey (1964) equation shown in Equation 4-3. 
The Vereecken et a1 (I 984) method involved fitting a dataset of forty Belgian soil series with 
the van Genuchten (1 980) equation. A one-dhensional sensitivity andysis was then 
performed on the optimized parameters ofthe soil-water characteristic curve to check their 
relative importance and stability. A principle factoral anaIysis was then used to reveal the 
structure in the data and to examine the relationship between the soil-water characteristic curve 
and the basic measured soil properties. Regression equations were then established. 
Vereecken et a1 (1984) concluded that the soil-water characteristic curve could be estimated at 
a reasonable level of accuracy using soil properties such as grain-size distribution, dry density, 
and carbon content. 
4.6.3 Physical Model Method 
Arya and Paris (198 1) presented the first physio-empirical method to estimate the soil-water 
characteristic curve. The model made use of basic soil information such as the grain-size 
distribution. The volumetric water coefficient was then calculated based on the pore sizes and 
the pore radii were converted to equivalent soil suctions through the use of the capillary theory. 
The estimation method used an a empirical constant to account for uncertainty in the 
estimation. The formulations for the pore radius were based on spherical particles and 
cylindrical pores. 
Arya and Paris (198 1) assumed the pore-size distributions and the grain-size distributions of 
soils to be approximately congruent. That is, larger particles produce larger interparticle voids 
than smaller particles and vice versa The grain-size distribution was divided into M size 
fractions. The mass of solid in the ith particle cIass is equated to the mass of N, spherical 
particles with a radius R,. The volume was given by: 
Equation 5-6 
The volume of voids was subsequently represented by a singIe capillary tube of radius r,. 
Equation 4 7  
where hi is the capillary tube length. Arya and Paris (1981) also assume that the particles are 
not spherical and represent the true capillary pore length of an R, cIass as: 
Equation 4-8 
where a is an empirical constant between 1 and 2, 
Various models have been proposed to estimate the random packing nature of spherical 
particles in an attempt to properly estimate the pore-size distribution of a heterogeneous system 
(Iwata et al, 1988). 
The Arya and Paris (1 98 1) model was later modified by Havercamp and Parlange (1 986), who 
applied the concept of shape similarity between the soil-water characteristic curve and the 
cumulative grain-size distribution for sandy soils without organic matter. Bupta and Ewing 
(1992) applied the Arya-Paris model in two ways: i) to the grain-size distribution in order to 
model intraaggregate pores and ii) to the aggregate-size distriiution to model the interaggregate 
pores. Nimmo (1997) presented a method of accounting for the influence of structure through 
the use of aggregate-size distributions. 
Some criticism was presented (Havercamp and Parlange 1982, 1986; Arya and Paris, 1982) 
regarding the empirical nature of the a parameter presented in the Arya and Paris (I98 1) 
estimation. Tyler and Wheatcraft (1989) presented an d y s i s  correlating the fitting parameter 
a to physical properties of the soil using hd mathematics. It was hypothesized that a is 
equal to the fiactal dimension of the pore trace and expresses a measure of the tortuosity of the 
pore trace . The fiactal dimension of the pore traces ranged fiom 1-01 1 to 1.485 for all but one 
soil tested. 
4.6.4 Description of the New Proposed Model 
The physio-empirical method was selected for a new model because of its hdamentaI and 
theoretical basis. It was hypothesized tbat the grain-size disbiiution provides a physical 
description that should be used as the basis for any estimation. However, the grain-size 
distriiutioa is limited m that it does not give an indication of the insitu density of the soil. The 
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porosity of the soil is then used as an attempt to account for the packing arrangements of the 
various individual grain-sizes. 
Previous models involved the translation of the grain-size distribution to equivalent water 
contents. The pore-size values are then used to calculate corresponding volumetric water 
contents and capillary pressures. The proposed method presented in this chapter Grst divides 
the grain-size distribution into small groups of relatively unifoyn particles. It is hypothesized 




Theory of Proposed New Model for Predicting the 
Water Characteristic Curve 
The M-Fredlund (1997) unimodal and bimodal equations were used for fitting of grain-size 
curves (See Equation 4-1 and Equation 4-2). The MIredlund (1997) grain-size equations 
allowed for a continuous fit and proper dehition of the extremes of the curve. The 
mathematical fit of the grain-size distribution data led to the development of a new algorithm 
capable of predicting the soil-water characteristic curve. The new model uses a combination of 
the capillary model and a knowledge of the variation of the soil-water characteristic curve in 
the estimation. The volume-mass properties and the grain-size distribution form the basic 
information needed for the estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve. 
The theory of the new approach is based on several theorems (or principles). These theorems 
axe outlined below. 
Theorem 1 - A soil composed entirely of a uniform, homogeneous particle size would have a 
unique drying soil-water characteristic curve. 
Theorem 2 - The capillary model is best suited for the estimation of the air entry value of each 
coIlection of uniform, homogeneous particle sizes. 
Theorem 3 - The soil-water characteristic curve for soil composed of more than one particle 
size is the sum of the soil-water characteristic curves for each individual particle size. 
The theorems presented above allowed for the formulation of the new method based on the 
capillary model and the soil-water characteristic curve information intrinsic to each uniform 
particle sue. 
A model was required that describes the soil-water characteristic curve for each individual 
particle size. The Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation was selected to model the soil-water 
characteristic curve because of its ability to fit the entire range of soil suctions. A description of 
the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation parameters for each collection of uniformly-sized 
particles is required. 
The af parameter in the Fredlund and Xing (1994) model has been shown to be loosely related 
to the air entry value of the soil. Figure 4-2 shows the relationship between the air entry value 
of the soil and the af fitting parameter of the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation for the dataset 
used to train the proposed new pedo-transfer function. It can be seen that the af parameter is 
typically higher than the actual air entry value. It was found that this is predominantly the case 
when the nf and mf parameters revert to extremes. The af parameters is a relatively good 
approximation for typical soil-water characteristic curves. The difference between the af 
parameter and the air entry value as calculated by Vanapalli and Fredlund (1998) can be further 
reduced if the nr and mf parameters vary in a related manner. The variation in the Fredlund and 
Xing (1994) equation using a range of nf and mf parameters used in the estimation and keeping 
the af parameter constant at 100 kPa can be seen in Figure 4-3. Once the pore radii of the soil 
particles is known, the equivalent air-entry value (i.e., soil suction) can be calcuiated based on 
the capillary model shown in Equation 4-9. This soil suction will be the air entry value for a 
soil with d o r m  particles. 
cos 0 y=2y- 
P w g r  
Equation 4-9 
where: y = sttrface tension of water, 
Murray 0. Flwcuund 
O = contact angle, 
p, = the density of water, 
g = acceleration of gravity, 
r = pore radius, 
y~ = soil suction. 
Figure 4-2 Rtlationship between the air entry value from the Fredlund (1998) construction and the a[ 
parameter of the Frcdlund and Xing (1994) equation for 311 s o h  from the training dataset 
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Soil suction (kPa) 
Figure 4-3 IUustmtion of variation of nrand ml parameters according to graindiameter while holding or 
constand at 100 kPa 
An approximate shape for the soil-water characteristic curve can be calculated for each uniform 
collection of particles. Estimating the shape for a pure coarse sand or a pure clay can be done 
with reasonable certainty. The experimentally measured soil-water characteristic curve for a 
collection of gIass beads was used as a benchmark. It was assumed that the shape for the glass 
beads was representative of a soil-water characteristic curve for uniform coarse particles. The 
soil-water characteristic curve for glass beads can be seen in Figure 4-4. The soil-water 
characteristic curve for a pure clay was estimated by plotting the results of a group of soils 
from research literature with a high clay content. The group of clay soils can be seen in Figure 
4-5. The gIass beads and the clay soils provide limiting values for groups of soils consisting of 
uniformly-sized particles. The Limiting values were then used as the basis for the estimation and 
can be seen in Figure 4-6. 
Soil suction (kPa) 
Figure 4-4 Soil-water characteristic curve for uniform glnss beads, diameter=0.l%lmm dO0h Iiom Nimmo 
et i, I996 (119) 
F i  4-5 Selection of typical soiE-water c h a r a c ~ c  cuwa for &tively pure clay soils 
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Figure 4 4  Assumed boundary soil-water characteristic curves for groupings of uniform coarse and fine 
particla sizes; Sand: at= 1, of= 20, mf= 2, h,= MOO, Clay: ar= 100, nf= 1, mf= 05, b, = M O O  
A representative soil-water characteristic curve has now been established for a pure sand and a 
pure clay. It is also necessary to estimate a typical soil-water characteristic curve far uniform 
grain-sizes between coarse sand-sized particIes and clay-sized particles. Representation of 
typicd soil-water characteristic curves for coarse soils, fine soils, as well as incremental soils 
was achieved by altering the parameters of the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation. This allows 
for a smooth transition in representation of the soil-water characteristic curve when moving 
fiom coarse-sized particles to fine-sized particles. 
The boundary soil-water characteristic curves as we11 as the air-entry value for each group of 
uniform soil particles can now be estimated A description of the shape ofthe soil-water 
characteristic curve at intermediate grain-sizes is required. 
The npnd mf shape parameters for the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation are required for each 
uniform collection of particles. The shape, and resulting nf and mfparameters, of the soil-water 
characteristic curves for pure sands, pure silts and pure clays is estimated as shown above. A 
dataset combining soils fiom Rawls et al. (1985), Sillers, (1997), and the CECIL soil survey 
was then used for determination of approximate trends in the nf and mfparameters. An effective 
grain-size diameter was calculated for each @-size curve based on Equation 4- 10 (Vukovic 
et d., 1992). The effective grain-size diameter was then plotted opposite the nfand mf 
parameters. The nf and mfparameters were determined for each soiI by fitting experimental data 
with a least-squares regression algorithm. The resulting variation of the n and m parameters can 
be seen in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 respectively. 
Equation 4-10 
where: dl = largest diameter of the last fiaction of the material, 
Agl= weight of the material of the last, finest fiaction, in parts of total weight, 
and 
4 = effective grain diameter. 
The end result of the above analysis is the establishment of representative plots for nf and mf. 
These plots describe reasonable variations in the two parameters with grain-size, It is now 
possible for nf and myparameters to be estimated for any soil composed of uniform diameter 
particles. 
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Figure 4-7 Plot showing the variation o f  the at parameter with effkctivt grain diameter for the Fredlund 
and Xing (1994) quatiou used to flt the aoil-water characteristic curve. 
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Figure 4-8 Variation of the mt parameter with effective grain diameter for use with the Fredluod and Xing 
quation (1994) used to lit the soil-water cbaractcristic carve. 
An equation with a form similar to the van Genuchten (1980) equation was then fit through the 
experimental data to provide an estimate of the nf and mf FredIund and Xing (1994) parameters 
based on grain-size diameter. This resuIted in Equation 4-1 1. 
Equation 4-1 1 
w k e :  Pi, I??3 P3, P4, Ps = curve parameters, 
4 = grain diameter, and 
P(# = parameter vaIue. 
Equation 4-1 1 can be used to represent either the nfor the mfparameter variance with grain-size 
diameter. The optimal equation parameters for representing the variation of npre p1 = 19, pl = 
50, p3 = 30, p4 = I ,  p~ = 1. The optimal equation parameters for representing the variation of ml 
are p~ = 1.5, p2= 100, p3 = 10, p4= 1, ps= 0.5. The fit of equations representing the variation of 
nf and mpre shown in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8, respectively. 
The grain-size distribution curve was then divided into small divisions of uniform soil particles. 
Starting at the smallest diameter size, a packing porosity, n, was then estimated (Harr, 1977) 
for each division and a soil-water characteristic curve generated. This is illustrated in Figure 
4-9. The divisional soil-water characteristic curves were then summed starting with the srnatlest 
partide size and continuing until the voIume of pore space equaled that of the entire 
heterogeneous soil structure. The result is a predicted soil-water characteristic curve. 
-- Partids sues Expuitmntal -.- 
- M.Fmdlund Unitnodal -- USCS % Clay ....,. 
Figure 4-9 Small divisions of particle she used to b d d  complctc soil-water characteristic curve 
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4.7.1 Pore Volume 
The grain-size distribution curve can be divided into n hctions of uniformly-sized particles. 
Each fraction contains its own packing arrangement and porosity. It is assumed that the 
summation of the individual fraction porosities will be greater than the natural, insitu porosity 
of the soil. In the assemblage of soil particles, the voids created between larger particles will be 
filled with smaller particles. This, in essence, reduces the influence of the larger particles on the 
soil-water characteristic curve. Experimental results have shown this to be the case. The 
porosities of the individual hctions are summed until the measured porosity of the insinc soil 
is reached. The remaining particle fractions are ignored. 
The assumed "packing" structure of each uniformly-sized hction is of importance. 
Characteristics of different "packings" were calculated by Smith (1929) and are summarized in 
Table 4-1. It is important to note that i) the porosity is independent of particle size, and ii) the 
porosity varies between 25.95% and 47.64%. These packing porosities are determined for 
idealized spherical particles. Soil particles are comrnoniy angular and, as such, a greater range 
of porosity variation is expected. 
Table 4-1 Some characteristics of Meal packiags (Smith, 1929) 
Packing Volume of unit cell Porosity (%) 
Cubic d" 47.64 
Orthorhombic 0.8743 39.54 
Tatraganal-spheroidal 0.75d3 30.19 
Rhombohedral 0.71 d3 25.95 
The assumed packing porosity, n,, of each grain-size fraction needs to be approximated. En this 
research study, it is assumed that the n, variable is the same for each successive particle 
fraction. It is the authors opinion that np be determined as a function of particle diameter. 
It is first assumed that the pin-size distniution represents a percent by weight distribution. A 
unit volume of soil (lm3) is andyzed. The weight of soil can be calculated relative to the total 
unit weight of the soil. Individual weight fractions can then k calculated as foUows. 
w, = kt+, - g, IP, 
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where: Wi = weight of individual fraction (kg), 
g = function representing percent passing versus particle diameter, 
I = counter fiom 1,2,. . ., n, 
n = number of hctions into which grain-size distribution is divided, 
p = total density of the soil sample (kg/m3). 
The average diameter for each weight fraction can also be calculated by taking the logarithmic 
average of the ith and i+lth particle size divisions. Average diameters in this analysis were 
calculated arithmetically. 
The pore volume associated with each fraction is computed as being proportional to the total 
pore volume of the sample. The n, provides us with an assumed porosity for the ith fraction. 
Calculation of the pore volume is possible once the porosity is known. 
where: V, = volume of voids (m3), 
G, = specific gravity of the soil, 
p, = density of water (kglm3, 
n, = assumed packing porosity. 
The contribution of the ith grain-size hctiotl to the total soil sample can now be computed. 
Since the volume of voids of each hction, V, is known along with the total volume of the 
sample, (lm3), the contribution of each hction to the whole is equal to V,. The sum of ail the 
voids can then be calculated as foIIows. 
One of the results of using this technique is that V, can be greater than or less than the actual 
voiume of voids, V, in the insitu soil. Methods are presented in this chapter for analyzing 
situations where the actual volume of voids is not equal to the andyticdy computed volume of 
voids. Ifthe computed volume ofvoids, V,, is greater than V, the andyticd effect of the voids 
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greater than V, on the soil-water characteristic curve is ignored. This truncation results in the 
elimination of the effect of coarse-sized particles on the soil-water characteristic curve since the 
grain-size curve is evaluated fiom fine to coarse-sized particles. This seems reasonable since 
the effect of coarse-sized particles can be negIigile ifthe voids are filled with finer-sized 
partictes. 
tfthe sum of voids, V,. is less than the actuaI volume of voids, V, the resulting soil-water 
characteristic curve will not reach saturated conditions. A suitable way of analyzing this 
imbalance has not as of yet been determined. Additional research is required to determine a 
proper solution for this problem. 
4.8 Description of the Dataset to be Analyzed in 
Verifying the Proposed Model 
A sample dataset of 188 soils was selected h m  data presented in Literature. The soils included 
data h m  Siliers (1997), Rawls (1985), and Williams (1992). All soils selected had an 
experimentaily measured grain-size distributions and experimentally measured soil-water 
characteristic curve. In addition, the measured soil parameters necessary for the estimation of 
all six pedo-transfer fmctions presented in this chapter were also a requirement. Figure 4-1 0 
summarizes the variance of grain-size parameters in the selected dataset. The sdected dataset 
provides a wide dis tn i ion of soils fiom a number of different sources. The objective was to 
provide a random selection of soils not biased by one particular group of investigators. The 
presence of an experimentally measured soiI-water characteristic curve also dowed for 
verification of the results obtained when using different estimation techniques. 
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Figure 4-10 USDA cl~ssiflcatioo for 188 so% mat in the evaluation ofpcdo-transfer fuoctioos. 
The reliability of the new pedo-transfer hction was evaluated by cross-validation. With cross- 
validation (Hjorth, 1994), the reliabiIity of a pedo-transfer function is assessed by (1) drawing a 
random subsample from the data set, (2) deve1opi.g a pedo-transfer fimction for the subsample, 
and (3) testing the accuracy of the pedo-transfer fimction against the data left after 
subsamphg. Data was fmt seIected based on the availablility of data containing a grain-size 
distribution and enough volume-mass properties (i.e., void ratio, dry density, and specific 
gravity) to perform the estimation. 
The database was then split into soils with an even index number and soils with an odd index 
number. The even soils were used to train the proposed new pedo-transkr function. Soils which 
contained an odd index were used to test the new pedo-transfer function. This dataset was 
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firrther reduced by selecting only the soils that contained sacient data for the estimation of all 
six pedo-transfer fimctions evaluated in this study. 
4.9 Analysis of Results of Estimation by New Model 
The results of comparisons between experimental and predicted data can be seen in Figure 
4-1 1, to Figure 4-18. Ten optimal estimations of the soil-water characteristic curve by the new 
proposed method can be seen in Figure 4-19. 
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Figure 4-11 Grain-sizc dislri'bution Bt for a Clay published by R m m ,  1958, R' = 0999 (12429) 
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F i r e  4-12 Comparison of tsperimtntal, predicted, and logarithmic probability density curve  for a Clay 
published by Russam, 1958, =Om (12429) 
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Figure 4-13 Gmin-size distribution lit for a Sand originally publibed by Dane ct al., 1983, It2 -0.996 
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Figore 4-14 Comparison of experimental, predicted, and logarithmic probabiIity density curves for a Sand 
originafly published by Dane et al., 1981, Itz = 0369 (10727) 
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Fire 415 Grain-size distribution for a Silt Loam originally published by Vercecken, 1986, R' = 0399 
(1 1305) 
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Figure 4-16 Comparison of experimental, predicted, and iogarithmic probabity density carves for a Sit 
Laam origioally pubiishcd by Vencekcn, 1986, R'= 0944 (11305) 
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Figure 4-17 Grain-size distribution for a far a Sandy Loam originally published by SchaL et d., 1991, R' = 
0.999 (1 1 177) 
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Figare 4-18 Comparison of esperimtntnl, and predicted data for a Sandy Loam originfly pubIishcd by 
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Figure 4-19 k t  estimation for each of live textures or the soil-water cbanctcrislic cuwt using the 
proposed new pedo-transfer function. Sil Clay Loam Rfj0.80; Loam ~ '4 .98 ;  Sand ~ ' 4 . 9 9 ;  Sandy Loam 
R k .91; Silt Loam ~ 9 3 9 .  
The estimation of a soil-water characteristic curve h r n  grain-size distribution has been 
attempted for all soil types. Clays, tills and loam appear to be more dficuIt to predict than 
siIts and sands, although the accuracy of the estimation algorithm still seems reasonable. 
Results tended to be sensitive to the packing porosity, n,. More research is required in order to 
fulIy understand the influence of the packing porosity. 
The proposed new pedo-transfer function was found to successfuIly estimate the soil-water 
characteristic curve for a wide range of textural classes. Using predefined soil-water 
characteristic curves for each individual grain-size class allowed an increased stability when 
estimating the soil-water characteristic curve of alI textural cIasses. 
Several groups of soils have typically caused diiculties when estimating the soil-water 
characteristic curve. These generd categories of soils include: (0 so& that have a high amount 
of clay-sized particles, (ii) soils that contain large amounts of coarse-size particles mixed with 
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fines, (iii) sods that exhibit bimodal behavior such as sand-bentonite mixtures, and (iv) special 
soils such as mine tailings and waste rock. The theory associated with the proposed new ped* 
transfer function allows increased accuracy when estimating the soil-water characteristic curve 
for the aforementioned soils. Each of these categories of soils are discussed below. 
4.9.1 Clay Dominated Soils 
The validity of applying the capillary model to clay-sized particles is a matter of debate. The 
proposed new pedo-transfer function uses the capillary model merely to obtain the air-entry 
value for each group of uniform-size clay particles. The shape of the soil-water characteristic 
curve is then estimated in a natural manner from the npnd mf Fredlund and Xing (1994) curve 
parameters. This method was found to promote stability in the new proposed pedo-transfer 
function when performing calculations on clay-dominated soils. It also provided the advantage 
of viewing realistic effects of the clay-sued particles on the entire estimated soil-water 
characteristic curve. 
The new pedo-transfer hc t ion  was found to be sensitive to the clay-sized particles present in 
the grain-size curve. It therefore follows that the accuracy of the estimation could be improved 
by performing a hydrometer analysis on soils containing greater than 10% clay-sized particles. 
The ability of the M.Fredlund (1997) equation to fit the grain-size distribution in the silt and 
clay regions of the curve was also a factor. It was found that the accuracy of the estimation 
could be improved by varying the minimum particle diameter, dm, or by using the bimodal fit of 
the grain-size distribution as the basis for the pedo-transfer function. 
Significant deterioration in the reliability of the estimation was found as the amount of fines 
increased The results of the comparison between the estimated error and the percent clay show 
a decrease in the accuracy in the estimation as the clay content of the soil increased. The 
relationship between percent clay and estimated error for values between 0.0 and 1.0 can be 
seen in Figure 4-20. 
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Figure 4-20 Linear interpolation relationship between the percentage of fines in a soil and the accur~cy of 
the new pado-transfer function for II2 vaIues between 0.0 and 1.0 
4.9.2 Coarse and Fine Mixture Soils 
A typical problem when estimating the soil-water characteristic curve fiom grain-size data is 
the di£Eculty in estimating the air-entry vdue for soils with a large amount of medium to £he- 
sized particles as well as coarse-sized particIes. If the influence of all particle-sizes are 
weighted the same, the air-entry value is assumed to be controlled by the coarse-sized particles. 
Due to mixing, however, the effect of the coarse-sized particles is often negligible because the 
fines fill the voids between the coarse-sized particles. 
The new pedo-transfer function alleviates this problem by building the soil-water characteristic 
curve beginning with the finest-sized particles. Based on the packing porosity, n, the effect of 
the coarse-sized particles is often ignored. This behavior has been confirmed by experimental 
testing. The accuracy of the new pedo-transfer hc t ion  is therefore greatly improved for the 
aforementioned soils. 
4.9.3 Bimodal Soils 
The estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve for a gapgraded soil has not previously 
been possibIe. The bimodaI representation of the grain-size distriiution presented in Chapter 3 
allows gap-graded soils to be represented mathematically. This mathematical representation 
can be used as the basis for the new pedo-transfer function. 
An example of a typical soil exhibiting bimodal behavior is a sand-clay bentonite mixture. 
Such soils are commody used in engineering practice and modeiing seepage characteristics of 
such soils is often required. It is, therefore, useful to be able to accurately estimate the soil- 
water cfiaracteristics of such soils. 
The estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve for a gap-graded soil is used as an example 
of a bimodal soil. A Saproiitic soil was studied at the University of Saskatchewan (Pavier, 
1999). The soil had an initial void ratio of0.85, a dry density of 1434 kg/m3, and a specific 
gravity of 2.65. A sieve and hydrometer analysis were performed and the results are shown in 
Figure 4-21. Three different Tempe Cell tests were performed using 1 bar, 3 bar, and 5 bar high 
air entry disks. The experimental results are plotted alongside the estimation resuits in Figure 
4-22. The results show that the new pedo-transfer hc t ion  can be used to estimate the resulting 
bimodal soil-water characteristic curve for gap-graded soils. 
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Figure 4-21 Grain-size distribution resulting from hydrometer and sieve analysis of a Saprolitic soh,  
Unsatarattd Soil Croup, University of Saskatchewan, 1998,, ~'=0.999 (1 1491) 
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F'rgorr 4-22 R d t s  of 1 bar, 3 bar, and 5 bar tcmpe cell tests compared to bimodal estimation, Unsaturated 
Son Gmap, University of Saskatchewan, 19% ~h.858 (11491) 
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4.9.4 Packing Porosity 
The packing porosity, n, is the primary variable used to control the estimation of the soil-water 
characteristic curve. The estimation of a reasonable packing porosity is crucid for the 
estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve. The two methods that were found to be 
reasonable for providing an estimation of the packing porosity involved: (i) statistical methods, 
and (ii) the use of a neural net. Statistical methods invoIve finding the normal distniution of 
the packing porosity for the textural category for which a packing porosity is desired. It is then 
possible to calculate a mean and variance of the packing porosity. This has the advantage that it 
is possible to obtain confidence limits on possible packing porosity values. 
An improvement on the statistical method was to allow the packing porosity to be estimated 
through the use of a neural net. A neural net is an artificial intelligence technique by which an 
algorithm can be trained to respond to various input stimuli. 
The neural net presented in this chapter was trained with soils fiom the training dataset. The 
packing porosity of each soil was first adjusted to provide an optimal estimation. These 
adjusted packing porosities were then used in conjunction with the inputs of the USDA 
classification of % clay, % silt, % sand, % coarse, dlo, d20, d30, dso, &, porosity, water content, 
dry density, and specific gravity. The neural net was then trained (Goh, 1999) and yielded R' 
equal to 0.830 for the training set. The neural net was then used to estimate packing porosities 
for the testing dataset, 
It is often desireabIe to know the effect of packing porosity on an estimation. Unfortunately, the 
packing porosity does not always influence the estimation in the same manner. The effect of the 
packing porosity is illustrated in Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-24 for a sand and a sirty loam. 
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Figure 4-23 Effkct ofvarying packing porosity, n, for a Sand originally published by Mualem, 1981 (1 12) 
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Figure 4-24 Illustration of the effkct of varying packing porosity, o, for a Loam originally pablishcd by 
Schoh et aL f991fI1194) 
It should be noted that the resulting estimation does not reach 100% saturation as shown in 
Figure 4-24 with n, equal to 0.36. This condition will occur if the packing porosity hlis too Far 
below the actual porosity of a soil. 
4.9.5 Waste Rock 
The packing porosity neural net was trained on a dataset that did not contain specialty soils 
such as waste rock. There bas been an increased interest in modeling the seepage properties of 
waste rock due to the design of covers (Wilson, 1999). It has been shown that the packing 
porosity, n,, can be adjusted to yield a good estimate of the soil-water characteristic curve of 
waste rock (Swanson, 1998). It has generally been found that the packing porosity must be 
adjusted higher when estimating soil-water properties of waste rock. An analysis of waste rock 
soils indicated that, on average, the packing porosity must be increased by an average of 27.9% 
when dealing with waste rock. This analysis was based on five soils obtained &om a mine site 
in Montana, United States. The results of one adjustment of the estimation can be seen in 
Figure 4-25. 
Soil suction (kPa) 
Figure 4-25 Ehample of adjustment of Cbc proposed new pcdo-transfer function for the estimation oftht 
soil-water characteristic curve of a waste mkoriginafIy published by Eerasymaik, 1996 (11562) 
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4.9.6 Adjustment of the Pedo-Transfer Function According to 
Stress History 
It has been shown in research literature that the soil-water characteristic curve of a soil is 
dependent upon the stress history of a soil. For example, if two samples are taken fiom the 
same soil and one sample is compacted wet of optimum to a specified density, p, and the other 
sample is compacted dry of optimum to the same density, pb the resuiting soil-water 
characteristic curves will be different. Vanapalli (1994) showed experimentally the changes to 
the soil compacted both dry of optimum and wet of optimum as well as at optimum. It has also 
been shown experimentally that the soil-water characteristic curve of a soil will change when 
the overburden pressure on the soil is changed. The purpose of this section is to illustrate how 
the pedo-transfer function presented in this chapter might be modified to account for various 
stress histories. 
The soils used for the calibration of the pedo-transfer fbction represent soils with a minimal 
effects of stress history. The pedo-transfer function is also caliirated for the estimation of 
drying, rather than wetting, soil-water characteristic curves. A method of adjusting the 
proposed new pedo-transfer function to account for stress history changes will be presented in 
the following sections. 
The compaction of a soil results in the rearrangement of the structure of clay particles. It is this 
rearrangement of the structure of a soil that yields differences in the soil-water characteristic 
curve. It was considered to be outside the scope of this thesis to examine the effects of structure 
on the soiI-water characteristic curve. A method of modifjing the soil-water characteristic 
pedo-transfer fimction to account for the effects of structure was not studied in detail. 
A study undertaken by Vanapalli (1994) allowed the effects of compression on the soil-water 
characteristic curve to be quantified. A method of implementing these findings into the pedo- 
transfer function is presented in the following sections. The correction to the @o-transfer 
function is presented as a modification to the Fredlund and Xing (1994) fit of the soil-water 
characteristic c w e .  The correction must therefore be provided with a fit of the pedo-transfer 
h c t i o a  obtained using the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation. 
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A correction is introduced to the soil-water characteristic curve allows the air entry value in the 
Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation to increase as compression increases. The effect of various 
compression levels on the air entry value has been examined by Vanapalli (I 994) for a sandy 
clay till. Vanapalli (1994) summarized that the air entry value of a soil followed a line drawn 
through the steepest slope of the soil-water characteristic curve for soils compacted at optimum 
and dry of optimum. A straight h e  with a slightly different slope was followed for soils 
compacted wet of optimum. A modification to the Fredlund and Xing ( 1994) equation is 
therefore presented to account for changes in the air entry value as the level of compression 
increases. As a fust approximation, the air entry value is assumed to increase linearly on a 
semilog plot at a rate corresponding to the steepest point of the soil-water characteristic curve. 
Modification of the air entry vahe for the Ftedlund and Xing (1994) equation is achieved by 
making the afparameter a function of net normal stress. The afpararneter has been shown to be 
related to the air entry value therefore this technique is considered a reasonable assumption. 
First, a straight line is drawn through the steepest point on the soil-water characteristic curve. 
The line is then shifted such that the soil-water characteristic curve is unmodified when the net 
normal stress is at a minimum. The construction is shown in Figure 4-26. The final equation for 
the modified Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation is shown as Equation 4-14. 
1.E.01 1 . E m  l.E+01 l.E+02 l .EtO3 I.€& l.E+05 l.E+06 
Sail suction (kPa) 
Figure 426 Calcolatioo of modilication for air-eotry value for a Loam using the Fredluod aod Xing (1994) 
quatioo, ai.11.1,np3.56, rn.54, h,=48.4 (91) 
The h e  on a serndog plot can be represented by Equation 4-12. 
where: af = Fredlund and Xing (1994) parameter related to the 
w = initial water content of the soil specimen, 
m = slope of the line on a sexdog plot, 
b = y-axis intercept at a value of 1.0. 
Equation 4-11 
air entry value of the soil, 
Calculation of the afpararneter requires that Equation 4-12 be solved in terms of at: 
Equatioo 4-13 
Merch f 999 Munay D. Fmdlund Ph.0. Thesis 
Substituted Equation 4-13 into the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation results in the following 
equation: 
Equation 4-14 
Equation 4-14 represents the soil-water characteristic curve in terns of soil suction and initial 
water content. The correction can be adjusted to account for various loading conditions by 
adjusting the slope, m. The result of the correction when applied to various compression levels 
can be seen in Figure 4-27. 
Fgprr 4-27 Adjsstewnt of the soiLw8ter ebrrrcteristic curve according to stress history for a oligocenic 
clay o m  publbhcd by Nosehento, MI (12436) 
Ph. D. thesis 
4.70 Comparison of Results to Other Pedo- Transfer 
Functions 
Numerous studies on the estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve have been presented 
in research. A comparison of the proposed new estimation technique to existing models is 
necessary to verify the advantages of the new modeI. The foIIowing new estimation models 
were selected for comparison. 
Arya and Paris (198 1) 
Scheinost ( I  996) 
Rawls et al. (1985) 
Vereecken et al. (1989) 
Tyler and Wheatcrafi (1989) 
The aforementioned pedo-transfer fimctions were selected based on either the frequency of 
references to the method or the success of the method (Tietje et ale 1993). It was the intent of 
the author to compare the new proposed pedo-transfer function to currently published pedo- 
transfer functions that showed the greatest potentid level of success in estimating the soil-water 
characteristic curve. 
The pedo-transfer functions were evaluated based on the set of data used to test the new 
proposed method. A set of data was selected wfich contained a wide range of textural 
ciassifications. The dataset was also selected to ensure that enough data was present for each 
soil to allow all pedo-transfer fimctions to produce an estimation. 
4.10.1 Arya and Paris (1 981) 
The Arya and Paris (1981) pedo-transfer hctioa was the first method to use the physio- 
empirical method to estimate the soil-water characteristic curve. It was developed for a small 
database and the extrapolation to a larger databases is generally possible with a reasonabIe 
decrease in accuracy. A value of a equal to 1.38 is generally accepted as a reasonable estimate. 
Later investigation by Arya et al. (1982) showed that the average u varied among textural 
classes and ranged in value fiom 1.1 for h e r  textures to 2.5 for coarse-textured soils. The a 
value was estimated h r n  Table 4-2 where possible for the analysis presented in this chapter. 
The mettrod requires a reasonably defined grain-size distribution. Estimations performed with 
the Arya and Paris (1981) pedo-transfer function as shown in Figure 4-28, Figure 4-29, Figure 
4-30, and Figure 4-3 I. Arya et al. (1999) presented a method of estimating a based on the 
number of spherical particles and the pore length. The estimation of a presented by Arya et al. 
(1 999) is not included in this andysis. 
Table 4 2  Value of alpha, a, proposed by Arya et  aL (1W) 
USDA Texture Alpha 
Sand 1.285 
Sandy Loam 1.459 
Loam I .375 
Silt Loam 1.15 
Clay 1.16 
Ph.0. Thesis 
Soil suction (kPa) 
--- Arya and Paris PTF V mrimental drying 
Figure 42% Estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve for a Virginia Mixed Sand by the Arya and 
Paris (1980) pedo-transfer function, ~%381(10921) 
Soil suction (kPa) 
Figure 4-29 Estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve for a Sandy Loam by the Arya and Paris 
(1980) ptdo-transfer function, R'=o%O (10741) 
Soil suction (kPa) 
-.- A t  and Paris PTF v Gwimcntal drying 
Figpn 4-30 Estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve for a Sandy Clay Loam by the Arya and Paris 
(1980) peda-transfer tuaction, R-334 (11322) 
Ph.D. Thesis 
Soil suction (kPa) 
Figure 4-31 3est estimation for each of live ttxtum ol  the soil-water characteristic curve using the A y a  
and Paris (1981) pedo-transfer function. Silty Clay Loam R24+85; Loam ~ '4 .87;  Sand ~ ' q . 9 8 ;  Sandy 
Loam R'=O.%; Silt Loam ~ ~ 4 . 9 1 .  
4.10.2 Scheinost (1 996) 
The Scheinost (1 996) pedo-transfer hct ion used linear regression to estimate the parameters 
of a van Genuchten-type equation. it was developed to account for extreme variation between 
soil parameters; texture varying between gravel and clay, organic content up to 8 1 g/kg, and 
bulk density horn 0.80 to 1.85 mg/m3. The pdo-transfer fimction was trained on a soils dataset 
located near Munich, Germany. 
The Scheinost (1996) pedo-trdllsfer fimction was abIe to estimate the desaturation rate of most 
soils with reasonabie accuracy. Five estimations petformed using the Scheinost (1996) method 
are shown in Figure 4-32. 
Ph.D. Thesis 
Soil suction (kPa) 
Figure 4-32 Best estimation for tach of &c textures of the soil-water characteristic curve using the 
Schcinost (1996) pcdo-transfer function. Sity Clay barn  RQ.96; Loam ~ ' 4 . 7 6 ;  Smd ~ ~ 4 . 6 4 ;  Sandy 
Loam ~'4.95; Silt Loam ~'491. 
4.10.3 Rawls et al. (1 985) 
The RawIs et al. (1985) pedo-transfer function is based on a regression that estimates the 
parameters of the Brooks and Corey (1964) equation. While the estimation of the air-entry 
value, AEV, for most soils was quite reasonable, the desaturation rate was overestimated for 
most soils. This is most likely due to the sharp initial slope inherent in the Brooks and Corey 
(1964) equation. Results of various estimations can be seen in Figure 4-33. 
Ph.D. Thesis 
Soil suction (kPa) 
Figure 4-33 Best estimation for each of five textures of the soIEwrter chancteristic curve using the Rawls 
and Brakensick (1985) pdo-transfer function. Silty Clay h a m  ~ 9 . 9 %  Loam ~'4.58; Sand R%S; 
Sandy Loam R-29; Sit Loam ~ '3093 .  
4.10.4 Vereecken et al. (1 989) 
The Vereecken et aI. (1989) pedo-transfer function uses statistical regression to estimate the 
parameters of the van Genuchten (1980) equation. The Vereecken et aI. (1989) pedo-transfer 
fimction is considered to work for a wide range of soils due to its ability to account for high 
organic matter contents. In general, the method performed well for the estimation of 
desaturation rates. Examples of estimations performed with the Vereecken (1989) method can 
be seen in Figure 4-34, 
Soil suction (kPa) 
Figure 4-34 B u t  estimation for tach of live textures of the soil-water characteristic curve ruin 9 Vemcken et  al. (1989) petlo-transfer function. Silty Clay Loam ~ '4 .74 ;  Loam R'4I.87; Sand R 4.73; 
Sandy Loam R-92; Silt Loam ~ 9 3 1 .  
4.1 0.5 Tyler and Wheatcraft (1 989) 
Tyler and Wheatcraft (1989) use a hd dimension to estimate the Arya and Paris (1981) 
alpha, a, input parameter. The hctal dimension is calculated via linear regression over the 
number of particles in the grain-size hctions. It failed, however, to improve on the 
performance of the Arya and Paris (1981) estimation. Estimations performed with the Tyler and 
Wheatcraft (1989) estimation canbe seen in Figure 4-35, Figure 4-36, and Figure 4-37. 
C, 0.35 + ----- -- - - - -- 
Loam 
Q) ---- Laamm 
C, 
c 0.30 --- -- x Sand 8 Sand FTF 
z 0 2 5 ~ -  + **Laam C, 
(0 Sahdy-rn 3 0.20 - - -- - a Sinloam 
Soil suction (kPa) 
Figure 4-35 Btat estimation for each of five tcxtnrcs of the soil-water charactcristic curve using the Tyler 
sod Wheatcroft (t!J89) pcdcktransfcr function. Silty Clay Loam ~Q.01; h a m  R*=o.S~; Sand ~'4.86; 
Sandy ham R-.98; Silt Loam ~ '4 .77.  
-- ~ - - -. . . , 
V 
v v  v V 
-- _ - + .  _ . .-*A 
1.0E4 1.OE+1 1.0E+2 1.OE+3 1.OE+4 1.0€+5 
Soil suction (kPa) 
Tyler and Meatcraft P F  V E!qmrhnental drylng 
F i r e  4-36 Estimation or the soil-water chmctcristic curve lor a Luarny Sand by the Tyler and 
Wheatcraft (DU9) pcdo-traosfer function, ~~=0.981(11287) 
1.OE-2 1.OE-1 1.OE9 l.OE+l l.OE+Z 1.OE+3 1.OE+4 l.OE+S 1.OE+6 
Soil suction (kPa) 
Tyler and Wheacmft PTF V Experimental drying 
F i r e  4-37 Estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve for a Clay Loam by the Tyler and Wheatcrab 
(f 9%9) pdo-traasfcr function, ~'=0.%2 (12425) 
4.1 0.6 Methods of Evaluation 
The six pedo-transfer fimctiops were evaluated in the following way: (i) the R' values produced 
through the use of each pedo-transfer hc t ion  are compared, (hi the difference between 
measured and estimated air-entry values is compared, and (iii) the difference between measured 
and estimated maximum slopes is compared. 
4. f0.6.1 Comparison of R~ results 
TypicaI methods of comparison between experimental and estimated results incIude mean 
difference, MD, root mean squared difference, RMSD, sum-of-squares, or R2. The R' memod 
was used to compare the results of the six pedo-transfer f'unctions presented in this chapter. The 
R' value gives an indication of the success of each pedo-transfer fuoction in estimating water 
content. Mathematically, R' is calculated in the following way: 
March l9S9 
Equation 4-15 
where: SSPd =the sum-of-squares of the experimental points fiom the pedo-transfer fuaction, 
and 
SSm = the sum-of-squares of the distances of the points from a horizontal line where 
Y equals the mean of all the data points. 
Soils in the test dataset were selected where the R' value is between 0.0 and 1.0 with a value of 
1.0 representing a perfect fit. A value of 0.0 indicates the fit is the same as a horizontal line 
through the average of the y-coordinates. The fkquency distribution was then plotted to give an 
indication of the results of the pedo-transfer hct ion.  The results of the R' analysis will be 
presented in the following sections. 
4.70.6.2 Comparison of Air-Entry Values 
It is important in geotechnical engineering to know the soil suction at which a soil begins to 
rapidIy desaturate. The six pedo-transfer hc t ions  were, therefore, evaluated based on their 
abi l i i  to correctly estimate the air-entry value (AEV) for a soil. The air entry value for the 
experimental data was calculated by fmt fitting the data with the Fredlund and Xing (1 994) 
equation. A construction was then performed according to the procedure published by 
VanapalIi and Fredlund (1998) which allowed the air-entry value to be calculated based on the 
fit of the experimental data. The air-entry value for each pedo-transfer bction was calculated 
by performing the construction on the estimated points. The air-entry value calculated from the 
fit of experimental data was then taken to be the correct value and compared to the estimated 
air-entry value using the following equation. 
Equation 4-16 
where: AEV,a = air-entry value of pedo-transfer fimction, 
AE& = air-entry value of experimental data, 
Ph.0. Thesis 
= number of data points, 
= average squared difference. 
4.10.6.3 Comparison of Maximum Slope 
The rate at which a soil'desaturates is also important in the engineering practice. The six pedo- 
transfer bctioos were, therefore, evaluated on their success at estimating the rate at which a 
soiI desaturates. A complication arises because the rate at which a soil desaturates is not 
commonly constant. The best representation of rate was, therefore, taken as the maximum slope 
of the soil-water characteristic curve. For experimental data, this maximum slope was 
calcdated by fitting experimental data with the Fredlund and Xing ( I  994) equation, and then 
determining the point of maximum dope fiom the fit curve. 
The maximum dope is a lrnitless measure and is calculated as a change in the ordinate, Ay, on 
the normalized soil-water characteristic cwve divided by the change in the log of soil suction or 
Log(yd(~;). Each pedo-transfer function was evaluated by calculating a maximum slope fiom 
the estimated p o i .  on the soil-water characteristic curve. The squared difference 'between 
experimental and estimated resdts was then calculated according to tbe following equation: 
Equation 4-11 
where: MSpr = maximum slope of pedo-transfer function, 
me = maximum stope of experimental data, 
n = number of data points, 
SD = average squared difference. 
4.1 0.7 Results and Discussion of the Fit Between Prediction 
and Experimental Data 
The results oftfie statistid analysis showed that the proposed new pedo-transfer fimction 
performed well. Comparison of the proposed new pedetransfer function to previously 
proposed pedo-transfer functions indicates significantly improved petformane in most areas. 
Each pedo-transfer h c t i o n  was evaluated based on the R' value, the air-entry value (AEV), 
and the maximum slope. A summary of the distributions of R' can be seen in Figure 4-45. The 
proposed new pedo-transfer function showed an improved accuracy in the error distribution, 
The proposed new pedo-transfer function showed reasonable accuracy when compared to the 
maximum slope of experimental data. The purpose of this comparison was to obtain an 
indication of the accuracy of the maximum desaturation rate for the six pedo-transfer functions. 
Representation of the comparison between estimated and measured results can be seen in 
Figure 4-38. Table 4-3 indicates reasonable performance by the proposed new pedo-transfer 
hct ion.  The best performance was obtained using the Vereecken (1989) method. The 
performance of the Rawls (1 985) method indicates some uncertainty as to whether the method 
was properly implemented in the calcdations for this chapter. 
Results of the comparisons between the measured and estimated air-entry values, AEV, 
indicated significant improvements of the new pedo-transfer function over existing methods. A 
plot of the comparison between air-entry values can be seen in Figure 4-39 to Figure 4-44. The 
average of the logarithm of squared differences between experimental and measured resuIts for 
the test dataset is shown in Table 4-4. The new pedo-transfer function and the Arya and Paris 
(1981) methods showed the highest level of confidence in correctly estimating the air-entry 
value of a soil. 
Ph.0. Thesis 
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Figure 4-38 Dillcrcacc between measured and estimated marimum slope of all six prdo-traosfcr functioas 
Fredlund AEV 
Figure 4-39 Diircnce between mc~sllml and estimated au-catry value (AEY) for all six pedo-tramfir 
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Figure 4-40 Dimereace between measured and estimated air-entry value (AEV) for the Fredlund and Arya 
pedo-transfer functions 
Fredlund AEV 
F i  4-41 Difference between measwed and estimated air-eaby value (AEV) for the Frcdiund and 
Sehcinost pedo-lrallscer fmctions 
F i  442 DiUerence between measured and estimated air-entry value ( A m  for the Fredlund and Rawlo 
pcdo-transfer functions 
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Figure d-43 Dilfemoc between m d  and estimated &-entry value (AEY) for the Fredlund and 
Verccfkrn pedcktraasfctfer tpnctiom 
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F i r e  4-44 DiIfcnnce between measured and estimated air-entry value (AEY) for the Fredlund and Tyler 
pedo-mosfer functions 
Table 4-3 Squared difference between estimated and measured maximum stopu for all s i r  pcdo-traosfer 
functions 
Pedo-Transfer Function Squared Difference 
Fredlund PTF Max Slope 0.487 
Arya Max Slope 0.586 
Scheinost Max Slope 0.476 
Rawls Max Slope 7.850 
Vereecten Max Slope 0.462 
TvIer Max S l o ~ e  0.988 
Tabk 4-4 Squared log diiferencc between tstimated and measured air-entry values for all s i r  pedo-transfer 
functions 
Pedo-Transfer Function Squared Diierence 
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F i i  4-45 Comparison of hquency dbtributlon o t ~ '  for values between 0.0 and 18 lor all six pcdo- 
transfer functions 
4.1 1 Conclusions 
The minimum particle size was found to have direct influence upon the success of the soil- 
water characteristic curve estimation. Ifthe minimum particle size variable was set too low, 
there would be an overabundance of clay size particle that would dominate the estimation. If 
the minimum particle size was set too high, this would cause an absence of mailer particles to 
result in the soil drying out prematurely. 
The estimation of soil-water characteristic curve fiom grain-size distribution was found to be 
accurate for sands, and reasonably accurate for silts. Clays, tills and loam were more difficult 
to predict although the accuracy of the estimation algorithm was still reasonable. Results tended 
to be sensitive to the packing porosity, n,, and more research wi[l be needed to MIy andyze 
this value. 
The proposed new pedetransfer hc t i on  was also compared to five other pedo-transfer 
functions. The success of each pedo-transfer function was evaluated based on R', air-entry 
value, and maximum slope. The proposed new pedo-transfer function showed an improved 
accuracy in the R' error distribution. 
The proposed new pedo-transfer function showed reasonable accuracy when compared to the 
maximum slope of experimental data. The best performance was obtained using the Vereecken 
(1989) method. The performance of the RawIs (1985) method indicates some uncertainty as to 
whether the method was properly implemented in the calculations for this chapter. 
ResuIts of the comparisons between the measured and estimated air-entry values, AEV, 
indicated significant improvements of the new pedo-transfer function over existing methods. 
The new pedo-transfa fimction and the Arya and Paris (1981) methods showed the highest 
level of confidence in correctly estimating the air-entry value of a soil. 
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CHAPTER 5.0 Equations To Represent The 
Compressibility of a Soil 
5.1 introduction 
Considerable research has fixused on the application of computer models to soil mechanics 
problems during the past three decades. Seepage, contaminant transport, and volume change 
are some of the areas that have received attention. Finite element models have allowed for easy 
modeling of difficult problems. These finite element models make use of the latest numerical 
methods to allow convergence of highly nonlinear problems. However, the dependence on 
establishing the correct soil property bc t ions  as input remains the most critical aspect for 
accuracy. 
Central to the modeling of volume change processes is the measurement of the compression 
curve. Computer software performing modeling of volume change typicalfy requires a 
description ofthe elastic properties of a soil, The majority of sobare models make use of 
h e a r  or nonlinear elastic parameters to represent the elastic behaviour of a soil. This 
representation appears remote from the conventional compressibility measurements for a soil 
and is limited at best. The purpose of this chapter is to present continuous equations capable of 
representing the compression soil property fimction. 
The compression soii property function is central to a wide variety of soiI problems. Classic 
formulations for the solution to settlement, heave, and consoIidation depend on the laboratory 
measurement of the compression curve. The accuracy with which the compression soil property 
fimction is represented will influence the accuracy of the final solution, Typical straight-line 
approximations of the compression c w e  were reasonable for a onedimensional settlement 
analysis but are not satisfhctory for two and three-dimensional analysis using finite element 
modeling. TypicalIy, the compressibility of a so2 is broken into independent sections 
representing moving between the recompression and virgin compression branches. These 
'breaks' are physically unreatistic and can lead to numerical instability in finite element 
analysis. The use of continuous equations provide a smooth transition between stress states and 
thereby improve convergence for numerical modeling. 
The compression curve also forms the basic representation for the volume-mass unsaturated 
soil-property functions. Other unsaturated soil-property fimctions (e.g., permeability and shear 
strength) have been approximated in terms of the properties of the saturated soil and the soil- 
water characteristic curve (Fredlund, 1993, Fredlund, 1996, Vgapalli, 1995). 
Likewise, the volume-mass properties, in terms of stress state, can be defined with reference to 
the saturated soiI, compression curve and other information such as the soil-water characteristic 
curve. The compression properties of a saturated soil have not been defined in a flexible 
manner that lends itself to a continuous mathematical function. Therefore, defining suitable 
mathematical functions for the compression characteristics of a saturated soil becomes the 6rst 
step towards mathematically defining the overall constitutive surface to represent the volume- 
mass properties. 
A general formulation for the three-dimensional constitutive surfaces of an unsaturated soil has 
been defined by Fredlund (1993). A typical constitutive surface defined in terms of the void 
ratio of a soil can be seen in Figure 5-1. Figure 5-1 shows that the compression curve forms the 
saturated limiting condition for the dehition of the three-dimensional surface. As such, the 
compression curve becomes one reference curve in defining the overall constitutive behavior of 
an unsaturated soil. 
Defining the overall volume-mass constitutive behavior of an unsaturated soil requires that a 
second constitutive surface be defined, Figure 5-2 shows the water content constitutive surface. 
The Iimiting water content compression curve with respect to (a-u,), is related to the void ratio 
compression curve with respect to (a-u3, by the specific gravity of the soil, Gs (or p Jpv where 
~=density of solids and h=density of water). The other limiting curve in Figure 5-1 (i.e., with 
respect to (u,-u,)), is the soil-water characteristic curve that plays a dominant role in modeling 
the compIete constitutive surfiices. 
-- - 
Stress state variable 
Figure 5-1 Void ratio constitutive surlaccs for an unsaturated soil uprused using soil mechanics 
terminology (Fredlund and Mocgenstern, 1976) 
Stress state variable 
Fg~rr 5-2 Water content constitutive surface for an unsaturated soil (Fredlund and Morgenstern, 1976) 
The rpcsific objective of this chapter is to provide a continuous mathematical fimctiw for the 
purpose of representing the compression curve. The formulation will take into account 
bdamental behavioral concepts already established in Iiterature regarding the use and nature 
of the compression curve. The equations are tested against a variety of published experimental 
resuIts to ensure a satisfactory representation ofcompressibility. 
5.2 History Regarding the Manner in Which Soil 
Compression has been Designated 
In the 1920s, Terzaghi presented the fimdamental manner for engineers to measure the 
compression of a soil. Laboratory testing methods were developed to allow the measured 
compressibility to represent the compression of soils in the field. The focus of much of this 
research was directed towards the prediction of settIement for soft soils. Common laboratory 
tests can be referred to as K,, loading in an oedometer and isotropic triaxial loading. There has 
also been a limited amount of anisotropic triaxial compression testing. Both oedometer and the 
isotropic triaxial test results will be examined in this chapter. 
5.2.1 Oedometer Compression Test 
The oedometer compression test remains the most common laboratory test used to define the 
compressibility properties of a soil. Documentation regarding the procedure for the oedometer 
test can be found in ASTM D4546 or Lambe (1951). The soil is compressed at a rate such that 
the water pressure in the soil is allowed to dissipate at each stress level allowing the void ratio 
of the soil to be plotted versus the effective stress level. Figure 5-3 shows typical results for a 
sample of San Francisco Bay Mud h m  a depth of 7.3 m. Plotting of the oedometer 
compression tests results is generally done in terms of void ratio as illustrated by TayIor (1948). 
The slope of the oedometer compression curve when plotted on an arithmetic scale is 
represented by the variable, a ,  defined as the coefficient of compressibility. Terzaghi (1925) 
recognized that the 'virgin compression branch' of a compression curve plotted essentially as a 
straight line when the same data was plotted on a logarithmic scale. The same data presented in 
Figure 5-3 is plotted on a logarithmic scaIe in Figure 5-4. The logarithmic slope of the 
compression curve when plotted on a logarithmic scale is represented as the compression index, 
C,. Casagrande (1936) also noted that the virgin compression branch of the compression curve 
codd be represented by a straight line on a logarithmic scaIe. 
F i r e  5-3 Results of oedometer compression test plotted on an arithmetic scale (from Eolb & Kovacs, 
Figure 53 Resdb of oedometer compression test plotted on a logarithmic scale ( h m  Eoltz & Kovacs, 
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The virgin compression curve is generally represented by Equation 5-1. 
Equation 5-1 
where: ef = final void ratio, 
e, = initial void ratio, 
C, = compression index, 
af = final effective stress state, 
cr, = preconsolidation pressure. 
Calculations are then performed based on the starting and ending stress states. This 
representation causes difficulties in the modeling of the compression curve due to the 
discontinuous nature of Equation 5-1. 
Another variable used in the description of the compressibility of a soil is the coefficient of 
volume change, m,. The relationships between the compression characteristics is as follows. 
Equation 5-2 
Where the coefficient of compressibility, a, can be written as, 
Equation 5-3 
where: a, = average effective stress between stress increments. 
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5.2.2 Data 
Oedometer experimental results are abundant in the literature for soils with a wide variety of 
stress histories. K a h  and Sherman (1964) presented the results of heavily overconsolidated 
clays. MacDonald and Sauet (1970) presented compression curves for precompressed glacial 
tills from Canada. Quigley and Thompson (1966) presented the oedometer results for a 
sensitive marine clay called the Laurentian or Leda clay. Rutledge (1944) presented the highly 
compressible Mexico City clay. The distinctive shapes of each of the different soils is 
interesting to study. In contrast to the more common compression curves mentioned above, is 
the compression of a windblown silt (loess). The compression curves for various loess soils 
were presented by Clevenger (1958). Various compression curves from research literature, as 
well as other laboratory data, was used to verify the results of the proposed equations presented 
in this chapter. Some of the experimental oedometer data can be seen in Figure 5-5. 
Normal stress (kPa) 
Figure 5-5 Summary of some of the experimental odometer d o h  used to verify the equatioas presented in 
this chopter. 
5.2.3 Isotropic Triaxial Compression Test 
Another model for defining the deformation characteristics of a soil is Critical State Soil 
Mechanics (CSSM). The Critical State model has its roots in work done by Tenaghi, 
Casagrande, and Hvorslev. They recognised the importance of void ratio (or specific volume, 
I+e) on soil behavior and the fact that compression dong the normal compression h e  is 
essentialIy irreversible, whereas deformations are essentially reversible along the welling and 
recompression lines (Leroueil, 1997). The mode1 was established in the late fifties and sixties in 
England (Roscoe et al., 1958; Roscoe and Burland, 1968; Schofield and Wroth, 1968) on the 
basis of tests performed on reconstituted and isotropically consolidated samples of clay. 
The Critical State Model is based on the isotropic triaxial compression of a soil. Deformations 
are classified as elastic or plastic and f o k w  the d t i n g  normal compression h e  (ncl) or 
unloading-reloading h e  (url) on the compression plot as shown in Figure 5-6. Specific 
volume, v, is typically pIotted versus mean effective stress p'. 
Figure !X Normal compression line (mi) and unloading-rclording lint (url) in the comprcsison plant 
Wood, 1992) 
Also present in the Critical State Model is the idea of a preconsolidation pressure at which the 
soil moves from elastic to plastic strains. This point is illustrated in Figure 5-6 as the soil moves 
fiom the url line to the ncl line. 
It was Iater noticed that this preconsolidation pressure or yield locus may be reached via a 
number of different stress paths. A multitude of triaxid tests were performed on a St. Louis 
clay by Tavenas, et al. (1979). The location of the yield locus for a St. Louis clay was 
established as shown in Figure 5-7. Graham, et aI. (1983) Iater established the yield cmes for 
four different clays. It was found by Graham (1983) that the different yield curves couId be 
normalized ulith respect to preconsolidation pressure as seen in Figure 5-8. 
figure 5-7 Yield curve deduced lrom triasial tcsts on undisturbed St, Louis clay (after Tavenas, dts 
Rosiers, Lcrootil, LaRocbcUe, and Roy, 1979) 
F i e  5-8 Yield curves normnliPd with ptcroluolidation pressure (Graham et PL, 1983) 
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The yielding of sands may be handled in a like manner by the Critical State model. A major 
series of triaxial tests investigating the yielding of sand is reported by Tatsuoka (1 972) and 
srJmmarized by Tatsuoka and Ishihara (1974).Poorooshasb, Holubec, and Sherbourne (1 967) 
aIso studied the yielding of Ottawa sand 
The equations used to represent the ncl and uri lines in the Critical State compression plane are 
typically represented by the equations presented below. It can be noted that the form of the 
equations is similar to the form of equations which have been used to fit the results of the one- 
dimensional oedometer test. The equations later presented in this chapter are idedly suited to 
model compression curves measured in either the oedometer or the isotropic triaxial test. 
Equation for the normal compression line (ncl): 
v = v, - hlnp' 
Equation 5-1 
Equation for the unloading-reloading line (url): 
v = v , - K ~ P '  
Equation 5-5 
An exponential equation to represent the experimental data fiom an isotropic compression test 
was presented by Juarez-Badillo (1981). Equation 5-6 is similar to the Brooks and Corey 
(1964) equation to represent the soil-water characteristic curve and is continuous after the yield 
point. 
Equation 56 
where: V = volume, 
V, = initial volume, 
a = current stress IeveI, 
a, = initial stress, 
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Y = variable. 
The current state of technology has provided two standard approaches for descniing the 
volume change of soils. The intent of the equations presented in this chapter is to enhance both 
models for representing volume change. 
5.3 Proposed Four-Parameter Equation for Compression 
(and Recompression) 
It would appear that an optimal equation to define the compressibility of a soil should follow 
the same form as that shown in Equation 5-1. Familiarity with Equation 5-lwould then allow 
for adaptation to the new form of the compressioa curve. A new equation, called the four- 
parameter equation, is presented here to remedy continuity problems and retain the basic form 
of the classic compression equation shown above. The four-parameter equation has the 
parameters C,, C,, a,, and a, as variables in the fit providing a fit with commonly used and 
understood parameters. The four-parameter equation is written as follows: 
Equation 5-7 
where eo = initial or starting void ratio, 
C, = recompression index, 
Cc = compression index, 
a, = swelling pressure @Pa), 
a, = preconsolidation pressure p a ) .  
Equation 5-7 provides a means for moving from a Qat portion of the compression curve onto 
the recompression branch of the curve and M y  onto the virgin compression branch. The 
equation may then be used to represent overconsolidated s o h  that contain both a 
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recompression curve and a virgin compression branch to the curve. Ifthe soil is normally 
consolidated, the recompression index, C,, will be zero. For this case, Equation 5-7 may be 
simplified as shown below. The simplitied equation is closely related to the classic 
compression equation. 
Equation 5-8 
5.3. I .  1 The Preconsolida tion Pressure of Soils 
Casagrande (1932) noted that the stress and other changes that have occurred during the history 
of a soil are preserved in the soil structure. Whenever a soil is subjected to a stress greater than 
the stress previously 'experienced' by the soil, the soil will experience plastic deformation. The 
zone where plastic yielding commences is known as the start of the virgin compression branch 
of the compression curve. Casagrande (1 936) developed an empirical construction method of 
determining the stress level at which a soil begins to yield. The stress Ievel at which the soil 
begins to yield is known as the preconsolidation pressure. It is assumed that the compression of 
a soil is generally elastic up until the preconsoiidation pressure. 
Inherent in the four-parameter equation presented in this chapter is its own definition of the 
preconsolidation pressure. The preconsolidation pressure defied by the fitting of the four- 
parameter equation will vary slightly fiom the preconsolidation pressure as defined by 
Casagrande (1936). The difference between the two pressures is not significant for most cases. 
Schmertmann (1955) also presented a graphical correction for the determination of the 
compression index, C, and a field compression curve. The Schmectmann (1955) construction of 
the field compression curve is accounted for in this chapter. Various causes of sarnpIing 
disturbance are summarized by Leonards (1976), Brummd, Jom,  and Ladd (1976) and 
Schmertmann (1955). 
5.3.2 Parametric Study Illustrating the Four-Parameter Equation 
The physical significance for each of the four parameters in Equation 5-7 can be seen in the 
folIowing figures. The continuity of the four-parameter model is maintained while relating 
current model patameten to well-known compression variables. Modeling of the compression 
curves of normally and over-consolidated soils can be accomplished by the use of the four- 
parameter equation. The effect of varying each of the four parameters can be seen in Figure 
5-9, Figure 5- 10, Figure 5-1 1 and Figure 5-1 2. 
Effective stress (kPa) 
Figure S 9  Effect otvarying Cc on the Cow-parameter model 
Effective stress (kPa) 
Figure 5-10 Effect ofvarying Cr on the four-parameter model 
Effective stress (kPa) 
Figure 5-11 Wkct of varying the prtxonsolidatioa pressure om the four-parameter model 
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Effective stress (kPa) 
Fiprc 5-12 Encct of wrying the swelling pressure om the four-parameter model 
5.3.3 Examples Showing the Best-Fit of the Four-Parameter 
Equation 
An example of typical fits of the compression curve by the four-parameter equation can be seen 
in the following figures. Fits of normally consotidated soil samples are presented in Figure 
5-13, Figure 5-14, and Figure 5-15. The fit of an overconso tidated soil by the four-parameter 
equation can be seen in Figure 5-16. Figure 5-16 also presents the four-parameter equation 
adjusted to model the field compression curve as proposed by Schmertmann (1955). 
- The experimentally measured compression curve can be divided into elastic and pIastic regions. 
The location of the transition from elastic to plastic depends upon the stress history of the soil. 
As such, it is possibIe to develop a famiIy of compression curves based on the results of a 
single compression test. The four-parameter equation was used to generate such a f d y  of 
curves for an Albany Ciay as k i t  presented by Schmertmann (1953). The generated curves 
along with experimental data outlining the original curve can be seen in Figure 5-17. Modeling 
of the compression curve at various initial void ratios is therefore possible with the four- 
parameter equation. 
Normal stress (kPa) 
v Experimental Rebound Data --- TwoSlope Equation 
-.-- T d l o p e  Rebound Equation A Experimental 
Figure 543 Ernmplc fit of compression dah of a Mexico City clay published by Rutltdge (1942) using the 
tow-parameter quation, ~ 9 3 9 0  (1U45) 
Normal stress (kPa) 
V Experimental Rebound Data --.- Two-Slope Equation 
-.-- TwoSlope Rebound Equation A Experimental 
F i i r e  5-14 Example Zit of compression data for a St. Clair clay till published by Soderman (1970) using 
the four-parameter equation, ~'30.963 (12350) 
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Normal stress (kPa) 
Experimental Rebound Data --.- Two-Slope Equation 
TwoSlope Rebound Equation A Experimental 
Figure 5-15 Example fit of compression data of a remoulded St. Clair clay till published by Sodermon 
(1970) using the four-parameter quation, R-384 (12352) 
-- Field Compnssion Cum -.- Twa-Slope Rebound Equation A Gpenrnentu 
v Exparimentat Rebound Data -.- Twoslope Equation 
Figure 616 EsampIe of Geld compressio~ cuvc aod fit of compression data of a B r a d  orgaoic silty 
claypublishrd by Schmertmaon (19S3) using the four-parameter qutioo,  ~~91.983 (12S33) 
10 100 loao 1oooO 100000 
Net normal stress (kPa) 
Figure 617 Representation of a hmiIy of comprusion c m u  generated with the four-parameter equation 
based on am Albany Clay published by Schmertmou (1953) (1ZSO) 
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5.3.4 Assessment of the Four-Parameter Equation 
The purpose of the four-parameter equation is to allow for the representation of the 
compression and recompression curves for a wide variety of soils. The four-parameter equation 
was tested using a dataset of compression data. The results of the squared differences between 
the equation and experimental data indicate a good fit was obtained for most soils as indicated 
by Figure 5- 1 8. 
0.90 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.98 1.00 
Error 
Figure 5-18 R' distribution o f  90 soils Gt with the four-parameter equation (1.0 represents a perfect fit) 
The four-parameter equation allowed representation of the soil in a way that is consistent with 
historical soil mechanics. The swelling pressure, preconsolidation pressure, compression index, 
and recompression index are all parameters in the equation. The selection of these parameters 
in the equation provides for equation parameters which are physically realistic. The curve 
parameters may also be adjusted to generate a physically realistic family of compression curves 
for a soil on compression/recompression cycles. 
A comparison of the squared differences between the three-parameter model and the four- 
parameter model can be seen in Figure 5-19. It can be seen that the three-parameter model 
provides a closer fit to experimental data the majority of the time. The reason for this seems to 
be the superposition fitting method used for the four-parameter equation. It was concluded, 
however, that the bench of the four-parameter mode1 outweighed the loss in fit accuracy. The 
primary benefit of the four-parameter equation is its consistency with the compression index, 
C,, and the swelling index, C,, already in use in the practice of geotechnical engineering. 
Another benefit was that the four-parameter equation provides a straight line on a semilog scale 
when representing either the elastic or plastic regions of the compression fimction. 
0.90 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.98 1.00 
Error 
Figure 5-19 R' distribution of 90 soils Zit with the thrcc-parameter equation 
The four-parameter equation provides a continuous and smooth model for the representation of 
the compression curve. A continuous and smooth model minimizes convergence problems and 
numerical instability when used in conjunction with a finite-element modeling package. The 
final result is a model which represents physical soil behavior with greater detail. 
5.4 Proposed Three-Parameter Equation for 
Compression (and Recompression) 
Fredlund and Xing (1994) proposed a three-parameter equation capable of fitting the soil-water 
characteristic curve. The equation differed h m  van Genuchten (1980) equation in several 
ways. The primary difference between the van Genuchten (1980) equation and the Fredlund 
and Xing (1994) equation was that the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation was moditled to 
approach zero vohmetric water content at a suction of 1,000,000 kPa. The original Fredlund 
and Xing (1994) equation is shown as follows. 
Equation 5-9 
where: w, = Saturated volumetric water content, 
af = Fitting parameter closely related to the air entry value for the soil, 
nf = Fitting parameter related to the maximum slope of the curve, 
mf = Fitting parameter related to the curvature of the slope, 
h, = Constant parameter used to adjust lower portion of curve. 
In the present study, it was noticed that the shape of the compression curve remains similar to 
the shape of the soil-water characteristic curve. The Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation was 
then modified to provide mathematical representation of the compression curve. The 
correction factor of the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation was modified so that the equation is 
forced to a zero void ratio at a net normal stress of 3,500,000 kPa. This is in keeping with 
works presented by Ho (1988). 
The modified he-parameter equation is written as follows. 
where: % = initial void ratio, 
a, = Mng parameter related to the preconsolidation pressure of the soil, 
n, = fitting parameter related to the maximum siope of the compression curve, 
m, = fitting parameter related to the shape of the curve, 
h, = static fitting parameter, and 
a, = net normal stress &Pa). 
5.4.1 Parametric Study Illustrating the Three-Parameter 
Equation 
Optimal fits of the three-parameter equation were fbund with the help of a least-squares 
regression algorithm. Variations of the equation are shown in the fotlowing figures by varying 
one parameter while holding the other two variables constaut. 
Net normal stress (kPa) 
Figure 5-20 Esampk of varying the r, parameter of the thtrcparawter compression qualion 
Net normal stress (kPa) 
Figure 5-21 Example of varying the n, parameter of the three-parameter rompresfion equation 
Net normal stress (kPa) 
Figure 5-22 Example of varying the m, parameter of the thrccparamettr compression quatioa 
It can be seen fiom Figure 5-20 that the rhree-pameter compression equation behaves in a 
manner similar to the Fredlmd & Xing (1994) equation from which it was derived. The a, 
equation parameter primarily affects the breaking point of h e  compression curve aud is 
therefa most closely teiated to the preconsolidatim pressure of a soil. The n, equation 
parameter provides primarily a measure of the maximum slope of the equation as can be seen in 
Figure 5-21. The m, equation parameter can be seen to affect the shape of the compression 
curve in Figure 5-22. 
5.4.2 Examples Showing the Best-Fit of the Three-Parameter 
Equation 
A number of experimentally measured compression curves were selected fiom literature to test 
the ability of the three-parameter equation to fit compression curves. The fits of the selected 
compression curves can be seen in Figure 5-23, Figure 5-24, Figure 5-25, and Figure 5-26. 
1.OE-3 1.OE-2 1.OE-1 l.OE9 l.OE+l 1.OE+2 1.OE+3 1.OE+4 1.OE+5 l.OE+6 1.OE+7 
Normal stress (kPa) 
7 Experimental Rebound Data - Fredlund Equation A Experimental 
F i r t  5-23 Ernmple fit of the compression curve for a Loom published by MacDonald and Sauer (1970) 
ruing the three-parameter equation, ~ 9 9 9 0  (12385) 
Normal stress (kPa) 
v Experimental Rebound Data - Fredlund Equation A Experimental 
Figare 5-24 Example lit of tbe compression curve published by Rutledge (1942) using the threeparameter 
equation, ~Q.999 (12343) 
1.OE-3 1.OE-2 1.OE-1 I.OE4 l.OE+l 1.OE+2 1.OE+3 1.OE+4 l.OE+S l.OE+6 l.OE+? 
Normal stress (kPa) 
v Experimental Rebound Data - Fredlund Equatian A Experimental 
Figure 5-25 Ehamplc fit of the compreuion crwc published by Rutlcdge (1942) using tbt three-parameter 
equation, R%B~ (12347) 
Normal stress (kPa) 
v Experimental Rebound Data - Fredlund Equatian A Exparimentat 
Figure 5-26 Example Zit of the compression c a m  o f  a Loam published by MarDonald and Sauer (1970) 
using the three-parameter equation, ~'=0390 (12385) 
Performance of the three-parameter equation was good. Adequate fits were noted for most 
soils. The fit was found to provide optimal fits for n o d y  consolidated soils. 
5.4.3 Assessment of the Three-Parameter Equation 
Performance evaluated according to the sum of squared residuals between the equation and 
experimentd resuits indicated good modeling of the compression curve as indicated by Figure 
5-19. The equation was used successfully for fitting of a variety of soils including remoulded or 
undisturbed samples. The modeling of uadisturbed, him-sensitive clays with a characteristic 
sharp drop-off is possible. The equation was found to be uniquely capable of modeling highly 
sensitive clays in a way in which the four-parameter equation was somewhat Iimited. 
Several limitations were noticed with the three-parameter equation. The Limitations were: 
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1. Tbe slope of the three-parameter curve on the virgin compression portion of the curve was 
not constant on a semilog plot as shown in experimental data. 
2. There was no relationship between the curve-fitting parameters %, n, and m, and typical 
values used to represent the compression curve such as the compression index, C,, the 
rebound index, C,, the preconsolidation pressure, q,, and the overburden pressure, om. 
Shortcomings in the three-parameter equation can be summarized as follows. The characteristic 
shape of the equation is somewhat different thaa the experimentally determined shape of most 
curves. Characteristic of the analysis of compression curves (Schmertmann, 1953) is a virgin 
compression slope that is approximately linear when plotted on a semilog graph. The three- 
parameter equation virgin compression branch may or may not be linear on a semilog graph as 
may be seen in Figure 5-25. 
Difficulties were encountered when fitting the model to soil samples exhibiting 
overconsolidated behavior. The shape of the model required to fit overconsolidated samples 
requires the existence of two separate compression branches; a recompression branch where the 
behavior of the soil is essentially elastic, and the virgin compression branch where both elastic 
and plastic deformations occur. The elastic portion of the compression curve is not adequately 
represented with the three-parameter model. Modeling of the compression characteristics of an 
overconsolidated soil requires an equation which may model two separate break points (i.e., 
overburden pressure and preconsoiidation pressure). The three-parameter equation inherently 
allows only one break point. 
As shown in Figure 5-17, the state of a soil is determined by its stress history. It is, therefore, 
usem to be able to follow the branches of various compression/rebound curves for a single soil 
should it be subjected to loading and unloading. The three parameter model was found to be 
adequate only for the representation of the compression portion of the curve. Once the 
compression laboratory data is tit, it is diflicult to generate related compression curves 
beginning at varying stress states as is possible with the four-parameter model. 
5.5 Conversion of the Proposed Four-Parameter 
Compression Curve Equations to the Coefficient of 
Compressibility and the Coefficient of Volume Change 
Typical saturated soil mechanics has represented the compression curve using the constants C, 
or C, depending on the branch of the compression curve. Finite element programs also 
typically require one of these two constants to represent volume change ofthe soil. A problem 
arises in that a soil state may transfer between two branches of the compression curve when 
moving fiom one stress state to another. The finite element program then faces the problem of 
how to move between these two straight-line portions in a smooth and physically realistic way. 
The four-parameter equation provides a smooth fimction that can be differentiated to provide a 
smooth and continuous hc t ion  for the slope of the compression equation. The differentiated 
equations for the four-parameter equation are given as follows. 
Equatioa 5-11 
The differentiated equation represents a continuous fimction for the coefficient of 
compressibiity, a,. The slope of the compression curve has also been typically represented as 
the coefficient of volume change, m,. The m, slope of the compression curve is defined by the 
following equation. 
Equation 512  
where: m, = coefficient of volume change, 
a,, = arithmetic slope of the compression curve, 
a = effective stress, 
eo = initial void ratio. 
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Equation 5-1 1 may then be divided by (l+e,) to give fimctions of mv. The slope of the 
compression cuve has also been referenced as the compression index, Cc. The compression 
index rqresents the slope of the compression curve on a semilag scale. The compression index 
equation for the four-parameter equation is shown below. 
Equation 5-13 
Two soils were seIected fiom literature to illustrate the slope of typical compression curves. A 
Brazil organic silty clay and a Battleford till are shown in Figwe 5-27, and Figure 5-28. 
Normal stress (kPa) 
t Experimental Rebound Data - T d l o p e  Equalion 
- - TwbSlope Rebound Equation A Experimental 
Figure 5-27 Comp-on curve for a Brazil organic silly clay pabffihcd by Schmertmnna (1953) fit with 
the four-pacametenquation, ~'=o983 (l2S33) 
PhB. Thesis 
Normal stress (kPa) 
v Experimental Rebound Data -.- Two-Slope Equation 
- - TnroSlope Rebound Equation A Experimental 
Figure 5-23 Compression curve for a Battkford TUI published by MacDonaId and Sauer (1970) fit witb the 
four-parawttrquatioa, R~=O.!W~ (12385) 
The Brazilian organic silty clay and the Battleford Till are shown fitted with the four- 
parameter equation. It can be seen from Figure 5-25 and Figure 5-26 that the four-parameter 
equation provides a good fit of the experimental data. The four-parameter equation was then 
merentiated and the continuous slope of the equation (Figure 5-29) is represented as the 
compression index, C,. The equation for C, may be seen in Equation 5-13. A group of Cc 
curves were plotted together and may be seen in Figure 5-3 1. 
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Fignrc 5-29 Cornpnssion hder as a Innctioa of norm1 stress for Brazil organic silty clay (12533) 
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Figure 5-30 Compression indu for Battkford Tii  (12385) 
Normal stress (kPa) 
Figure 5-31 Four-parameter function8 from a variety of so% illustrating the variance of the compression 
index, C, with normal strew. 
5.6 Conversion of the Proposed Three-Parameter 
Compression Curve Equations to the Coefficient of 
Compressibility and the Coefficient of Volume Change 
As with the four-parameter equation, the three parameter equation may aiso be differentiated to 
determine a continuous fhction for the coefficient of compresslibiIity, a,, The differentiated 
function for the three-parameter equation is more complex than that of the four-parameter 
equation and is presented in Equation 5- 14. The coefficient of volume change, m,, may be 
determined by divid'ig Equation 5-14 by (I*,). Similarly, the compressibility index, C,, is 
reprwented by a continuous equation presented in Equation 5-15. 
m.w. Thesis 
Equation 5-15 
5.7 Conversion of the Compressibility Functions to 
Nonlinear Elastic Parameter Functions 
A requirement for the modeling of vohne  change in soils is Young's Modulus, E. Young's 
Modulus is defined as A ~ A E .  Typical modeling practice has accepted Young's Modulus as a 
constant. Theoretical development of unsaturated soil mechanics carried out by Fredlund 
(1964) has shown Young's Modulus to be a function of net normal stress. Theoretically, 
Young's Modulus is not a constant. 
Poisson's Ratio and the slope of the compression curve, mv, are required for the determination 
of Young's Modulus. Young's Modulus becomes a function of net normal stress since it is 
dependent of m,. The calculation of Young's Modulus is also dependent upon the test method 
used to determine the compression curve. Relations of Young's Modulus for varying loading 
conditions can be seen in Table 5-1. 
Table 5-1 CoeMclents of vollrme change for various Ioading conditions 







Plane Strain (TWO- 
dimensional) 
Other combinations of elasticity variables are possible. For example, Lame's constants may be 
used (Chou et aI., 1967). These constants and their relation to Young's Modulus and Poisson's 
Ratio are shown in Equation 5-16 and Equation 5-17. 




d ~ ,  
& 
where: G = modulus of rigidity, 
E =Young'smoduius, 
P = Poisson's ratio. 
(1 + p)(l - 2p) 
~ ( 1 -  P) 
20 + dl - 2 ~ )  
E 
Equation 5-17 
Both soiIs selected for analysis in this chapter were tested in an oedometer a). Therefore, the 
K, loading condition is used in the calcuIation of Young's Modulus. A Poisson's Ratio of 0.4 
was assumed for the d y s i s  presented here. The Young's ModuIus presented as a function of 
net normal stress for the Brazil organic siIty clay and Battleford Til are presented in Figure 
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5-27 and Figure 5-28 is shown in Figure 5-32. The four-parameter equation was used as the 
basis for the caIcuIation of Young's Modulus. 
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Figure 5-32 E moduIus for compression and mmprusioa  of Brazil organic sltty clay (12533) 
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F i i  5-33 E modulus for cornpnrsiou and neompreuion curve of Battleford Ti (12385) 
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The method presented in Figure 5-32 and Figure 5-33 shows the Young's Modulus to be a 
continuous smooth equation consistent with the physical laws of soil mechanics (Fredlund, 
1993). 
5.8 Conclusions 
The compression curve has formed the basis for volume-change calculations for saturated soils 
for many years. A continuous mathematical representation of the compression curve has not 
been presented in research literature. This chapter presents two continuous mathematical 
equations capable of fitting the compression curve. The three-parameter equation was found to 
work satisfactory for the fitting of normal and over-consolidated sails. However, it was noted 
that the shape of the three-parameter equation did not conform to typical shapes of the 
compression curve as presented by Terzaghi (1923). The parameters of the three-parameter 
equation could not be related to physical soil characteristics. The four-parameter equation 
provided good fits for normally and overconsoli&ted soils. Once the compression curve is fit 
with a continuous mathematical representation, a number of transformations are possible. The 
relationships of coefficient of compressibility, a,, coefficient of vo[ume change, rn, and 
compression index, C, as well as Young's Modulus, E, may dl be represented as a function of 
net normal stress. The representation of the slope of the compression curve and the Young's 
Modulus as a function of net normal stress provides an excellent basis for the modeling of 
volume change of saturated and unsaturated soils. 
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CHAPTER 6.0 The Constitutive Meaning and the 
Representation of the Shrinkage Curve 
6.7 Introduction 
The consequences of shrinkage of soils on the performance of structures and earth structures is 
significant. Shrinkage under highway embankments and subgrades results in soil cracking and 
potential loss of stability. Expansive soils sometimes shrink causing more damage than the 
swelling of the soil. Analysis of the shrinkage of a soil is related to the modeIing of volume 
change of soils. Numerical modeling requires that there be a mathematical description of the 
shrinkage behavior of a soil. This chapter presents methods for representing and estimating the 
shrinkage curve. As well as, an explanation is presented on the meaning of the shrinkage curve 
as it relates to the volume change behavior of a soil. 
An analysis of the shrinkage processes in clays is also significant because of the impact that 
shrinkage cracks and surface subsidence have on physical and chemical processes ia clay soils. 
(Bronswijk, 1990). An example is water and solute mmpoa. The movement of water and 
solutes in clay soils is determined largely by shrinkage cracks and other macropotes. Buildings 
and pavements on clay soils can be seriously damaged by vertical ground movements. 
Shrinkage also has an application in the area of soil science. Applications incIude the 
estimation of the water content profile which is relevant to irrigation scheduling (Mitchell, 
1992). Field surface shrinking and welling under minfidl, as well as the effects of piant root 
systems on shrinkage, are also areas involving the application of the shrinkage curve. 
Many disciplines in engineering, such as road design and construction, are primarily concerned 
with the soil above the water table where pore-water pressures are generally negative with 
respect to atmospheric pressure (Croney, 1961). Such a zone is commonly referred to as the 
"vadose zone" where the soils remain unsaturated. The general physical behavior of soils, 
incl&g moisture and heat transfer, shear strength, deformation, and volume change, are 
highly dependent upon the degree of saturation of a soil (Sibley, 1993). An exampk is the 
thermal conductivity of soils which is directly related to the amount of air in the soil pores 
( S h o n e  and Kovacs, 1984). 
Many mathematical equations have been presented for the representation of the soiI-water 
characteristic curve and their relative performance has been analyzed by SilIers (1 996). The 
soil-water characteristic curve has also been shown to be related to other soil functions 
(Fredlund, 1993). M d o d s  for estimating the soil-water characteristic curve has aIso been 
reviewed (Fredlund, 1998). This chapter presents calculations using the soil-water 
characteristic curve to compute the volume change bction and the soil-water characteristic 
curve as a function in tenns of volumetric water content. 
This chapter emphasizes the theoretical character of the shrinkage curve and its relationship to 
other unsaturated soil property fimctions. A mathematicaI equation describing the shrinkage 
curve, as well as a theoretical method for estimating the shrinkage curve, is presented. The 
subsequent deveIopment of volume-mass constitutive relations fiom the shrinkage curve is aIso 
presented. 
6.2 Literature Re view 
Tempany, (I9 17) investigated the character of shrinkage as it dates to the drying of soiIs. 
Haines (1923) delineated different shrinkage phases as a soil dries. Others such as, Keen, 
(193 I), Stirk (1 954), and Bronswijk (1 991) also assisted in defining the following shrinkage 
process of soils, 
1. Structural shrinkage: when a saturated soil began to dry, Iarge water-filled pores may 
began to empty without any accompanying volume change 
2. Normal shrinkage: occurs when volume decrease of soil aggregates is equal to the loss 
ofwater. The soil aggregates remain M y  saturated. 
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3. Residual shrinkage: occur in the drying process when the volume of soil aggregates 
decreases and water loss exceeds volume decrease. Air enters the pores of the soil 
aggregates at this stage. 
4. Zero shrinkage: occur when the soil particles have reached their densest configuration. 
The water loss is equal to the increase of the air volume in the soil aggregates and the 
aggregate volumes do not decrease any further. 
Extensive Laboratory testing has been performed to determine the relationship between water 
content and void ratio for clay pastes, soil aggregates, soil clods, and soiI cores of various sizes. 
Field experiments of shrinkage behavior, however, are scarce. It is known that shrinkage 
invokes the a process of densifying soil under capillary pressures (or increasing soil suction). 
During shrinking, volume change occurs as long as the capillary forces are larger than the 
internal resistance to volume change (Subba Rao, 1985). The suction pressures which can be 
obtained within a drying soil can reach a total suction level of 1,000,000 kPa (Fredlund, 1993; 
Wilson, 1990). 
The amount of shrinkage a soil experiences depends on a numerous factors such as the 
percentage of clay in the soil, the type of clay mined, the mode of geologicaI deposition, the 
particle arrangement or structure, the overburden pressure, the degree of weathering, the 
exchangeable cations, the orientation of soil fabric, and the initid water content (Yong et al. 
L966, Seed et al. 1960, Dejong et a1 1965, Lambe 1958). 
The effect of each of the above factors on shrinkage has been documented to various degrees 
over the years. Haines (1923) appears to have been the first to present a complete interpretation 
of the shrinkage curve. The interpretation of the shrinkage curve made use of two straight lines 
such as shown in Figure 6-1. Haines (1923) defined portion C-B of the shrinkage curve as 
normal shrinkage where the volume of water evaporated was equal to the reduction in the 
total volume of the specimen. Portion B-A ofthe shrinkage curve represented residud 
shrinkage where part of the water lost was replaced by air. 
The phenomenon of shrinkage was first examined fiom an engineering point of view by 
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Tenaghi (1925). The similarity between shrinkage of a soil and its compression were 
identified. The primary difference between the compression of a soil and the shrinkage of a soil 
is that compression could be carried out indefinitely whiie shrinkage of the soil eventually 
halted upon complete desaturation. 
A comprehensive study of the shrinkage phenomenon was carried out by Stirk (1953). The 
influence of structure and texture upon shrinkage was assessed. Residual shrinkage was 
assumed to commence at suction levels drier than the wilting point of plants (I 500 kPa). It was 
observed that there was a relatively unique relationship between soil suction at the end of 
shrinkage and the percent clay (Figure 6-2). Stirk (1953) also studied the influence of structure 
on the various types of shrinkage. 
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Fire 6-1 The shrinkage carve as defined by Hnines (1923). 
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Figare 6-2 Influence of percent clay on soil suction at shrinkage limit (Stirk, 1953) 
Croney (196 1) summarized methods of measuring soil suction that had been developed at the 
Road Research Laboratory. Changes in suction were related to the volume change behavior of 
soils. The application of soil suction in soiI mechanics was documented. The influence of 
texture and clay content on shrinkage was studied by De Jong (1965). Soil specimens were 
prepared in the laboratory with varying proportions of Leda clay and glass beads. The total 
shrinkage per unit weight of clay in the mixtures increased with decreasing clay content. It was 
observed that the clay in parallel orientation around glass beads had a higher water content than 
the remainder of the clay. An almost linear relationship was found between the water content at 
the shrinkage limit and the percent clay. 
Sridharan (1971) discussed the physical mechanism involved in the process of shrinkage in a 
clay soil. The effective stress concept was modified in an attempt to explain shtinkage 
behavior. Sridharan (1971) came to the following conclusions: (1) shrinkage void ratio 
increases as the effective stress increases and vice versa, (2) shrinkage void ratio decreases as 
the dieIectric consbnt of the pore medium increases, (3) a relatively oriented soil fabric has a 
higher electrid repuIsive potential and hence a lesser effective stress, thereby yieIding larger 
shrinkage, and (4) an externally applied load induces larger shrinkage than shrinkage with no 
load applied. 
Interest in the movement of clays undergoing heave or shrinkage under foundations or 
pavements has resulted in significant research efforts. Lytton (1970) produced methods of 
estimating soiI properties and modeling the movement of shrink or swell in soils using finite 
element. Coupled unsaturated moisture flow and elasticity finite element allowed the modeling 
of soiI suctions at various sites around the state of Texas. It was also demonstrated by Lytton 
(1995) that interest remains high in the modeling of moisture flow under pavements. 
The character of the shrinkage curve has been established for a wide range of soils. This 
chapter attempts to extend the knowledge on the shrinkage curves by providing a mathematical 
representation of the shrinkage curve. The physical meanings of each of the curve parameters 
assists in the quantification of soil shrinkage parameters. An estimation method is also 
presented that allows for a suitable estimation of the shrinkage curve to be obtained where 
experimental data is limited. 
Little research has been done regarding the application of the shrinkage curve towards the 
formulation of unsaturated soil constitutive relationships. The fairly complete analysis of the 
shrinkage curve fimctions has been carried out by Marinho (1994). This chapter extends the 
work of Marinho (1 994), using the mathematical representation of the shrinkage curve and 
illustrating its app tication to unsaturated soil constitutive relationships. 
6.3 Shrinkage Theory for Soils 
Shrinkage is usually represented as either the inverse of dry density of a soil (i.e., volume per 
100 grams of dry soil) versus water content, or void ratio versus water content. A plot showing 
typical representations of the shrinkage curve can be seen in Figure 6-3. The three basic types 
of shrinkage behavior that an initially saturated specimen can exhibit are shown in Figure 6-4 
as curves A, B, and C. The particle size distniution and the stress history of the soil are the 
primary factors controlling shrinkage behavior. 
mter cantent (Om) 
F i  6-3 Drying phcnomcnon with theoretfd Uaes for a constant dtgree of saturation (Marinho, 1994). 
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Figure 6-4 Three basic cbaracttristiu of shrinkage canes (Marinho, 1994). 
The data collected for analysis in this chapter represent three different initial states. Soils were 
found to be either i) undisturbed samplesfiom thefield, ii) compacted specimenr, or iii) 
slurredlremolded specimens at the liquid limit, The analysis presented in this chapter represents 
the findings using data fiom each of these three initial states. 
The typical behavior of the drying of a slurred soil can be seen in Figure 6-5. The soil sample is 
fully saturated at the beginning of the test. The sample follows the saturation line until air 
begins to enter the soil voids. This point is termed the General Air Entry (GAE) point. As the 
soil continues to dry, it reaches the minimum void ratio at which there is no further volume 
change. The water content at the intersection between the minimum void ratio and the 
saturation line is called the Shrinkage Limit. The pattern of behavior observed in soils that are 
dried h m  degrees of saturation less than 100% is shown in Figure 6-6. 
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Figure 6 5  Volume-mass relationships for the drying carve of an initially slumcd soil specimen.. 
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F i e  6-6 Volume-mass shrinkage relationship form uasrtwatcd soil specimen. C,=spcrifk grpvily, 
!+saturation, e=void ratio, V,=volumc of air. 
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6.4 Development of the Shrinkage Equation 
A database of soil shrinkage curves was assembled fiom research Literature to characterize a 
variety of possible shrinkage curves. Soils were organized according to the soil state at the 
beginning of the shrinkage test. Because of the influence of structure on the test results, soils 
were organized and grouped as i) undisturbed, ii) compacted, or iii) slurried near the liquid 
limit. Figure 6-7 shows a group of soils &om the dataset used in the analysis. 
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Figure 67  Subset of d a m  used to characterize soil shrinkage behavior. 
A reasonable assumption for the shape of the shrindkage curve is hyperbolic. The hyperbolic 
equation was, therefore, adapted to represent the character of the curves. The desire was to 
develop an equation having parameters with physical meaning. The equation utilized is as 
follows: 
Equation 6.1 
wfim: a = the minimum void ratio, 
Ph. 0. Thesis 
= slope ofthe h e  of tangency, 
C* = curvature of the shrinkage curve, 
a,h G J  and - = -= constant for a specific soil. 
b* s 
A non-linear, least-squares fitting algorithm was used to fit the equation to various data sets. 
The results of a typical fit can be seen in Figure 6-8. Soils with varying initial saturation levels 
can also be represented with the above equation as seen in Figure 6-9. 
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Figure MI Fit of London Clay from Crong md CoIeman (1954) uing the proposed shrinkage qualion 
with pammeters; 4~ = 0.47, b* = 0.176, = 10.56, ~f30.994 (12398) 
6.5 Study of the Parameters Associated with the 
Shrinkage Equation. 
The shrinkage curve equation appears to be general enough to fit a variety of shrinkage curves. 
The effects of soil structure and initial degree of saturation can be accommodated with the 
proposed equation. It is also noted that the soil parameters have physical meaning. 
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Figure 6-9 Fit of Silty Clay Irom Russam (1958) st an initial degree ~Csstoration less than 100% with 
parameters; a, =O.477, b* =0.154, c, = 5.03, ~ ' 4 . 9 9 2  (12421). 
The ash parameter represents the mifiimum void ratio possible from the shrinkage of the soil. It 
can be seen from Equation 6-2 that if degree of saturation, S, is held constant, the relationship 
between void ratio and gravimetric water content will be hear. It is also related to the initial 
volume-mass properties of the soil sample as shown in Equation 6-3. Equation 6-3 is developed 
based on the definition of a hyperbola. The slope of the tangent line must be equal to a. 
The effect of varying the ad parameter can be seen in Figure 6-10. 
Equation 6-3 
The influence of the b* parameter can be seen in Figure 6-1 1. The bsh parameter is taken to be 
equal to the slope of the degree of saturation line on the shrinkage plot. Equation 6-3 dictates 
that once the minimum void ratio of a soil is known, the bJh parameter can be calculated. The 
bsh parameter is then considered a fixed parameter when fitting the equation to experimental 
data by a least-squares analysis. 
Gravimetric water content 
Figure 6-10 Elfcct of varying the a,.+ parameter on the shrinkage quation. 
Gravimetric water content (%) 
Figure dl 1 Effect of varying the bfi parameter on the sbrinbge equation. 
The Q equation parameter controls the rate of curvature of the shrinkage curve as the soil 
begins to desaturate. The variance of the c,h parameter allows for the fitting of the three basic 
types of drying behavior described by Marinho (1994) in Figure 6-4. The effect of varying the 
cSh parameter can be seen in Figure 6-12. 
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F v  6-12 Eff i t  of vvyiag the parameter on the shrinkage equation. 
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6.6 Estimation of the Shrinkage Curve 
The volume change in a soil specimen is genedy  not measured when performing a laboratory 
test for the soil-water characteristic curve. The experimental data associated with the soil-water 
characteristic curve is generally the gravimetric water content versus soil suction. Since volume 
change is generally not undertaken, the shrinkage curve can be used to estimate the void ratio 
versus soil suction reIationship. This section presents a method whereby the shrinkage curve 
can be used to determine the void ratio versus soil suction relationship. 
The amouut of shrinkage a soil will experience depends on many factors such as the percentage 
of clay, the type of clay mineral, the mode of geological deposition, the particle arrangement or 
soil structure, the overburden pressure, the degree of weathering, the exchangeable cations, the 
orientation of soil fabric, and the initial water content. The estimation technique presented in 
this chapter primarily takes into account the effects of soil structure and plasticity. 
A dataset of shrinkage curves published m journal papers were selected and best-fit with the 
proposed equation for the shrinkage curve. Since the ratio between the a* and b,t, equation 
parameters is &ced by the degree of saturation, S, and specific gravity, Gs, the two parameters 
that are allowed to vary are ash and cSh. When the shrinkage curves were grouped according to 
their initial states (i.e., undisturbed or slurried), a consistency in the c,h parameter was noted. 
The average value of the c,h parameter for undhurbed soil specimens was 9.57 with a standard 
deviation of 9 - 3 3 .  The average value ofthe ch parameter for initially slurried soil specimens 
was 25.3 1 with a standard deviation of di25.41. F i d y ,  the average value for the c,h parameter 
for compacted soil specimens was 8.47 with a standard deviation of fi.56. 
The minimum void ratio or ash equation parameter can be estimated fiom data presented by 
Hoitz and Kovacs (198 1) as shown in Figure 6-13. The shrinkage limit is a valuabk so2 
parameter that may be used to estimate residual water content as we11 as the minimum void 
ratio (Biwei et d., 1998). A correlation is presented that d o w s  for the estimation of the 
shrinkage limit once the plastic limit of the soil has been measured. The dataset presented in 
this chapter was plotted along with the data as presented by Holtz and Kovacs (1981) and can 
be seen in Figure 6-14. Linear regression was performed on the two datasets provided by Holtz 
and Kovacs (1981) and on the compacted soil data. The linear regression models were then 
used as estimators for the ad curve parameter. Linear representation of the shrinkage limit 
versus plastic limit allowed for higher R~ values than similar logarithmic straight line 
representation with a power series equation. 
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Figure 6-14 Relationship between the shriohge limit and the plastic limit for soils in the current dataset 
and soh from Holtz and Kovacs (1981). 
The results of the above estimation technique were applied to a randomly selected group of the 
soils in the dataset. The results of the estimation can be seen in Figure 6-15, Figure 6-16, Figure 
6-17, and Figure 6-18. In summary, the estimation techniques worked well to estimate the 
shape of the shriakage curve but worked poorly to estimate the minimum void ratio for most 
soils. The most critical parameter in the estimation of the shrinkage curve is the minimum void 
ratio, ash. It is recommended that the minimum void ratio be experimentally measured for the 
soil being studied. The c,h provides the shape ofthe shrinkage curve. 'The physical difference in 
the shrinkage properties produced by varying the c,h parameter was found to be minimal. As 
such, the estimation of the c,h parameter was considered reasonable. A more complete dataset 
would aUow for an extended analysis of the estimation technique. 
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Figprt 6-15 Results of shrinkrgc ped+trrasfer faction lor a heavy clay originally published by Russam, 
1%8, a,,,4.765, b4.27, c@.57, ~ ~ 4 . 8 1 8  ( 2431) 
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Figure 6-16 Ruulu of shrinkage pedwtranufcr function for a heavy clay originally published by Russam, 
19% h4595, bdJ.21, c,p25J1, ~'=0983 (12435) 
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Figure 6-17 Results of shrioknge pedo-transfer function for a oligoctnic clay originally published by 
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F i p r t  618 Results of shrinkage pedo-transfer funcdon for a aUuviai clay originally published by 
Nascimtnto, 1961, ~4.749, bpO.27, N.57, ~'4l933 (12443) 
6.7 Calculation of Void Ratio Versus Soil Suction 
The soil-water characteristic curve descnis  the relationship between the water content of a 
soiI and soil suction. Unsaturated soil mechanics has used this soil function as the basis for the 
estimation of others property functions. 
Measurement of the soil-water characteristic drying curve is typically performed by measuring 
the mass of water which leaves a soil sample during drying. It should be noted that volume 
changes occurring when drying a plastic soil should be measured for later representation of the 
shrinkage curve. An example of soil-water characteristic data can be seen in Figure 6-19. 
Ph.D. Thesis 
Soil suction (kPa) 
Figure 6-19 Experimental data for a Bhck Clay originally presented by Dagg ct aL, 1966 (12422). 
Ifthe change in volume is measured during the drying process, it is possible to determine the 
void ratio and plot the shrinkage curve. The shrinkage curve for the soil presented in Figure 
6-19 is presented in Figure 6-20. The data presented below represents the shrinkage of an 
initidly slurried soil specimen in which the soil structure has been disturbed or remolded. 
Ph.D. Thesis 
Gravimetric water content (36) 
Figure 6-20 Experimental shrinkage data for a Bbck Qay o r ~ a l l y  presented by Dagg et aL, 1966, 
h4.386, bd4.14, c&.O~, l€f=0393 (12422). 
The shrinkage curve represents the volume change in an unsaturated soil due to a change in soil 
suction. Typical measurements for the shrinkage curve of a soil are performed at a net normal 
stress of zero (ASTM Test Method for Shrinkage Factors of Soils [D 4271). The shrinkage 
curve therefore represents the measurement of state along the Limiting boundary of the 
constitutive surface. The shrinkage curve can then be used to calculate the relationship between 
void ratio and soil suction as shown in Figure 6-22. The curve was calculated by substituting 
the gravimetric water content represented by the soiI-water characteristic curve Fredlund & 
Xing equation (Equation 6-4) into Equation 6-5. The relationship between void ratio and soil 
suction as represents the limiting boundary condition of the void ratio constitutive d a c e  as 
shown in Figure 6-21. 
March lsoo Murray 0. Fdund  
Equation 6 4  
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Equation 6 5  
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Figure 6-21 Void ratio coartibtive surfrces for an unsaturattd soil expressed using soil mechanics 
terminology (Frtdland and Morgmstera, 1976) 
Soil suction (kPa) 
Figure 6-22 Calcutattd voIumt change cune for a Black Clay originally prcstntd by Dagg ct al, 1966 
(12422). 
6.8 A More Precise Representation of the Soil- Water 
Characteristic Curve 
It has become general practice in geotechnical engineering and soiI science to represent the 
soil-water characteristic curve as a plot of volumetric water content (VJV,) versus soil suction. 
Measurements of the volumetric water content are calculated based on the volume of water 
leaving the soil specimen as it dries. The total volume of the soil specimen is generally only 
measured at the start of the test. This laboratory method yields reasonable experimental data if 
the volume change of the soil specimen during drying is minimal (Le., sands). This test method 
becomes increasingly inaccurate for soils with a reasonable clay content in which volume 
change is siguificant during the test. 
Inaccuracies in the experimental results can occur ifthe experirnentai data for the soil-water 
characteristic curve for a swelling soil is uncorrected for changes in voIurne (Figure 6-23). The 
air entry value of a soil is important in determining unsaturated soil property fiurction, such as 
permeability and shear strength. Measurements of the soil-water characteristic cunre 
uncorrected for volume change can affect the interpretation of air entry and other parameters 
from experimental data. Measurements of volume change of a highly plastic soil are important 
when measuring the soil-water characteristic curve. 
Figure 6-23 shows the correct soil-water characteristic curve based on the measured shrinkage 
curve for a Black clay. The experimental points on the uncorrected curve consist of 
measurement of saturated volumetric water content in the laboratory. Subsequent volumetric 
water contents are then calculated assuming no voIume change in the soil sample. The true 
volumetric water content is calculated as foIIows. 
Firstly, measurements of gravimetric water content and void ratio would be performed in the 
laboratory as the soil sample dried and soil suction increased. This would provide the 
relationship between gravimetric water content and soil suction, w(v), and the shrinkage curve, 
e(w). Correct volumetric water content codd then be calculated according to Equation 6-6. 
Equation 6-6 
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Figure 6-23 Comparison between uperimtntal dl-water characteristic data corrected and uncorrected on 
a Black Clay originally presented by Dagg et ai., L966 (12422). 
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The shrinkage curve provides a measure of the true air entry value for a soil. The deviation of 
the shrinkage curve fiom the line of saturation marks the true point at which the soil begins to 
desaturate. Typically the air entry value has been determined fiom the soil-water characteristic 
curve. The calculation of the air entry value h m  the soil-water characteristic curve is 
inaccurate for clays and silts which undergo volume change when drying. The difference 
between the air entry value determined h m  the sod-water characteristic curve (i.e., 20 kPa) 
and the true air entry value determined h m  the shrinkage curve (i.e., 1000 Ha) may be seen in 
Figure 6-24. Many subsequent soil calculations depend upon a correct air entry value. 
Correction for the effect of volume change when measuring the soil-water characteristic curve 
of days is of importance. 
Shrink AEV 
Figure 6-24 Comparhon b e m a  the &-entry value ( A m  as determined from the SOU-nter 
characteristic curve and the shrinkage curve 
6.9 Summary 
The shrinkage characteristics of a large number of soils have been established in the literature. 
Soils information was drawn from the literature and used to develop a mathematical 
relationship to model the shrinkage bebavior of slurried, compacted, and undisturbed soils. The 
shrinkage equation was shown to fit a wide variety of soils with a minimal error. 
The shrinkage curve can be used in conjunction with the soil-water characteristic c w e  for the 
calculation of the void ratio versus soil suction dationship. The void ratio relationship forms 
the boundary of the void ratio constitutive s d c e .  
An estimation method was also proposed for the estimation of the shrinkage curve based on the 
soil-water characteristic clwe airentry value, volume-mass properties and the initial state of 
the soil. The importance of the measurement of volume changes (or their estimation) of a soil 
during shrinkage was aIso presented. 
The analysis of the shrinkage behavior of a mil requires a proper soil property function to 
describe behavior. This chapter provides mathematical fitting and estimation methods for 
modeling the shrinkage (i.e., volume decrease) behavior of highly plastic soils as well as low 
plasticity soils. 
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CHAPTER 7.0 Mathematical Representation of 
Volume-Mass Constitutive Surfaces 
7.7 introduction 
It has been known for a number of years that the volume change behavior of a soil may be 
l i e d  to two stress state variables, (a-u,) and (U~U,). This constitutive formulation forms the 
basis for modeling the volume change of a saturatedlunsaturated soil. Modeling of such soil 
processes as stresddeformation, shrinkheave, and consoiidation require an adequate 
description of the constitutive volume-change behavior of a soil. This chapter presents the 
mathematical formulation of the volume-change constitutive surfaces for a 
saturated/unsaturated soil. 
The formulation of the constitutive surfaces is based on common laboratory compression, 
shrinkage and soil-water characteristic curve tests. A series of assumptions are presented to 
form a guide in the formulation of the constitutive surfaces. 
7.2 Literature Re view 
The complexity related to the development of unsaturated constitutive surfaces appears to have 
resulted in a minimal amount of previous research. The following section summarizes some of 
the key developments in the area of unsaturated soil constitutive relations in the 20' century. 
Biot (2941) presented constitutive relations for a soil as part of his three-dimensional 
consolidation theory model. This model assumed that the soil was isotropic and behaved in a 
linear elastic manner. Two constitutive relationships were proposed to describe the deformation 
of an unsaturated soil. One constitutive relationship was for the soil structure and the other 
constitutive relationship was for the water phase relationship. Biot (1941) used two 
independent stress state variables and four volumetric deformation coefficients to Link stress 
and deformation states. The consolidatio~~ theory was derived only for the case of occluded air 
bubbles m the water phase. 
There have been previous attempts to Iink !he behavior of unsaturated soils to a single-valued 
effective stress equation (Bishop, 1959). These attempts have resulted in limited success 
(Jennings and Burland, 1962). The results of numerous oedometer and triaxial compression 
tests have indicated that there does not exist a unique relationship between volume change and 
effective stress for most soils. This is particdarly true for a soil that is not fully saturated. 
Coleman (1962) suggested the use of independent stress state variability for the water phase 
and the soil structure. The proposed voIume change constitutive relation associated with the 
soil structure was as follows: 
Equation 7-1 
where: dV = overall volume change of a soil eiement, 
V = current overall volume of the soiI element, 
u, = pore-air pressure, 
u,,, = pore-water pressure, 
a, = total axial normal stress (i.e., major principle stress), 
a3 = total confining pressure (i.e., minor principal stress), 
a, = mean total normal stress (i.e., lB(q+Za3)), and 
Czl,Cu,Cu = soil parameters associated with the soil structure volume change. 
Coleman (1962) proposed a similar constitutive relationship for the water phase. It should also 
be noted that the effects of the mean stress and the deviator stress were independently assumed 
to produce volume change. 
Bishop and Blight (1963) proposed that volume change data be plotted against the (a-ua and 
(b-uw) stress variables in a three-dimensional form. Burland (1 965) later restated that 
deformation in unsaturated sails should be independently related to the (a-u,) and (b-b) stress 
state variables. Aitchison (1967) also proposed that volume changes be related to independent 
stress state variables. 
Matyas and Radhakrishna (1968) introduced the concept of state parameters for an unsaturated 
soil. The three state parameters proposed were the mean stress, a, equal to bm=(Ql+2Q3)/3-~a, 
(ula3), and (urn-uw). These three parameters reduced to (a3-u,) and (b-u,) for isotropic 
compression. Three-dimensional state sMaces were formed with void ratio and degree of 
saturation plotted against the independent state parameters, (64 and (u,-u,). Matyas and 
Radhakrishna (1 968) also experimentally tested the uniqueness of the proposed constitutive 
surfaces. The soil used in the testing program turned out to have a metastable soil structure (i.e., 
coUapsibIe soil). However, the laboratory resdts confirmed the uniqueness of the constitutive 
surface for the soil structure. The degree of saturation constitutive surface appeared to deviate 
from a d q u e  surface. Stress paths that followed wettinddrying cycles were found to be non- 
unique. This behavior was attributed to the hysteretic phenomenon of unsaturated soils. The 
results of laboratory testing program remain as the most complete laboratory results on 
unsaturated soil constitutive surfaces to the present time. The results can be seen in Figure 7-1. 
Figure 7-1 Void ratio and dcgret ofsaturation coastitutivt sorfaca for a mirmrt of [lint and kaolin under 
isotropic loading conditions. (a) Void ratio coustitulfvt sarlace, (b) degree ofuturation constitutive surhce 
(&om Matyas and Radhrkrishna, W). 
Barden (1969) studied the volume change characteristics of unsaturated soils under K,,-loading 
conditions. The results of the testing indicated the vofume change was stress-path dependent 
when wettingldrying cycles were introduced. It was also concIuded that the volume change 
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behavior of an unsaturated soil was best analyzed in terms of separate components of stress, (o- 
u13 and (k-uw). 
Subsequent research has confirmed the validity of representing the constitutive behavior of soil 
with the two stress variables (o-uJ and (uruw) (Aitchison and Woodburn, 1969; Brackley, 
197 1; Aitchison and Martin, 1973; Fredlund, 1974; and Fredlund and Morgenstem, 1977). 
Fredlund and Morgenstem (1 977) demonstrated that a stress analysis based on multiphase 
continuum mechanics showed that any two of three independent stress variables [i.e., (a-b), 
(b-u,) and (a-uw)] could be used to desmi .  the stress state in an unsaturated soil. 
In 1977, Fredlund and Morgenstern proposed semi-empirical constitutive relations for an 
unsaturated soil using any two of the three independent stress state variables. The proposed 
form for the soil structure and water phase constitutive relationships are shown in Figure 7-2. 
Figart 7-2 Three-dimensional void ratio and water coatent mnsth~tive surfaces for an unsaturated mil. (a) 
Void ratio constitutive surlrcc; (b) water content conatitnti~c surface. (Frcdlmnd, 1993) 
Alonso and LIoret (1982) conducted an analytical study on the behavior of an unsaturated soil 
rrader drained loading conditions. Two equations were developed for the purpose of predicting 
the changes associated with the overall voIume and degree of saturation. 
Ho, (1988) developed the limiting (or b o u n w )  conditions of the constitutive surfices by 
testing a BattIeford T i  and a uniform silt in the laboratory. The boundary conditions for the 
two s o h  [i.e,, (b-u,) = 0 or (a-uJ = 01 were presented and indications of the probable 
behavior of soils under the influence of both suction and normal stress were suggested. 
The research presented in this chapter extends current knowIedge by presenting mathematical 
representations of each boundary function used in the development of &e constitutive mfhces 
for unsatrnated soiIs. Smooth, nonlinear fimctions allow for a mathematical approximation of 
the physical behavior of a wide variety of soils. Each mathematical function can be 
differentiated to provide the volume change indices necessary for the modeling of the volume 
change of a soil (e.g., a fhite element numerical model). A method of combining these 
mathematicd boundary conditions to represent the three-dimensional behavior of an 
unsaturated soil is presented. 
7.3 Application - Consolidation of Mining Tailings 
Examples of stress paths that follow constitutive can be found in waste management problems 
for mine tailings. In practice, however, these stress paths are often reduced to two-dimensional 
stress paths to reduce the complexity of the problem. This section illustrates a typical stress 
path followed during the consolidation of the tailings at the McClean Lake mine site in 
northern Saskatchewan, Canada 
The McClean Lake site is a uranium mine operated by Cogema Corporation. The Jeb Pit at 
McClean Lake was constructed in October, 1999. The pit wilI provide storage for 6.8 million 
m3 of mine tailings. The depth of the Jeb pit is 105m and the in-pit disposal system was 
designed with under drainage to allow the mine tailings to consolidate under self-weight. A 
diagram ilIustrating the Jeb Pit can be seen in Figure 7-3. 
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Figure 7-3 Cross section of Jeb pit at McClmn Lake 
A local consulting firm was contracted to provide estimates of the most probable amount and 
rate of consolidation. The key issue to be addressed was to determine if the final votume of 
mine tailings wuId be accommodated within the pit- A large strain consolidation model was 
implemented using a fhite difference solution to predict the large volume change that would 
occur during filling of the pit. 
The mine tailings at the Jeb Pit are discharged as a slurry and allowed to consolidate under their 
own self weight. The effective stress in the soil will therefore increase with time, depth of 
tailings, and drainage. As the deposition of tailings slows, the tailings near the ground surface 
wilI be subject to drying as a result of high evaporative awes during summer months. The soit 
suction stress state will increase and the stress path will move aIong the constitutve surfice as 
shown in Figure 7-4. Understanding the volume change behavior of the near surface tailings is 
a criticaI issue in the design of cover systems for Iong term closure and redamation. This 
process is difEcdt to madet without a mathematid representation of the constitutive d a c e  
of a soiI 
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Figure 7 4  Exampte of stress page fo110wed by mine tailings 
This thesis provides methods for the development of such constitutive surface for a problem 
such as in-pit disposal of mine tailings. The volume-mass constitutive surface is predicted on 
the basis of the compression (consolidation) curve and the soil-water characteristic curve. 
7.4 Theory Related to the Prediction or Estimation of the 
Volume-Mass Constitutive Surface 
Two constitutive sudaces must be defined for an unsaturated soil in order that the volume-mass 
properties can be defined under any stress state conditions. The ticst constitutive sdace  
selected is related to overall volume change and can be dehed in terms of void ratio, e, or 
specific volume, u, (i.e., l+e). The void ratio is used herein to define the first constitutive 
surface. The second constitutive surface selected defines the amount of water in the soil and is 
cded  the water content (gravimetric), w, constitutive d c e .  
A series of "postuIates" are proposed fbr the prediction of the voiume-mass constitutive 
relations. The postdates establish a series ofpriorities that must be adhered to when attempting 
to estimate the volume-mass relationships. Certain information has become well established in 
the research literature and this information forms a series of hierarchical priorities when 
predicting the constitutive surfaces. 
7.4.1 Soil Structure (or Overall Volume Change) Constitutive 
Surface 
The soil structure constitutive surface can be defined as the relationship between two 
independent stress state variables and a deformation state variable. The independent stress state 
variables are: 
(0-b) net normal (isotropic) confining pressure, and 
(w) soil suction. 
The deformation state can be defined in taros of void ratio, e. 
The proposed "postulates" for the soil structure (i.e. void ratio) constitutive surface are as 
follows for the case of an increase in both of the stress state variables (i.e., a monotonic 
decrease in volume). In addition, it is assumed that the testing of the soil starts with the 
specimen being in a saturated state. There are a number of loading stress paths as well as 
wetting and drying paths that could be analyzed; however, it is important to start by developing 
constitutive surfaces for the conditions on which the most information is available. 
7.4.7. I Postulate I 
The primarv reference condition for the volume change (overall) constitutive 
relationship is determined by appIying a net (isotropic) total stress loading of 
the soil with the pore-water and pore-air pressures maintained at zero, while 
m e w i n g  the change in void ratio. 
This relationship is commonly ref& to as the drained, effective stress loading path for a 
saturated specimen (Figure 7-5). The term "isotropic" is pIaced in brackets to suggest that 
isotropic loading is the preferred stress path. However, it is also possible for K, or other stress 
paths to be considered. Isotropic stress loading is preferable because: a) the stress path is the 
same as that used for critical state (or elasto-plastic) models, and, b) the matric suction stress 
state variable is also isotropic in character. 
-- - 
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Figure 7-5 Typical loading and nuloading curvc~ o f  void ratio versus the applied load. 
7.4.1.2Postulate 2 
Tihe secondarv reference condihon for the v o h e  change (overaIl) constitutive 
relationship is determined by qplying various soil suctions to the soil with the 
net isotropic applied stress equal to zero, while meapuffng the change in void 
ratio (Figure 7-6). 
There is a practical diEculty associated with directly measuring the voIume change versus soil 
suction reIationship, The difficulty is related to measuring volume change in three directions 
wbiie changing soil suction. As a result of the above difficulty, "Postdate 2a" suggests an 
alternative means to indirectly provide the necessary secondary reference condition. Tbe 
alternative procedure makes use of a combination of data £iom a shrinkage test and a soil-water 
characteristic curve test described in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 7 4  Typid  void rndo versus soil suction plot for thrte soils (suction increme) 
. 7.4.1.3Postulate 2a 
The void ratio versus soil mction relatiomhip can also be computed using the 
soil-water characteristic curve for the soil along with the shrinkage curve, both 
sets of data me meanued under condition of zero net isotropic stress. 
Figure 7-7a) shows three typical soil-water characteristic curves under drying conditions (or 
conditions of an increase in suction, Figure 7-7b) shows a typical shrinkage curve associated 




Water content, w 
Figure 7-7 a) Typicai soil-water characteristic comes for three soil types. b) Typical shrhkage curve lor a 
clay soil, 
It is possible to combine the results of a pressure plate test (i.e., soil-water characteristic curve 
data) and a shrinkage test to obtain a void ratio versus suction plot. The shrinkage test defines a 
curve that gives the ratio of change in volume of water to overall volume, for a change in soil 
suction. Mathematically, the slope of the shrinkage curve can be written as follows. 
Combining the two sets of information makes it possible to compute the void ratio versus soil 
suction relationship. This forms the second reference (or limiting) condition for the soil 
structrtre constitutive stnface. 
7.4, I. 4Postulate 3 
There is a unique volume change constitutive swfce deflnedfor conditions of 
monotonic deformation. 
The surface for a decrease in volume under an increase in stresses is considered herein and 
shown in Figure 7-8. 
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Figure 7-8 Threedimemiond plot ahowing the primary and secondary reference conditions for the void 
ratio cowtitntivt anrljrce. 
The limiting (or reference) conditions associated with the void ratio constitutive surface have 
now been defined. The next step is to d e k  the character of the constitutive surface between 
the limiting reference conditions. The remaining postdates pertain to establishing intermediate 
stress state conditions on the constitutive sltrfkce. 
7.4.7. SPostulate 4 
The slope along any constant net total stress plane on the volume change 
constitutive surface is a finction of the void rutio, as defined on the zero soil 
suction plane. 
This postulate comes about as a result of postdate 1 where it is stated that the void ratio versus 
net total stress is the primary and most fundamental reiationship between void ratio and the 
stress state. As a consequence of postulate 4, the slope of any h e  emanating h m  the soil 
suction versus void ratio curve, in a constant suction plane, must be equal to the compressiiility 
defined on the primacy reference curve at a corresponding void ratio. Appropriate slopes for the 
constitutive surface can be determined by constructing a triangfe in the horizontal plane, 
between the reference conditions. 
F i r e  7-9 lllostration of the definition of the void ratio constitutive surface based on the s l o p  of the 
primary reference curve. 
A change in net normal stress har the some effect on volume change or void 
ratio as does a change in soil suction when soil suction is less than the air-en0 
value. (Figure 7-10). 
This mean that a 45 degree relationship will be defined between the two stress state variables 
when the void ratio constitutive sudiace is viewed along the void ratio axis. 
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Figure 7-10 Variation of constant void ratio contoru~ w k n  tbe surface is viewed dong the void ratio axis. 
The straight h e  contour across the constitutive surface should be theoretically correct as iong 
as the soil is saturated. This is in accordance with the effective stress concept for a saturated 
soil. It should be noted that the dashed lines drawn in Figure 7-10 may not intersect the 
secondary reference condition along the pIane of net total stress equal to zero. It is necessary to 
comment M e r  on the air entry value of the soil before suggesting a further refinement on 
void ratio contours. 
7.4. I .  7Postulafe 5a 
As aJirst approximation, the air enny value of the soil can be assumed ro be a 
co~zstunt, butfor Fearer refinemenr, the air entry value miay need so be defined 
as a finctiun of void ratio or the net hotrupic stress (Figure 7-1 I) .  
Ph.D. Thesis 
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Figure 7-11 Elfect of a variation in the air entry value on t4t void ratio contours. 
The air entry value would be anticipated to increase with a decrease in void ratio. This means 
that the 45 degree contour wodd be adhered to for a greater distance h m  the net total stress 
reference plane. No attempt is made at this time to define the air entry value of the soil as a 
hction of void ratio (or stress state). 
7.4.1.8Postulate 6 
A gradual w e  formsJiom the air entry value to the secondary reference 
condition, corresponding to a particular void ratio on the soil structure 
constitutive sufce (Figure 7-12). 
The curve must be tangent at the air entry value and increase in curvature as the secondary 
reference condition is approached. This means that it should always be possible to join the 
secondary reference curve provided it is positioned M e r  from void ratio than is the primary 
reference curve. In other words, at a particular void ratio, the soil suction value should exceed 
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F i r e  7-12 Variation io the constant void ratio contours aa the soil becamu increasingly dtsaturatcd. 
The curves should always bend in the direction of the soil suction axis for a clayey, stable- 
structured soil. For a sandy soil, the curves will bend even more rapidly and may never reach 
the refkrence soil suction axis. 
The loading portion of the void ratio constitutive surface can be approximated using the steps 
outlined above. The general character of the void ratio constitutive surface should apply for 
sands, silts and clays. The greatest difficulty should be observed in defining the constitutive 
surface near to initial conditions. This is due to the fact that not all of the tests are started fiom 
precisely the same stress state and volume-mass state. As well, different tests may follow 
different stress paths particularly near the start of the test. It is therefore necessary to take into 
consideration the initial state of the soil. For example, the soil could be initially slurried, 
compacted or be in an undisturbed state. This item will be discussed further in section 7.5.3. 
The above postulates do not cover aU aspects of defining the void ratio constitutive d c e .  
The postulates pertain to the loading only (by net t o t .  stress or soil suction) constihitive 
sllrface of an initially saturated soil. Other postdates wilI be required to define the tmloading 
void ratio constitutive surface. Still other postulates are required for the case where one state 
variable is increased while the other one may be decreased. The scope of this thesis is limited to 
monotonic Ioading of an initially saturated soil. 
7.4.2 Water Content Constitutive Surface 
The water content constitutive slrrface can be dehed as the reIationship between two 
independent stress state variables and a deformation state variable, The water content 
constitutive surface is defmed for loading conditions with a corresponding, monotonic decrease 
in water content. 
The independent stress state variables are: 
(c-ud = Net normal (isotropic) confining pressure, and 
(w) = Soil suction. 
The deformation state can be defined in terms of gravimetric water content, w. 
The proposed '@postulatesw for the establishing the water content constitutive surface are as 
follows. The constitutive surface related to an increase in each of the stress state variables is 
defined. The soil is assumed to start fiom a saturated condition. 
7.4.2.7 Postulate 7 
The primary refernce condition for the water content constitutive relationship 
is determined by applying a suction to the soil with the net isompic stress 
maintained at zero, while meamcrrng the change in water content. 
'Ibis relationship is known as the soil-water characteristic curve and is usually plotted with soil 
suction on a Iog scale. An example, dong with the definition of the air entry vahe and residual 
conditions, is shown in Figure 7-1 3. 
Soil-water \ characteristic 
F i i r e  7-13 The water content versus soil suction relationship forms the primary reference condition for 
the water content versus soil suction constitutive relationship. 
7.4.2.2 Postulate 8 
The secondary reference condition fir the water content change constitutive 
relationship is computedfiom the void ratio conrtitutive surface for the 
condition ofrero soil suction where the void ratio is multiplied by the specific 
graviry of the soil (i.e., w = e/W. 
The water content versus net normal stress has the same character as the compression curve as 
shown in Figure 7-14. 
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F i r e  7-14 The secondary reference condition for the water content constitutive surface is equal to the 
primary reference coadition for tbe void ratio constitutive surface divided by the spccillc gravity of the soil, 
G* 
The water content versus net Ioading curve is secondary in its role in d e W g  the intermediate 
conditions of the water content constitutive d a c e .  
7.4.2.3 Postulate 9 
There is a unique water content constitutive =?$ace defined for conditions of 
monotonic water volume change. 
The surface for a decrease in water volume under an increase in stress is shown in Figure 7-1 5.  
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Figure 7-15 Threc-dimeusion~~ plot showing the primary and secondary rtftrencc conditions for the water 
content cansdmdvt surfset. 
7.4.2.4Postulate 10 
The slope along any constant soil suction plane on the water content constitutive 
surface is a finction of the water content, as defined on the zero net total stress 
plane. 
Figure 7-16 itlustrates how the water content constitutive surface is strongly influenced by the 
soil-water characteristic curve. 
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Figure 7-16 mwtration ofthe definition of the water content co~stitutive surface based on the slopes of the 
primary reference curve, 
7.4.2.5Postulate I I
There is a one-to-orie relationship between the effects of a change in net total 
stress and a change in soil suction, when the soil suction is less than the air 
enby value of the soil. 
This means that a 45 degree relationship occurs between the two stress state variables when the 
water content constitutive surface is viewed along the water content axis as shown in Figure 
7- 17. Once again the air entry value can be made a function of the water content (or stress 
state) as described for Postulate 5 of the void ratio constitutive surface. 
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Figure 7-17 Variation of the constant water content contours when the constitutive surface is viewed along 
the water content axis. 
7.4.2.6Postulate 12 
A gradual curve forms fiom the air entry value to the primary water content 
refernce condition, corresponding to a particular water content on the water 
content constitutive sur$ace. 
The curve must be tangent at the air entry value and increase in curvature as the primary 
reference condition is approached as shown in Figure 7-18, In other words, the character of the 
water content constitutive surface is different fiom that of the void ratio constitutive surface, as 
the soil becomes unsaturated. 
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7.5 Typical Experimental Laboratory Procedures 
The uniqueflas of he volume-mass constitutive d a c e s  has been established for stress 
from a poh  on the Co&ve surface in previous research (Fredlund, 1973). The 
entire void ratio co&&ve sdace bas been tested and f o ~ d  to essentially satisfy conditions 
of lmiqms by ~~m snd Ra&&rishna (1968) and Barden, Madador and Sides (1 96 I). The 
experimental for the water constitutive d u e  are not quite as concIusive as 
those for the void ratio constitutive d a c e -  
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Until now a method for deveioping the entire constitutive surfaces from standard laboratory 
tests has not been established. To esbb(ish the relationships between conventional laboratory 
testing and constitutive surfaces, a review of current laboratory methods is presented. The 
procedure with which tests are performed influences the form of the constitutive surfaces. 
7.5. I. I Compression 
Current laboratory tests form the extremities of the constitutive surfaces. The compression (or 
consolidation) test forms boundary A in Figure 7-2. While an isotropically loaded test is 
superior fiom the standpoint of developing a theoretical context, most available test data is for 
K,, or one-dimensional oedometer tests. The compression test provides information on the void 
ratio and water content with respect to net normal stress. Two types of tests are commonly 
performed to obtain compression data in the oedometer. These two tests are referred to as 'Yree- 
sweII" or "constant volume" test results. 
During a "fiee-swell" test, tbe soil specimen is placed in the consolidometer, submerged in 
water, and allowed to swell with a small load placed on the specimen. The "constant-volume" 
compression test is similar with the exception that load is constantly applied while the 
specimen is exposed to water so that the initial volume of the sample remains constant. The 
stress-paths followed by the oedometer test are shown as c w e  (a) in Figure 7-19. It should be 
noted that it is the initial conditions that vary between the two types of KO tests. This is of 
interest since there are a variety of ways in which specimens are conditioned before the testing 
of the soil takes place. This creates a special f i c u l t y  when data fiom seved types of tests are 
being combined to form the constitutive sdhces. 
Figure 7-19 Typicd "frrt-swefl" and "constant volumtr' onedimensional oedometcr test resdts. (a) "Free- 
weU" tat procedure; (b) "conscpnt volamc" test procedure. (Frcdlund, 1993) 
The b'constant-~olume" and "fiee-swell" tests foIlow different stress paths at the beginning of 
the compression test. The the-dimensional representation of each of these tests may be seen 
in Figure 7-20 and Figure 7-2 1. It can be seen fiom Figure 7-20 that the initial stress path for 
either test actually proceeds across the constitutive surface. The significance of this is that the 
compression test results are not totalIy representative of constitutive surface boundary 
conditions until the swelling pressure, P, has been reached. Therefore, the development of the 
constitutive sdaces presented in this paper utilize the data h m  the virgin compression 
branc b. 
Figure 7-20 "Ideal" stress path representation for a "constant volumew oedometer test. (Fdlund, 1993) 
Fig~rc 7-21 "Ideal" stress path repruentation for the "frce-sweU1* ocdowter tat. (Fmllund, 1993) 
7.5. I. 2Soil-water characteristic curve 
A variety of apparatuses exist for the measurement of the soil-water characteristic curve in the 
laboratory. The Tempe cell or pressure plate is the most commonly used apparatus to determine 
the relationship between gravimetric water content and soil suction. The most commonly used 
laboratory procedure for obtaining the soil-water characteristic curve appears to be as foUows: 
1. piace a specimen in a Tempe cell and expose it to water to allow saturation, 
2. increase the pore-air pressure in the chamber surrounding the specimen to simulate an 
increase in soil suction, (u,,-u,), and 
3. measure the decrease in gravimetric water content of the soil specimen. 
The stress state followed by the procedure described above can be seen in Figwe 7-22. It 
should be noted that the standard laboratory procedure initially follows a scanning curve onto 
the adsorption portion of the hysteresis loop. While the effect of hysteresis may be significant 
in certain analysis, it is generally ignored in the calculations presented in this chapter. When 
determining the constitutive surfaces presented in this chapter, it is assumed that the soil-water 
characteristic curve is determined by bringing the soil to an initially saturated condition and 
drying the specimen to achieve subsequent gravimetric water contents. 
Figure 7-22 Typid  labonto y hysteresis loop for Tempe c d  test 
&r& 1990 
7.5.2 Laboratory Data 
Murray 0. Frrrdlund 
A literature review was performed to obtain laboratory data in which a consolidation test 
(compression curve), and a Tempe cell test (soil-water characteristic curve and shrinkage 
c w e )  were obtained. Results of such laboratory tests have been presented by Nascimento, 
1961, Ridely, 1993, and Ho, 1990. The soil types include a d o r m  silt (optimum, and dry of 
optimum), a glacial till (optimum, and, dry of optimum), an otigocenic clay, a h e  sand, silt, a 
miocenic clay, an argillaceous coarse sand, a coarse sand, a basaltic clay, an alluvial clay, and a 
speswhite kaolinite (virgin-dried, overconsoti&ted-dried, 80% kaolin - 20% silt, compacted- 
dried, 50% kaolin - 25% sand - 25% silt, swelIed-dried). The laboratory results of thirty 
different soil samples were used in the study of the void ratio and water content constitutive 
relationships. 
7.5.3 Initial States of Compression, Shrinkage, and Soil-Water 
Characteristic Laboratory Tests 
The selection of initial soil states forms the basis for the proper calculation of the constitutive 
suhces. Four separate initial soil states were identified based on the laboratory data collected 
for analysis. The initial soil states are summarized below. 
l~hr inka~e test [saturated condition I initially slurried 
Laboratory Test 
Soil-water characteristic 




Generation of constitutive relations requires the selection of specimens where similar initid soil 
states were used for all tests. It was determined that the saturated condition obtained at the start 















Constant-volume initially slurried 
undisturbed 
commcted 
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used in this study. Additionally, the soils used in this study vary between being initially 
slurried, undisturbed, and compacted. 
Calculation of the void ratio versus soil suction curve requires the use of a soil-water 
characteristic curve and a shrinkage curve. It is also necessary that the initial states and initial 
stress paths be the same for both tests. Complicating this matter are the shrinkage tests in which 
the soil is initially unsaturated (or as-compacted). Such soils required the re-calculation of the 
shrinkage curve such that the saturated condition is approximated. It was, therefore, a 
requirement that experimental data used to generate the constitutive surface have a saturated 
initial condition. 
The re-calculation of the shrinkage curve is possible when the shrinkage data is fit with the 
shrinkage equation as presented in Chapter 4. The equation used to model the shrinkage curve 
is seen below. 
Equation 7-2 
where: q = the minimum void ratio, h, 
bsb = slope of the line of tangency, 
C& = curvature of the shrinkage curve, 
Re-calculating a shrinkage curve at saturation involves changing the ratio between the a,,, and 
b3h parameters. The cd parameter controls the curvature of the curve and is assumed to be 
unchanged- The a* parameter is equal to the minimum void ratio and is also assumed to be 
unchanged. The fit curve can, therefore, be adjusted to saturation by re-cdculating the bXh 
according to the relationdip presented above. An example of such a calculation can be seen in 
Figure 7-23. 
00.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 
Gravimetric water content (%) 
Figure 7-23 Shrinkage curve for a silly sand 6om partiy samntcd conditions (Russam, 1958) index #I2423 
Re-calculation of the compression equation is required when the initial conditions for the 
experimentally measured compression equation are different fiom the initial conditions of the 
soil-water characteristic curve. The compression curve was first fit with Equation 7-3. Re- 
calculation of the compression curve, therefore, involves the calculation of a new swelling 
pressure, a,, and preconsolidation pressure, a,. The rebound index, C,, and compression index, 
C,, of a particular soil remain constant. The modification of a typical compression test to 
account for varying initial conditions is shown in Figure 7-24. 
Equation 7-3 
where e,, = initial or starting void ratio, 
C, = recompression index, 
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C, = compression index, 
a, = swelling pressure p a ) ,  
a, = preconsolidation pressure p a ) .  
10 100 1000 1 m  1 o m  
Net normal stress (kPa) 
Figure 7-24 Rtpresentation of a family of compression concs generated with the four-parameter quation 
based oa aa Albany Clay publirhtd by Schmertmann (W) (12530) 
The calculation of the swelling pressure, a,, and the preconsotidation pressure, a,, is required 
for the generation of a series of curves for Figure 7-24. q may be taken as the minimum net 
n o d  stress on the rebound curve. Ifrebound data is not present, as may be calculated fiom 
the compression branch of the curve. as would then be equal to a, if the soil is normally 
consolidated or mathematically determined fiom the fitting algorithm is the soil is 
overconsolidated. 
The preconsotidation pressure, a,, may be determined by the following method. Firstly, a 
straight line on a  semilog plot is used to represent the virgin compression branch of the curve. 
Another straight h e  is used to represent the rebound portion of the curve. The rebound line is 
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assumed to pass through the initial void ratio of the current soil state and the swelling pressure. 
a,. The intersection of these two straight lines will yield a,. 
7.6 Calculation of Volume-Mass Constitutive Surfaces 
The following sections describe the mathematical steps necessary for the generation of a 
mathematical description of the void ratio and water content constitutive sudaces. 
7.6.1 Void Ratio Constitutive Surface 
F i  7-25 CcntrrliPtion of the void n t i o  constitutive surface 
The void ratio constitutive surface is developed to describe the volume-change aspects of soiI 
behavior in keeping with previous deveIopments of constitutive surfaces. The void ratio 
constitutive surface describes the relationship between void ratio, net normal stress, and soil 
suction. Methods for obtaining the boundaries of this constitutive mfbce and calculations 
across the surface are presented. 
7.6.1.7 Void ratio versus net normal stmss 
The void ratio versus net normal stress boundary constitutive relation may be formulated either 
h m  an oedometer test or an isotropic triaxiaI compression test. The formulations presented in 
this paper apply to oedometer and triaxial compression test results. Accommodation of the type 
of test performed must be done during the calcuiation of Young's Modulus. The calculation of 
Young's Modulus may be seen in Chapter 4. 
Oedometer data is more common in the Literature than isotropic triaxial data. The results 
presented in this chapter, therefore, are calculated primarily with the use of oedometer data. 
The two-slope equation presented in Equation 7-3 wiIl be used to mathematically represent the 
experimental oedometer data. 
7.6.7.2 Void ratio versus soil suction 
The relationship between void ratio and soil suction can be experimentally determined. Volume 
change and soil suction measurements during the drying process will yield both a soil-water 
characteristic curve and a shrinkage curve. The void ratio versus soil suction boundary 
constitutive relationship can be calcuiated using a continuous mathematical relationship to 
represent the soil-water characteristic curve and the shrinkage curve. The Fredlund and Xing 
(1994) equation can be used to fit experimentd mil-water characteristic curve data using a 
least-squares algorithm. The shrinkage relationship between void ratio and gravimetric water 
content can be represented using the hyperbolic equation as presented in Equation 7-2. 
Calculations may proceed in the foUowing manner once mathematical representation of the 
soil-water characteristic curve and the shrinkage curve is achieved. 





w, = saturated gravimetric water content, 
y = soil suction, 
af = fitting parameter closely related to the air entry vaiue for the soil, 
nf = fitting parameter related to the maximum slope of the curve, 
mf = fitting parameter related to the curvature of the slope, 
h, = constant parameter used to adjust tower portion of curve. 
The shrinkage of a soil can be represented by a hyperbolic equation as presented in Equation 
7-2. The substitution of Equation 7-2 into Equation 7-4 gives the relationship between 
gravimetric water content and soil suction. The boundary of the consitutive sdace  describing 
the relationship between void ratio and soil suction may then be described as follows. 




7.6.1.3 Calculated Void ratio surface 
It was considered important to formdate a complete mathematical representation of the void 
ratio constitutive surface. To allow mathematical representation, and considering Postulate 4, it 
was necessary to restrict Eqyation 7-3 to a soil undergoing normal compression only. This 
restriction allows Equation 7-3 to be simpmed to Equation 7-6. The inverse of Equation 7-6 
may then be determined as Equation 7-7. Equation 7-7 represents the translation between the 
void ratio produced by suction and the equivdent net normal stress. Substitution of Equation 
7-5 into Equation 7-7 allows for the translation of suction to net normal stress. Therefore, the 
void ratio at any point on the constitutive surface may be represented by adding the net normal 
stress to an equivalent, suction induced, net normal stress represented by Equation 7-7. 




The void ratio constitutive surface for a number of different soils may be seen in Figure 7-26 
and Figure 7-27. 
Figure 7-26 Void ratio constitutive sllufroe for a oligocenic clay poblLrhcd by Ndmento, 1961 (12436) 
267 
Figure 7-27 Void ratio constitutive surface form ovcrco~wolidatcddricd Speswbitt Kaolinitt published by 
Ridley, 1993 (12445) 
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Figore 7-28 Void ratio coPstitutive sortrcc for a llnc sand published by Nascimcnto, 1961 (12437') 
Figure 7-29 Void ratio colwtitutive surfice for a silt published by Nascimeato, 1961 (12438) 
F i i r e  7-30 Void ratio constitutive surface for a basaltic clay published by Nucimento, 1%1(12442) 
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Figure 7-31 Void n t i o  constitutive surfrcc for a compacted Uniform Silt from 60 (I=) (18681) 
7.6.2 Water Content Constitutive Surface 
The water content constitutive s h c e  is developed to desm'be the water content of the soiI in 
keeping with previous developments of constitutive surfaces. me water content constitutive 
surface describes the rehionship between water content, net normal stress, and soil suction. 
Methods for obtaining the boundaries of this constitutive s h c e  and calculations across the 
stlrface are presented. 
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Figure 7-32 Generalization of the water content constitutive surfj~ce 
7.6.2. I Water content versus soil suction 
Curve wt (shown in Figure 7-32) boundary of the water content constitutive surface can be 
represented by the soil-water characteristic curve. Experimental data is fit with a nonlinear least 
squares regression algorithm to mathematically represent laboratory results. The FredIund and 
Xing (1994) equation is used to represent the soil-water characteristic curve due to its ability to 
model the high suction raage. The Fredlmd and Xing (1994) equation may be seen in Equation 
7-4. Since the soil-water characteristic curve is typically measured as water content versus soil 
suction, no mathematical conversion is necessary to allow representation of the wz bou11diuy. 
A correction is introduced to the soil-water characteristic curve to allow the air entry value of 
the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation to increase as compression increases. The effect of 
various compression levels on the air entry value has been examined by Vanapalli (1994). 
Vanapalli (1994) suggested that the air entry value of a soil followed a line drawn through the 
steepest slope of the soil-water characteristic curve for soils compacted at optimum and dry of 
optimum. A straight line of slightly Merent dope was followed for soils compacted wet of 
optimum. A modification to the FredItmd and Xing (1994) equation is therefore presented to 
account for changes in the air entry value as the level of compression increases. As a first 
approximation, the air entry value is assumed to increase Iinearly on a semilog pIot at a rate 
equal to the steepest point of the soiI-water characteristic curve. 
M a c a t i o n  of the air entry value for the F d u n d  and Xing (1994) equation is achieved by 
making the at parameter a function of net normal stress. The af parameter has been shown to be 
related to the air entry value, therefore, this is considered a reasonable relation. Fitly, a 
straight line is drawn through the steepest point on the soil-water characteristic curve. The line 
is then shifted so that the soil-water characteristic curve is unmodified when the net normal 
stress is at a minimum. The construction may be seen in Figure 4-26. The final equation for the 
modified Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation may be seen in Equation 4-14. 
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Fi i re  7-33 Calculation of mdcat ion for airentry value for a Loam using t!~t Fredlund and Xing (1994) 
qmtion, ~11.1,0&56, m+OS4, hpl8.4 (91) 
The straight iine on a semiiog plot may be represented by Equation 4-12. 
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Equation 7-9 
where: af = Fredlund and Xing (1994) parameter related to the air entry value of the soil, 
w = initial water content of the soil sample, 
m = slope of the line on a semilog pIot, 
b = y axis intercept at a value of 1.0. 
Calculation of the af parameter, therefore, requires that Equation 4- 12 be solved in terms of af. 
Substituted into the Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation this correction now becomes: 
Equation 7-10 
Which yields an equation for the soil-water characteristic curve in terms of soil suction and 
initial water content. 
7.6.2.2 Water content versus nef normal stress 
The boundary curve w, (Figure 7-32) of the water content constitutive surface may be 
experimentally determined with a compression test. Experimental data is then fit with the four- 
parameter model seen in Equation 7-3. It is not a requirement that the initial condition for the 
compression test match the initial condition for the measurement of the soil-water characteristic 
curve. The reason for this is that once the slope of the recompression and the virgin 
compression branch have been determined, a representative compression curve may be 
generated based on any initial void ratio. The procedure for this may be seen in section 7.53. 
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The relationship Se--wGs is used to convert void ratio to water content for the wl boundary of 
the water content constitutive surface. Saturation will be 100% for all compression tests in 
accordance with ASTM D4546. Therefore the method for representing curve wl can be 
expressed as: 
The above relationship may then be expressed as a fimction since void ratio is a hct ion of net 
normal stress. 
Equation 7-1 1 
Equation 7-1 1 may then be used to represent curve wt (Figure 7-32) once the equation 
parameters have been determined by least squares regression. 
7.6.2.3 Calculated water content surface 
In the preceding sections the boundary conditions of the water content constitutive surfaces are 
developed. A method of mathematically representing the interior of the constitutive surface is 
now presented. The compression curve is first used to represent initial water content conditions 
along the saturated boundary. The soil-water characteristic curve is then calculated at varying 
initial conditions and various air entry values in accordance with Postdate 4 and Equation 
4-14. Equation 7-1 1 is substituted in place of w, in Equation 4-14 to yield the equation for the 
entire constitutive surfice. The cornbibtion ofEquation 4-14 and Equation 7-1 1 allows for 
compkte mathematical representation ofthe water content constitutive surface. The water 
content constitutive &e for a number of different soils may be seen in Figure 7-26 and 
Figure 7-27. 
Ph.0. Thesis 
Figure 7-34 Water content constitutlvt sltrZirt for an undisturbed oligoceaic clay published by 
Nascimcnto, 1961 (12436) 
Ph.0. Thesis 
Figure 7-35 Water content coastitutivt s h c t  Lr a slurried overconsolidateddried Spawhite Kaohite 
published by Ridlcy, 1993 (12445) 
PkD. Thesis 
F i n  7-36 Water content constihtivt sartact for an unduturbcd fiat sand pubhhed by Nascimento, L%1 
(Mr) 
March 1009 
Figure 7-37 Water content constitutive sar6ce f o r m  mdlsturbed silt published by Nascimcnto, 1961 
(12438) 
F i n  7-38 Water content constitutivt surface for an uadisttlrbcd basaltic clay published by Nascimtnto, 
1961 (12442) 
Murray D. Fil9oTvnd Ph. 0. Thesis 
F i r e  7-39 Water corlelrt coostihrtivt sprlrct for a c o m p a c ~  Uailorm Silt from Bo (1988) (18681) 
7.7 Conclusions 
Based on andysis of the data collected for this chapter, it can be conciuded that it is possibie to 
mathematically tepresent the void ratio and water content constitutive surfaces. It has 
previously been shown that the void ratio and water content constitutive sdace  for monotonic 
deformation are unique. A series of postdates were developed based on observed soil behavior. 
These postdates were then used as a basis to extend laboratory testing of boundary conditions 
to a representation of the entire constitutive surface. Mathematical representation of the 
constitutive surfiice also allows significant flexiiiIity in the application of the mathematical 
model to W e  etement sohtion methods. 
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CHAPTER 8.0 Conclusions and 
Recommendations 
8.1 Introduction 
The thesis consists of a series of articdated research studies that come together to form an 
approach to assist in the implementation of unsaturated soil mechanics into geotechaical 
engineering practice. The conclusions and recommendations are presented for each of the 
chapters of the thesis. 
8.2 Conclusions 
The conclusions for each of the chapters can be summarized as folIows: 
Chapter 1 sets the stage for the chapters to follow as well as establishing the need for a new 
approach to the implementation of unsaturated soil mechanics. 
1. A new philosophical approach is required for the application of unsaturated soil mechanics. 
The classical approach used in saturated soii mechanics has become too costly to 
implement for unsaturated soii mechanics, primariry because of the costs associated with 
the assessment of unsaturated soil properties. It is suggested that there is need to move into 
a new paradigm (i.e., an entirely new mindset towards the problem) for the assessment of 
unsaturated soil properties. 
2. The use of estimated non-linear, coefficient of permeability functions (or hydraulic 
conductivity functions) for an unsaturated soil has been successfully applied and is well- 
established in the area of geo-environmental engineering. The unsaturated coefficient of 
permeability function is estimated h m  the soil-water characteristic curve and the saturated 
coefficient of permeability for the soil. The success of using this approach for seepage 
problems involving unsaturated so3 provides a confidence assurance that a simiIar 
approach or methodology can be used for other areas of unsaturated soil mechanics such as 
volume change and shear strength. 
3. Finite element models make use of the latest numerical methods to assist in numerical 
convergence for highly non-linear boundary-value problems such as those encountered in 
saturated-unsaturated soils. The development of mathematical techniques to represent soil 
property functions is necessary for the modeling of complex maturated soil probIems. 
4. Unsaturated soil property functions are, in general, difficult and costly to obtain 
experimentally. Methods for the estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve, the 
shrinkage curve, and other constitutive soil properties need to be developed and 
subsequently tested and verified. This process is extensive and only the first phase of this 
area of study is within the scope of this thesis. 
Chapter 2 provides a background summary of the current development in unsaturated soil 
mechanics. Future direction for research and the application of unsaturated soils technology is 
presented. A review of the research literature sets the stage for the establishment of needs 
relative to the application of unsaturated soil mechanics. 
I. The soil-water characteristic curve (SWCC) has become the central reiationship involved in 
the empirical estimation of unsaturated soil property functions for unsaturated soil 
mechanics. 
2. The soil-water characteristic curve provides an approximate relationship for the partitioning 
of the air and water phases in an unsaturated soil. As such, it provides a basis for the 
estimation of many other unsaturated soil property functions. 
3. A reasonably accurate mathematical representation of the soil-water characteristic curve is 
important. Equations for the soil-water characteristic curve, as well as a theoretical 
description of the zones of desaturation have been characterized in the literature. The 
mathematical models presented by Fredlund and Xing (1994), van Genuchten (1 98O), van 
Genuchten and Mualem (1980), van Genuchten and Burdine (1980), Gardner (1964), and 
Brooks and Corey (1964) are reviewed with respect to general characteristics of each 
equation. 
4. The soil-water characteristic curve can be used as a foundation for calcdating soil property 
functions for properties such as the coefficient of permeabiity, shear strength and volume 
change for an unsaturated soil. The soil-water characteristic curve forms a partial basis for 
describing the engineering behavior of an unsaturated soil and provides a common (and 
focal) means of relating fundamental soil properties to one another. 
5. A review of common soil-property fimctions relevant to unsaturated soil mechanics, along 
with their application to geotechnical engineering practice is presented. 
6. A generalizcd procedure for the determination of uusaturated soil properties is proposed. 
Chapter 3 introduces several mathematical equations for the representation of the grain-size 
distribution curve. Calculations based on the grain size distribution data are presented for 
ihstration and verification purposes. Chapter 3 provides the basis for chapter 4 which utilizes 
the grain-size curve equation to estimate a soil-water characteristic curve. 
The pin-size distniution curve has historically been analyzed as a manual process. nere  
has also been some attempt to use a Iognormal distribution fit consisting of one, two, or 
three parameters. Unimodal and bimodaI equations are presented in this chapter to fit 
essentially any grain-size distribution dataset. The unimodal equation was found to provide 
an excellent fit to a wide variety of dorm and well-graded soils. The extremes of the 
grain-size distn'bution were also well-fit by using an equation that allowed independent 
control of the extremities. 
Gapgraded soils were best fit using a bimodal type equation. The bimodal equation 
allowed for the mathematical representation of any @-size distribution where the sample 
contained two distinctly different, but dominant particle size groups. 
Mathematical representation of the grain-size distribution curve was shown to provide 
numerous benefits. Curves can be identified and categorized by means of the best-fit 
coefficients or engineering parameters back-calcdated h m  the fit curve. Likewise, grain- 
size curves can be located in a data base using searching techniques. Other grain-size 
vatiabIes (i.e., % clay, dlo, &, etc.) can be mathematically determined from the best-fit 
equatio~ The unimodd and bimodal equations provide a method for fining the three major 
categories of soils (i.e., well-graded soils, uniform so&, and gapgraded soils). 
The proposed continuous mathdcaI fimction for the grain-size curve sets the stage for 
performing firrther analyses such as to estimate the soil-water characteristic curve of a soil. 
- 
Chapter 4 proposes a new method for the estimation of the soil-water characteristic curve from 
@-size distribution curve. A wide range of grain size data sets are analyzed and the 
predicted soil-water characteristic curves are compared to Iaboratory measured soil-water 
characteristic curve datasets. 
The estimation of soil-water characteristic curve h m  grain-size distribution was found to 
be reasonably accurate for sands, and silts. The predictions appear to be best for uniformly 
graded soils but the prediction technique certainly appears to have good promise for all silts 
and sands. 
It is more difficult to estimate the soil-water characteristic curve for clays, tills and loam. 
However, the accuracy of the soil-water characteristic curve estimation algorithm was still 
reasonable. Results tended to be sensitive to the "packing porosity", n,, and more research 
needs to be done to fully understand how to take into account the arrangement of the 
particles. 
The proposed new pedo-transfer function (i.e., fimction to predict the soil-water 
characteristic curve) was compared to five other previously proposed pedo-transfer 
functions. The success of each pedo-transfer function was evaluated based on the R', air- 
entry value, and the maximum slope, The proposed new pedo-transfer function showed an 
improved accuracy with respect to the R' error distribution. 
The proposed new pedo-transfer hctiw showed reasonable accuracy when compared to 
the maximum slope as determined fiom the experimental dataset. The best performance 
was obtained when using the Vereecken (1989) method. There was some uncertainty as to 
whether the Rawls (1985) method was properly implemented in the calculations for this 
chapter. 
Comparisons between the measured and estimated air-entry values, AEV, indicated a 
significant improvement when using the new pedo-transfer fimction as opposed to other 
existing methods. The new pedo-transfer fimction and the Arya and Paris (1981) methods 
showed the highest level of confidence in correctly estimating the air-entry value of a soil. 
Chapter 5 introduces the funchmtal soil properties and the mathematical equations necessary 
to characterize the volume change behavior of an unsaturated soil. Mathematical equations are 
proposed for the representation of the compression curve ftom experimentd data measured in 
aa adometer test, as well as data measured in an isotropic triaxial test. These functions are for 
a saturated soil and form the reference (or basic) soil characteristic for defining volume change. 
1. The compression curve fiom a onedimensional oedometer test has formed the basis for 
volume-change calculations since the inception of soil mechanics. This chapter presents 
two continuous mathematical equations capable of fitting the classical forms for 
compression curves for a saturated soil. 
2. The three-parameter equation was found to perform well for fitting the compression curves 
for normally and over-consolidated soils. 
3. The parameters of the three-parameter equation does not appear to be related to physical 
properties of the soil. 
4. The four-parameter equation provided a good fit for normally and overconsolidated soils, 
over a wide range of loading conditions. 
5. Once the compression curve is best-fit with a continuous mathematical equation, a number 
of practical soil mechanics fimctions can be computed. The rdationship of coefficient of 
compressibility, a,, coefficient of volume change, m, and compression index, C, as well as 
Young's Modulus, E, may all be represented as a fimction of net normal stress. The 
mathematical representation of the slope of the compression curve in terms of Young's 
Modulus provides a function that can be used for the modeling of volume change of 
saturated and subsequently unsaturated soils. 
Chapter 6 introduces an equation that can be used to best-fit the shrinkage curve. A method of 
estimating the shrinkage curve is also proposed and verified using experimental data h r n  the 
research literature. 
The shrinkage characteristics of a large number of sails have been established in the 
literature. A mathematical relationship was developed to model the shrinkage behavior of 
slurried, compacted, and undisturbed soils. The shrinkage equation was shown to closely fit 
a wide variety of soils. 
The shrinkage curve can be used in conjunction with the soiI-water characteristic curve for 
the calculation of the void ratio versus soil suction rehionship. The void ratio relationship 
forms the second boundary of the void ratio constitutive d c e  (the first boundary being 
formed by the void ratio versus net normal stress). 
3. An estimation method was proposed and verified for the estimation of the shrinkage curve 
based on the air entry value ofthe soil-water characteristic curve, volume-mass properties 
and the initial state (i.e., slurried, compacted, remoulded] of the soil. The importance of 
measuring of volume changes (or estimating volume changes) of a soil during shrinkage 
due to suction changes, was studied. 
4. The analysis of the shrinkage (and swelling) behavior of an unsaturated soil requires a 
mathematical soil property fimction. A mathematical fitting and estimation method was 
proposed for modeling the shidage (Le., volume decrease) behavior of highly pIastic soils 
as well as low plasticity soils. 
Chapter 7 applies individual soil-property functions to the deveIoprnent of three-dimensional 
constitutive sllrfaces for volume change (and water content change) for unsaturated soils. 
Based on the analysis of the research data found m the literature, it was concIuded that it is 
possible to mathematically represent the entire void ratio and water content constitutive 
surfaces. The limiting conditions for each of the constitutive s h c e s  are first 
mathematically defined and then the assumptions dated to intermediate stress states are 
proposed and mathematically fomdated. 
The void ratio (and water content) constitutive surface must be dehed independently for 
monotonic deformations. In other words, an independent formulation and set of 
mathematical relationships are required for the volume decrease (and water content 
decrease) and for volume increase (and water content increase). The Iimiting conditions for 
volume increase and base ate independent of one another. 
A series of postulates are developed for the definition of the o v e d  constitutive surfaces. 
The postulates are based on data h m  various research studies on uusaturated soil behavior. 
These postdates form the basis for the exteasion of Iaboratory tests which define the 
boundary conditions of the entire wnstiMive s&es. 
Mathematical representation of the entire void ratio (and water content) constitutive 
d c e s  allows for the mathematical representation of a Young's moddus unsaturated soiI 
property function for the modeling of finite element problems. The same is true for an 
uusatumted soil property function for the water content wmthtive surfice. 
8.3 Recommendations for Future Research Studies 
Future work may be performed on various topics associated with each of the chapters. In 
Chapter 4 there is need for firrther refinement and modification of pedo-transfer function for the 
soil-water charaderistic curve. The method outlined in this thesis assumes a constant 
distribution of porosity for aiI grain-sizes comprising the soil. This assumption should be 
modified to become a hction of particle size and possibly other factors. This modification 
would allow for influences such as soil structure, as well as the effects of hysteresis, to be 
modeled. 
In Chapter 5 there is need to extend the mathematical equations used to fit the compression 
curve. These mathematical equations may be further developed to represent critical state 
behavior of a soil. 
The estimation of the shrinkage behavior of a soil presented in Chapter 6 should be improved. 
Further experimend testing must be performed to establish a reasonable method of estimating 
the shrinkage limit of a soil. 
In Chapter 7, there is need for experimental verification of the theorems used in the 
development of the constitutive sllrfaces is necessary. Due to the complexity of the laboratory 
program involved it has not been possible to verifL all the assumptions made regarding the 
development of the swfkces. 
The soil property fimctions presented in this thesis form the basis for modeling volume change, 
water content change, and the seepage behavior of uIlSafiuated soils in more detail than was 
previously possible. The application of these new models forms a large area of potential 
research. The accuracy accocirded with this new form of of finite element modeling when using 
soil property hctions should be studied in detail. 
